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ABSTRACT 
THESIS PRODUCTION: 
YOU CAN TT AKE IT WITH YOU 
CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY 
Directed by 
Diana L. Maylett 
July 2002 
This project encompasses background research, documentation, casting, directing, and 
post-production evaluation of Newport High School's 2002 spring production of You Can t Take 
it With You. The production thesis documentation includes research and analysis of the play and 
its literary origins, evaluation of the play as a production vehicle, and a discussion of the 
directorial vision for the actors, set, lighting, sound, costumes, makeup, and performance of the 
play. 
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Project Parameters and Schedule 
Our production of You Can't Take it With You will be performed in May near the end of 
the semester because it is produced and directed in the Advanced Theatre Production class. Each 
class period lasts 53 minutes, and that isn't enough time to perfect the play in the usual six to 
eight week rehearsal schedule. Therefore, we have a longer rehearsal period and schedule the 
performance near the end of the semester. Our performance is scheduled for May 30, 31 and 
June 1. If we go earlier, we are not ready. If we go later, our audience is much smaller because 
school ends on June 20, and the focus of our student body in June is on graduation activities 
rather than other school activities such as theatre. 
The money we make with ticket sales is what we use to fund the production. However, 
this year we started with a deficit of $200 because last year's ticket sales were lower than usual. 
We were scheduled to perform the last week in May, but the Senior Prom was superimposed on 
our Saturday performance date. We rescheduled for the following weekend, and as a result, our 
audience numbers dropped. This production will have to pay for the deficit and this year's 
expenses. 
With the shortage in mind, I will try to conserve money on costumes. In the past we have 
paid a lot for costume rentals, but with this production I will ask cast members to go to second-
hand stores and their parents closets looking for at least one costume that would be appropriate 
for the time period and their characters. 
I wanted to use pyrotechnics for the fireworks and explosions, but learned from the 
technical theatre teacher that a license is required to use them, and that there is no one in our 
program that has one. 
,NEWPORT 
HIGH 
SCHOOL 
August2001 
Permission of Hiring Authority 
Laura Keylin, Principal 
Scott Morrison, Assistant Principal 
Phyllis Roderick, Assistant Principal 
4333 FACTORJA BLVD. SE 
BELLEVUE, WA 98006 
PHONE: ( 425) 456- 7400 
FAX: (425) 456-7530 
http ://belnet.be\levue. kl 2. wa. us 
Diana Maylett is directing You Can't Take it With You by Moss Hart and George S. 
Kaufman second semester in our Advanced Theatre Production class. Evening 
performances will be given for our community and student body on May 30, 31, and June 
1, 2002. As her supervisor, she has my permission to direct and give student 
performances of this classic, Pulitzer Price winning comedy at Newport High School. 
Please note: 
Phyllis Roderick 
Assistant Principal 
Newport High School 
This signature has been redacted due to security reasons. 
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Yon Can't Take It With You Synopsis 
You Can't Take it With You is about two families that approach life as opposites. The 
Sycamores live life doing the things they love, regardless of society's dictates. To the outside 
world they would seem like octagons in a round world. Nevertheless, they are a tight-knit, 
extremely happy family, and for the most part, they don't venture far from their home. They are 
content with each other and with the pleasure of doing what their hearts' desire at home. None of 
the family, with the exception of Alice, Mr. and Mrs. Sycamore's daughter, has regular 
employment. 
Contrarily, the Kirbys live life doing what society subscribes as the American dream, 
work hard, sacrifice, make lots of money and life will be bliss. Mr. Kirby has arrived at his office 
on Wall Street early each morning for years, spent his life building his business, but ends the 
work week with indigestion and "pretty near crazy." Mrs. Kirby thinks their sex life is dull and 
Tony, their son, feels like his father has never had the time to really understand him. 
Alice works in the offices of Kirby and Company where she meets Tony and has been 
dating him for three weeks when he comes to her home before a dinner date. Alice is worried 
about Tony meeting her eccentric family and when he arrives, there is no avoiding the unique 
personalities of the Sycamores, a week later the Kirbys arrive at the Sycamore's. 
However, this is a major problem. The Kirbys have come one evening too early, and the 
Sycamores are totally unprepared and surprised. The maid's boyfriend, Donald, is sent to the 
comer grocery for beer, frankfurters, Campbells soup, and canned com. What starts on a down 
note quickly escalates into a full-blown catastrophe. By the end of the evening the Kirbys have 
been exposed to a variety of curious characters and circumstances and are escorted off to jail 
with the Sycamores. 
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The next morning they are released, and Alice breaks off the relationship with Tony, 
thinking it is impossible for the two families to ever merge harmoniously. At home she is 
packing to leave for the Adirondacks for an undisclosed amount of time to "be by herself--away 
from everybody," when Tony arrives and tries to talk her out of it. Later, Mr. Kirby shows up to 
retrieve Tony, but before he is able to leave, Grandpa Sycamore wins him over with an invitation 
to dine with the Grand Duchess Olga Katrina and his philosophical outlook of live the life that 
you have imagined--do the things that you love. Alice decides not to leave, and the Kirbys and 
Sycamores have dinner together. 
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Evaluation of Production Vehicle 
You Can ' t Take it With You is a classic comedy written by Moss Hart and George S. 
Kaufman, premier playwrights of the thirties. They are considered one of the most expert writing 
teams in American dramatic history, and even now, their works are frequently performed to 
delighted audiences in high schools, colleges and professional venues. I have chosen You Can't 
Take it With You for my Masters' project because of the expert writing, timeless theme, personal 
appeal and because I have a pool of actors that will do well with the parts. 
When You Can' t Take it With You debuted in 1936, Americans were in the middle of the 
Depression and were threatened by war. This play was incredibly successful, in part, because it 
provided a kind of escapism. Eager to forget about the problems, the audience could laugh at an 
eccentric family living on practically nothing. However, the play remains timeless, retaining its 
interest as we go into a new century, because people can still laugh at the dialogue and quirky 
characterizations. 
Equally appealing is the theme-Don't sell out; have the courage do the things you love 
to do. It is an enduring theme because life continues to present the challenges of living 
responsibly while still living a life that is personally rewarding. People need to pay their 
mortgages, take care of their children, and plan for the future. Moreover, many Americans 
believe that if they acquire the material wealth presented by the media, they will find happiness. 
Nevertheless, Grandpa's announcement in the play about his granddaughter's future husband 
underscores the play's theme," ... Tony is too nice a boy to wake up twenty years from now 
with nothing in his life but stocks and bonds" (Hart and Kaufman74). I'm confident the Newport 
High School actors will do well with the characterizations, and the community and student body 
will be entertained and appreciate the play's values. 
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The themes You Can' t Take it With You are especially meaningful for our community 
after the September 11, 2001 events. The lives of Todd Beamer and Danny Pearl are exemplars 
for living a life of honesty by being true to who you want to be and what you what to do. Their 
lives reinforce the play' s theme, it is important to do the things that matter because life is fragile. 
It could be dramatically altered or irrevocably changed at any moment. On the surface You Can't 
Take it With You seems to be a comedy about the Depression era and has little relevance to 
America's challenges in the twenty-first century. However, the play continues to make American 
audiences laugh because the Sycamore characters, even at their craziest, are believable. They 
remind us to follow our dreams and live our lives with passion. 
While the themes are timeless, two of the characterizations are not. I am concerned about 
the political correctness of the roles of Donald and Rheba. African Americans in the thirties often 
worked in households as domestic help, but today it is considered racist to cast them in 
subservient roles. Additionally, Donald is on welfare and there are several comedic lines 
referring to the situation. Again, portraying African Americans as being on welfare is not 
political correct in twenty-first century. Even though many people were on welfare during the 
thirties, the rate of unemployment for African Americans was three times greater than that of 
Caucasians, possibly, a result of the discrimination during that time (Baughman, intro. VII). I 
plan on sharing the research of the social conditions and the repercussions for African Americans 
with the cast and the parents of the African American actors. Through discussion of the social 
status of African Americans during this time period, my students should gain an understanding 
of why the African Americans are characterized in this manner. Additionally, I will call the 
parents of the two students who are playing these characters to discuss the importance of African 
American characterizations and thereasons why they are portrayed as poor and uneducated. Also, 
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I will write about it in the program's director's notes. My notes will explain the African 
American condition of the thirties and why the characterizations are true to the time period. 
Another directorial challenge is that the play is produced as part of a class. Each class 
lasts 53 minutes and after taking care of classroom business, it leaves about 45 minutes for 
rehearsals. The fluency of the play is difficult to achieve because of these short rehearsal periods. 
In order to polish the performances and improve the fluency and rhythms of the play, at the end 
of the rehearsal schedule we will have 2-hour early morning practices for a week, and during 
tech/dress week, we will have three 4-hour evening rehearsals. With these longer rehearsals, I'm 
hopeful we will be able to improve the fluency and perfect the play. 
Finally, I had planned on using pyrotechnics in the play for the fireworks and explosions, 
but we do not have the required license. Instead, I will use fog machines, lights, and sound 
effects to achieve the effect of the basement exploding and fireworks going off. 
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Notes on You Can't Take It With You 
Moss Hart and George S. Kaufman's You Can't Take It With You opened on Broadway 
near Christmas in 1936. It is a three-act comedy about two families, the Sycamores and the 
Kirbys. Each family has a philosophical approach to life that is antithetical to the other. The 
Sycamore's live life on their own terms, doing only the things they love. Their way of life is 
perceived as being rather odd by society's standards. Contrarily, the Kirbys live life sustaining 
the American dream, but doing work they dislike. Their way of life is perceived as a great 
American success, even though, in the midst, their true passions have disappeared. 
Set in the 1936 New York home of Martin Vanderhof 'just around the comer from 
Columbia University," Hart and Kaufman's play begins one Wednesday evening in mid-June 
and ends eight days later. The Vanderhof home is a busy one; the happy residents are going 
about living life in the fullest sense. The characters are thoroughly engaged in activities that are 
personally gratifying; the delight and zeal for what each is doing is expressed through his words 
and actions. There is much comedy in the quirky personalities of the brood, and when outsiders 
like the Kirbys come through the Sycamore's front door, the humor is magnified through the 
contrasting characters, farcical dialogue, and comedic situations. 
DIRECTOR'S CONCEPT 
You Can't Take it With You is Grandpa's play, and his philosophy of living a joyful life 
by just relaxing, and doing the things one loves infuses the Vanderhof-Sycamore household. The 
home is in a nice neighborhood and well built. Attractive moldings, an archway, and a bay 
window are part of the solid structure. The floors are made of a light wood, and the living room 
has been wall papered with a design of curving lines. A chandelier hangs in the middle of the 
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room. Since Grandpa hasn't worked for thirty-five years, the Vanderhof-Sycamore house has 
seen better days. The lines, designs and decor create a feeling of freedom, creativity and energy. 
The furniture, like the family members, is an eclectic mix of chairs, a table, a buff et, a bookcase, 
a chaise tongue, and Penny's desk. The contents of the room are a reflection of the eccentric 
personalities that inhabit it. It is a happy environment, a playground for the family of people who 
occupy it, with vibrant, cheerful colors of red, yellow, blue, and white. The set design crew will 
have input on which of the colors should go on the walls, moldings, doors, windows, etc. and 
what hues of the colors should be used. There are a variety of textures: glass, china, wood, metal 
and multiple fabrics for couches, chairs and draperies, congruent with the diversity of the 
Vanderhof-Sycamore household. 
There is one entrance from the outdoors in the up-left area for people coming to visit 
from the outside world, and with just one step down, they are welcomed into the Sycamore 
wonderland. In the up-left center area, there are steps that lead to the upstairs bedrooms where 
friends and family members go for needed hiatuses. There is a door to the cellar down-right 
where two of the male members of the household, partners in making pyrotechnics, continually 
enter and exit. Their creative work lures them there and is so enticing there are periodic sparks, 
flashes, smoke, and explosions periodically emanating from the area. The kitchen has an 
entrance up-right, and it too is a place where creative works are in progress. Friends and family 
members busily enter and exit and sometimes the sounds of pots and pans crashing are emitted. 
Additionally, there is an alcove with a bay window up-right center, where one family member 
passionately goes about his business of composing and printing. There is a window down-left 
where the playwright sits at her desk and enthusiastically taps at the typewriter. Down-center, a 
little to the right, is the dining room table, the gathering place, where household members meet 
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to bond, and where outsiders, such as the Kirbys and the government agent, unsuccessfully 
attempt to alter the V anderhof-Sycamore paradigm of living a joyful life without compromise. 
The walls are covered with a hodgepodge of items, and the contents of the room, flag, 
skull, dart board, xylophone, manuscripts, etc., have a cluttered effect, depicting the diverse 
interests and experiences of its occupants. The overall feeling is that there is room for everyone 
to do as they like and to be an individual, mirroring the theme of the play. 
The lighting for the play is indoor lighting at various times of the day and night. In Act 1 
the action begins just before the dinner hour and ends later that evening when the house is dark, 
except for a light in the hall and bright sparks coming from the cellar. When Tony and Alice 
enter, one or two small lamps are switched on. At the beginning of Act II, it is just after the 
dinner hour and progresses into the evening. Act III takes place before and during the dinner 
hour. Additionally, there will be lighting appropriate to the time of day outside the bay window, 
and when there is an explosion in the cellar, the living room lights will flicker and sparks will 
come from the cellar door. 
The characters will wear dress, suit and hat designs from the thirties. Some characters 
will be more stylish than others. There are also specific costume needs such as a toga, an artist's 
smock, and a ballet tutu and tiara. 
Sound effects will include fireworks going off in the cellar periodically throughout Act I 
and II and the major explosion at the end of the second act. The technical crew will research and 
put together a safe and effective plan for creating our visual and sound effects with pyrotechnics. 
Additionally, there will be pre and post show music from the thirties used, possibly Frank 
Sinatra, Cole Porter, or Duke Ellington. 
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Supporting Visual Materials 
The walls will have the look of wallpaper created from a rollerwall brush. In the main living 
area, the wall paper look will be a yellow-gold background and a red design over it. In the 
hallway and the kitchen, the background will be red with a gold design. 
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Project Schedule 
Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday 
January 28 January 29 January 30 January 31 February 1 
Introductions 
& Building Read Read T-Shirt 
Expectations Trust Through Through Planning 
February 4 February 5 February 6 February 7 February 8 
Finish Blocking Blocking Blocking Blocking 
Read through Act 1 Act 1 Act 1 Act 1 
February 11 February 12 February 13 February 14 February 15 
Continue Continue Continue Continue Objectives 
Blocking Blocking Blocking Blocking & Actions 
Act 1 Act 1 Act 1 Act 1 Due Act 1 
February 18 February 19 February 19 February 20 February 21 
~----MID WINTER BREAK--~ 
February 25 February 26 February 27 February 28 March 1 
Continue Biographies Line Test Objectives 
Blocking Due Act 1 Blocking & Actions 
Act 1 Act 1 Act 11 Due Act 11 
March4 March 5 March6 March 7 March 8 
Continue Continue Continue Continue Continue 
Blocking Blocking Blocking Blocking Blocking 
Act 11 Act 11 Act 11 Act 11 Act 11 
March 11 March 12 March 13 March 14 March 15 
Continue Continue Line Test Continue No 
Blocking Blocking Act 11 Blocking Student 
Act 11 Act 11 Act 11 Day 
March 18 March 19 March20 March21 March 22 
Objectives 
& Actions Blocking Blocking Blocking Blocking 
Due Act 111 Act 111 Act 111 Act 111 Act 111 
March 25 March26 March27 March 28 March 29 
Continue Continue Continue Line Test 
Blocking Blocking Blocking Act 111 Interprets 
Act 111 Act 111 Act 111 Act 1 
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Project Schedule Continued 
Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday 
April 1 April 2 April 3 April 4 April 5 
Pictures Continue Costume Continue Continue 
With Interprets Run to Interprets Interprets 
Costumes Act 1 Renton Act 1 Act 1 
April 8 April 9 April 10 April 11 April 12 
~---- --------- SPRING BREAK ----- ---------7 
April15 April16 April 17 April18 April 19 
Off Book Continue Continue Continue Continue 
Set Construct Interprets Interprets Interprets Interprets 
Begins Act 1 Act 1 Act 1 Act 1 
April 22 April 23 April 24 April25 April 26 
Interprets Interprets Interprets Interprets Interprets 
Act 11 Act 11 Act 11 Act 11 Act 11 
April 29 April30 May 1 May2 May3 
Interprets Interprets Interprets 
Act Ill Act 111 Act 111 Act 1 Act 1 
May6 May7 May8 May9 May 10 
Sound& Bulletin 
Lighting Board 
Begins Act 1 Act 11 Act 11 Complete 
May 13 May14 May 15 May 16 May 17 
Set 
Act 11 Act 111 Act 111 Act 111 Complete 
May20 May21 May22 May23 May24 
Program& Intercom An. Ticket Sales 
~---- 6amEarly Tickets Rehearsal Week----7 
Run Complete Thro ughs Begin 
May27 May28 May29 May JO May31 Junel 
~---6pm to lOpm Tech/ Dress ----7 Costumes/ Makeup 6pm----7 
7:30 pm Perform ----7 
Act 1, Scene 1, pg. 5 
Act 1, Scene 1, pg. 8 
Actl, Scene 1, pg. 13 
Act 11, pg. 52 
Act 111, pg. 66 
Act 111, pg. 67 
Act 111, pg. 7 
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Given Circumstances 
Geographical 
*The Sycamore's home is just around the comer from Columbia 
University. 
*Paul and De Pinna sell their fireworks in Mount Vernon. 
*Penny and Paul met at Palisades Park. 
*Mrs. Kirby goes to Maine to escape the hot, summer weather. 
*Alice is going to leave for the Adirondacks. 
*The Kirbys go to Bar Harbor in the summer. 
*Grand Duchess works in Times Square, but soon will be 
transferred to Fifth A venue. 
You Can' t Take it With You is set in New York City during the summer of 1938. Martin 
V anderhof' s home is just around the comer from Columbia University. In the thirties sixty-nine 
buildings located at 116h and Broadway in northern Manhattan comprised the campus of 
Columbia University, one of the oldest, largest, and best-known colleges in the country. 
Columbia was chartered as King's College October 31, 1754 with a faculty of one and a student 
body of eight. Among early graduates were American statesman Alexander Hamilton ( 1778), 
American diplomat and politician Gouverneur Morris (1768), American diplomat John Jay 
(1764), and politician DeWitt Clinton(1786). 
The university's original nucleus was Columbia College, established for education in 
languages, liberal arts, and sciences. The school had two earlier locations in the city before 
moving to its present location in 1897. Thirty thousand students studied under a faculty of three 
thousand during the thirties; twelve thousand students attended summer school. While it was still 
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a liberal arts university, there were new schools around it devoted to the study of medicine, law, 
dentistry, optometry, engineering, business, architecture, library science, journalism, political 
science, and philosophy. 
Columbia's faculty members made numerous contributions in a variety of fields. 
Professor Harold C. Urey was awarded the Nobel Prize in 1934 for his discovery of "heavy 
water," the heavy atom or hydrogen isotope in water, and Michael Pupin was one of America's 
outstanding inventors in the field of electricity. Franz Boas, founder of Columbia's school of 
anthropology, was a leading authority on the subject. Professor Edward Mac Dowell was widely 
known for his songs and symphonic tone poems, and Professor Brander Matthews considerably 
enriched criticism of American drama. Many of his students became playwrights, critics, and 
novelists (Guilds Committee 383-386). 
Within the first few pages of the play, Grandpa returns from Columbia University's 
Commencement exercises which, it is inferred, he attends every year: 
GRANDPA. Well sir, you should have been there. That's all I can say-you 
should have been there. 
PENNY. Was it a nice Commencement, Grandpa? 
GRANDPA. Wonderful. They get better every year. (He peers into snake 
solarium.) You don't know how lucky you are you're snakes. 
ED. Big class this year, Grandpa? How many were there? 
GRANDPA. Oh, must have been two acres. Everybody graduated. Yes, sir. And 
much funnier speeches than they had last year. 
DONALD. You want to listen to a good speech you go up and hear Father 
Devine. 
GRANDPA. I'll wait-they'll have him at Columbia. (Hart and Kaufman 13) 
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Grandpa's lines are tongue-in-cheek humor. He is most likely a graduate of 
Columbia University and is making fun of the large number of students that now attend the 
university and the quality of the commencement speeches. 
Another location humorously referred to in the play is the Adirondacks. The morning 
after the firework explosion everyone, including the Kirbys, was sent to jail, Alice is packing to 
leave New York City, her hopes of marriage to Tony dashed because of the events. Grandpa 
comments about the situation: 
GRANDPA. Suppose she goes to the Adirondacks? She'll be back. You can take 
just so much Adirondacks, and then you come home. (Hart and Kaufman 66) 
The Adirondack Mountains, located in northeastern New York, is a six-million-acre 
reserve protected under state law. The New York constitution states that these public lands 
should never be developed and " ... shall be forever kept as wild forest lands" ("Adirondack 
Forest Perserve" 1). Early people of the region included the Iroquois who lived and farmed 
there. The name Adirondack may have been derived from the Iroquois word "ha-de-ron-dah," a 
derisive term, meaning "bark eater" and given to the Algonquin speaking peoples, related to 
similar groups in New England and Canada, who hunted, fished, and collected plant foods from 
the region ("Adirondack Park" 1). 
Adirondack tourism grew significantly after the publication of Adventures in the 
Wilderness or Camp Life in the Adirondacks by William H. Murray in 1869. In his book Murray 
gave advice on how to travel the area, where to stay, how to hire a guide and his guideboat, and 
how to fish and hunt the Adirondack waterways. His engaging descriptions and practical advice 
created great interest in the region and resulted in a shortage of hotels for the flood of visitorwho 
came in the summer of 1869. Over the next ten years, more hotels were built and train service 
improved which made tourism an established industry in the Adirondacks ("Adirondack 
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Museum Tourism" 1). Northern wilderness vacations were recommended for health, well being, 
and as a cure for tuberculosis. During the 1890s, large parcels of land were bought by 
developers, resort operators, and the wealthy, and the region became a fashionable tourist 
destination ("A Central Park" 2). 
Additionally, Grandpa mentions Bar Harbor as the Kirby's summer vacation destination. 
Bar Harbor is located on Mount Desert Island, one of the thousands of islands of the Maine 
coast. It has long been a place of inspiration, relaxation and outdoor activities. 
In 1840 the sea brought two fateful visitors to the island. Thomas Cole and Frederic 
Church were Hudson River Valley School artists who translated the magical light, the texture of 
the ocean, and the majesty of the mountains onto canvas. Their artistry turned the heads of the 
wealthy in the salons of the East coast, and sent Bar Harbor down a new path. Soon their patrons 
followed in the painters' footsteps, and Bar Harbor developed a tradition of welcoming arms for 
visitors around the globe (Bar Harbor Maine 1). 
There were sixteen hotels by 1870 in Bar Harbor. In 1881 one of the innkeepers, David 
Rodick, expanded his hotel, the Rodick House, that already accommodated 275 guests, because 
there was a two-year waiting list. He built 400 rooms, a 500-foot dining room and 25 foot wide 
porch that ran along the front and one side of the building. The main attraction of the hotel was 
the lobby, called the Fish Pond, and the porch where young women lingered "fishing" for 
husbands. The hotel era presided over the resort for another two decades. Ultimately, the 
"cottages" built by America's rich and famous dominated the landscape (Bar Harbor Maine 1). 
Mount Vernon is another location referred to in the play when De Pinna talks about 
selling the fireworks. Mount Vernon is in south-eastern New York near the Bronx 
Soukhanov 1488). 
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Also, the Grand Duchess works as a waitress in Times Square, located between Thirty-
ninth street and Forty-second street in New York City. The Times Building is at Forty-second 
street and Broadway. A belt of white electric bulbs girds the building, spelling out news of the 
moment in moving letters. To the north is a wall of billboards, emanating light and color and 
urging the pedestrians to chew gum, drink beer, or attend a Hollywood film. A jumble of 
skyscrapers stretch into the sky, and the clouds glow from the emission of light. This is the 
theatrical center of America with bars, hotels, and restaurants. Here midnight streets are more 
brilliant than noon, and there are large crowds of out-of-towners and New Yorkers (Guilds 
Committee 167). The Grand Duchess probably does very well with tips in this location. 
Palisades Park is the location where Penny says she met Paul. The Palisades are wooded 
hills on the western side of the mouth of the Hudson River. They form a twenty-one mile wall 
where the river meets the Manhattan shore, making it a beautiful and spectacular site. The shore 
is lined with ribbon parks, steamship piers, and ferry slips. There is also Palisades Amusement 
Park located in Palisades, New Jersey. It has rides, dancing, pool bathing, and entertainment 
(Guilds Committee 34, 418). 
Act 1, Scene 1, pg. 6 
Act 1, Scene 11, pg. 32 
Act 11,Scenel, pg. 36 
Act 11, pg. 46 
Act 11, pg. 51 
Act 11, pg. 59 
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Climate 
*Penny says it is such a hot day. 
*Grandpa asks Alice how is the weather, and he says it looks like a 
nice summer evening. 
*Gay says it's a hot night. 
*Kolenkhov tells Essie it is a hot night for dancing. 
* Alice says it is awfully hot. 
*Mr. Kirby says that the dinner should be postponed because of the 
hot weather. 
You Can't Take it With You is set in New York City, during the summer of 1938. The 
summer temperature in New York City averages in the mid-seventies. The city has fairly even 
summertime temperatures; the ocean breezes keep the temperatures moderate. Sometimes the 
highs can reach the eighties (weather.com). 
Act 11. pg. 49 
Act 111, pg. 69 
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Date 
*It is two weeks before the Fourth of July. 
*When the Grand Duchess visits the Sycamores, it is the 
anniversary of Peter the Great. 
Each year on the Fourth of July, New York City has one of the largest fireworks displays 
in the world. There are barges stationed between 23rd and 42nd streets in the East River that set off 
the aerial shells. Also, the New York Fire Department joins in with fire boats shooting water 300 
feet over the river (ny.com). 
While the Sycamores are getting ready to celebrate America's independence, Kolenkhov 
says it is also the anniversary of Peter the Great, who was born in1672 and died in1725. He was 
Czar of Russia for thirty-three years from1682-1725 (Soukhanov 1409). Kolenkhov remarks: 
KOLENKHOV. And today the Grand Duchess Olga Katrina not only has her day 
off-Thursday-but it is also the anniversary of Peter the Great. A remarkable 
man! (Hart and Kaufman 69) 
This line is humorous because in 1716 Czar Peter I, known as Peter the Great, declared 
that the ruler was "beyond reproach." He was a tyrant and had the law written as follows: "His 
Majesty is an absolute monarch who is not obliged to answer for his actions to anyone in the 
world but has the power and the authority to govern his states and lands as a Christian sovereign, 
in accord with his desire and goodwill" (Sherrow 9). Also, in 1682 Peter the Great had made the 
Russian Orthodox church a part of the state and ordained priests that took the oath in which they 
vowed "to defend unsparingly all the powers, rights and prerogatives belonging to the High 
Autocracy of his Majesty" (Sherrow 31). 
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However, his reputation is twofold. He is also considered one of Russia's most 
enlightened and driven rulers because he brought Russia out of its dark, feudal past to a status 
equal to neighboring European countries. He opened Russia's window to the West. Peter 
introduced Western culture, commerce, and technology. He tolerated new religions, allowing the 
practice of Catholics, Lutherans and Protestants. He even expressed his approval of Galileo's 
supposedly sacrilegious scientific theories. Additionally, he began the construction of St. 
Petersburg. It was built on a myriad of canals, islands, and swamps. Nearly 100,000 workers 
perished under the brutal building conditfons in the first year. After a decade, St. Petersburg was 
a city of 35,000 granite and stone buildings. Foreign architects had designed some of the most 
impressive buildings Russians had ever seen. Peter had brought the majesty of the West to his 
doorstep, and St Petersburg became the capital of the Russian Empire. Westerners and Russians 
flocked to the new capital, and by 1725, the year of Peter's death, St. Petersburg had over 75,000 
residents (St. Petersburg 1-2). 
Act 1, Scene 1, pg. 20 
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Year 
*It is 1938 because Henderson says Grandpa owes twenty-four 
years of back income taxes, and the government is only concerned 
with 1914 on, even though Grandpa has being receiving an 
income on his property since 1901. 
In 1938 the population of New York City was 7,505,068, the largest in the Western 
Hemisphere and the second largest in the world following London (Guilds Committee 4). 
America was in a depression, and President Franklin Delano Roosevelt, FDR, used the radio for 
his "fireside chats" to appeal directly to the American people. 
The magnitude of human suffering caused by the Great Depression defies understanding. 
In 1933 the administration of President Roosevelt attempted to cope with it by creating the New 
Deal, a plan to ease the pain and end the unemployment The government designed several 
programs that provided some relief and created an alphabet soup of acronyms-FERA, AAA, 
TVA, CWA, CCC, PWA, REA, FSA, and the WPA. Eleanor Roosevelt, the President's wife, 
traveled around the country checking on the progress of the many federal projects. She 
functioned as her husband's eyes and ears because FDR was handicapped by polio, which made 
touring for him more difficult (Meltzer 83 ,92). In the play a humorous reference is made about 
her by Ed, the Sycamore's son-in-law: 
ED. Penny, did you see the new mask I made last night? Guess who it is? 
PENNY. Don't tell me now Ed. Wait a minute .... Helen of Troy? 
Ed. (Disappointed.) It's Mrs. Roosevelt. 
Donald makes another humorous reference about the WP A, the Works Progress 
Administration, one of the programs that gave the unemployed useful, adequately, paid work. He 
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comments to Penny" I didn't know you was working for the WPA" after he walked into the 
living room and saw her dressed in an artist's smock, a flowing black tie and Scottish cap, which 
looks like a WPA worker's uniform (Hart and Kaufman 45). Even with the New Deal and the 
administrative efforts, the pace of action and the scope of the government programs were never 
able to match the needs of the people. No one in power wished to address the fundamental issues 
of overproduction and underconsumption, which were at the root of the economic disorder. In 
1933 about 13 million people were unemployed, or about one-fourth of the labor force (Meltzer 
84). In 1938, two years after You Can't Take it With You opened, over nine million were still 
unemployed (Meltzer 83, 84). 
l 
Act 1, Scene 1, pg. 8 
Act l, Scene l, pg. 16 
Act 1, Scene 11, pg.28 
Act 1, Scene 11, pg. 29 
Act 1, Scene 11, pg. 32 
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Season 
*Paul asks how many skyrockets can De Pinna and he make before 
the Fourth of July. 
*Penny tells Alice her new dress likes nice and summery. 
*Alice tells Tony she gets her vacation the last two weeks of 
August. 
*Alice says she likes the city in the summertime. 
*Tony says he would like the city in the summertime. 
*Tony asks Alice if she would rather spend the summer with him 
than anybody else. 
*Grandpa says it looks like a nice summer evening. 
In the early part of the twentieth century, Theodore Dreiser describes a summer's night 
at nine o'clock in New York City: 
The great city all about is still astir, active, interested, apparently comfortable. 
Lights gleam out from stores lazily. The cars go rumbling by only partially filled, 
as is usual at this time of night. People stroll in parks in a score of places 
throughout the city, enjoying the cool of the night, such as it is. 
He also describes New York City in his "Close of Summertime" vignette: 
It was the close of summer. The great mountains and lake areas to the north of 
New York were pouring down their thousands into the hot, sun-parched city. Vast 
throngs were coming back on the steamboats of the Hudson. Vaster throngs were 
crowding the hourly trains which whirled and thundered past the long lane of 
villages which stretches between Albany and New York City. The great station at 
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-
Albany was packed with a perspiring mass. The several fast expresses running 
without stop to New York City were overwhelmed. Particularly, was the Empire 
State Express full. In the one leaving Albany at eight in the evening, passengers 
were standing in the aisles (100, 219). 
Additionally, a 1930's event calendar includes some the following highlights that took 
during the summertime: Outdoor Rose show at Pelham Parkway in the Bronx, Summer Operetta 
Season opens at Jones Beach, Swedish Festival and Folk Dances in Van Cortlandt and other 
parks, and the Lewisohn Stadium Symphonic Concerts at Amersterdam A venue and 13gth Street 
(Guilds Committee, 43). 
Act 1, Scene l, pg.IO 
Act 1, Scene 1, pg. 11 
Act 1, Scene 1, pg.12 
Act 1, Scene 1, pg 13 
Act 1, Scene 1, pg. 16 
Act l, Scene 1, pg.17 
Act 1, Scene 1, pg. 25 
Act 1, Scene 11, pg.28 
Act 1, Scene 11, pg.29 
Act 1, Scene 11, pg. 31 
Act 1, Scenell, pg. 32 
Act 1, Scene 11, pg. 32 
Act 1, Scene 11, pg. 34 
Act 1 Scene 11, pg. 34 
Time of Day 
* Essie says she made the candies this afternoon. 
*Essie tells Ed he can take the candies around tonight. 
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*Ed says he will set the printing press up tonight for Cheltenham. 
*Donald says good evening. 
*Penny says Grandpa is at Columbia this afternoon. 
*Depinna says evening to Grandpa. 
* Alice thinks her dad has been in the cellar all day. 
*Alice jokingly says she is going to marry Tony tonight. 
*Ed says it was five o'clock a couple hours ago. 
*Kolenkhov says good evening to everybody. 
*Tony says he wouldn't trade one minute of the evening for all the 
rice in China. 
*Tony says it is very late. 
*Tony and Penny say good night to each other. 
*Tony asks Alice if her father does fireworks this time of night. 
*Essie and Tony say good night to each other. 
*Tony says good evening to Mr. Vanderhof 
*Grandpa meets a policeman on the corner at twelve-thirty every 
night. 
*Donald asks Alice if she had a good evening. 
*Alice tells Tony good night. 
*Tony asks Alice to meet him in the drugstore in the morning and 
for lunch and dinner tomorrow night. 
Act 11, pg. 37 
Act 11, pg. 39 
Act 11, pg.40 
Act 11, pg. 41 
Act 11, pg. 43 
Act 11, pg. 47 
Act 11. pg. 50 
Act 11, pg. 59 
Act 11, pg. 60 
Act 111, pg. 64 
Act 111. pg. 66 
Act 111, pg. 68 
Act 111, pg. 70 
*Paul tells De Pinna they did a good night's work. 
*Alice tells her father she had a beautiful evening. 
*Grandpa asks if Kolenkhov is coming tonight. 
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*Grandpa says there will be big doings here tomorrow night. 
*Alice says she is coming home at three o'clock tomorrow. 
*Alice says cocktails should be ready by 7:15 for the Kirbys. 
*Grandpa says not to worry about having everything so elaborate 
tomorrow night. 
*Grandpa says Alice sees Tony until four o'clock in the morning. 
and goes to the office at nine o'clock the next morning. 
*Penny tells De Pinna she will work on his painting tonight. 
*Grandpa says the government wants to see him Tuesday 
morning at ten o'clock in the US Marshall's office. 
*Tony tells Grandpa good evening. 
*Tony tells Alice he thought the dinner was tonight. 
*Tony tells his father that they'll stay for dinner tonight, 
*Kirby says tonight to Alice's family. 
*Donald reads about the defendants appearing in court that 
morning after spending the night in jail. 
*Paul says that he felt he should have been an architect since last 
night's incident. 
*Paul says that Tony has been trying all day to see Alice. 
*Kolenkhov tells everyone good evening. 
*Olga says she must be back at the restaurant at eight o'clock. 
Act 111, pg. 73 
Act 111, pg. 74 
Act 111, pg. 74 
Act 111, pg.76 
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*Mr. Kirby says good evening. 
*Grandpa says to Mr. Kirby that after last night he must think the 
family is kind of crazy. 
*Grandpa tells Mr. Kirby that he said last night Wall Street makes 
him crazy by the end of the week. 
*Tony tells his father that he brought them last night on purpose. 
In New York during the summer, sunrise is at 5:30 a.m. and sunset is at 8:30 p.m. 
(weather.com). 
Act 1, Scene 1, pg. 16 
Act 1, Scene 1, pg. 8 
Act 1, Scene 1, pg. 8 
Act 1, Scene 1, pg. 19 
Act 1, Scene 1, pg. 21 
Act 1, Scene 1 pg. 20 
Act 11. Pg. 49 
Act 1, Scene 11, pg. 31 
Act 11, pg. 43 
Act 11, pg. 51 
Act 111, pg. 64 
Act 1, Scene 1, pg. 17 
Act 111, pg. 71 
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Economic 
*Alice works for Kirby and Company. 
*It costs Paul and De Pinna eighteen cents to make skyrockets, and 
they sell them for fifty. 
*Paul and De Pinna need a larger booth this year to sell their 
fireworks. 
*Grandpa receives a yearly income of three to four thousand 
dollars from the property he owns. 
*Grandpa will pay only seventy-five dollars for back income tax 
because he says that's all it's worth. 
*Ed's income last year was twenty-eight dollars and fifty cents. 
*Just before the Fourth of July is Mr. Sycamore's busiest time of 
the year. 
*Mr. Kirby raises orchids at ten thousand dollars a bulb. 
*Donald stands in line for a half an hour every week to collect his 
relief check. 
*Mr. Kirby says industry is now operating at sixty-four percent of 
capacity as compared to eighty-two percent in 1925 before the 
Depression. 
*Mr. Kirby is the Kirby in Kirby and Company. 
*Tony is vice president of Kirby and Company. 
*The Grand Duchess is a waitress in Childs' Restaurant, but soon 
to be transferred to the Fifth A venue Childs' and then on to 
Schraff ts'. 
( 
Act 111, pg. 71 
Act 111, pg. 71 
Act Ill, pg. 71 
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*Grand Duke Sergei is an elevator man at Macy's. 
*Prince Alexis, Olga's cousin, works at Hattie Carnegie selling 
ladies' undeiwear, but previously worked at Coney Island selling 
hot dogs. 
*Natasha is studying to be a manicurist. 
The world events of the early twentieth century inspired and shaped the humor, 
themes, and characters of the thirties play, You Can't Take it With You. The 1920s are 
remembered as The Jazz Age, The Roaring Twenties, The Decade of the Dollar, The Era of 
Wonderful Nonsense. However, these convenient labels are misleading. For most Americans the 
time was not a period of easy money, bootleg booze, and self-indulgence. Prosperity was not a 
reality for coal miners who earned 75-85 cents an hour, public school teachers who averaged 
$970 to $1,200 a year, or farmers who, after World War I, couldn't make a sustainable income 
(Baughman, intro. VII). Prosperity did not embrace African Americans; eighty-five percent lived 
in the segregated South in mostly rural locations, and twenty-three percent were illiterate 
(Baughman, intro. VII). 
Donald and Rheba, African American characters in You Can 't Take it With You, reflect 
this condition. Even though they live in New York City, Rheba is the Sycamore's maid, and 
Donald, Rheba's boyfriend, is on "relief." Donald's illiteracy is demonstrated in the following 
conversation: 
PAUL. Well, I'm gong to do the Revolution! A full hour (fireworks) display. 
DONALD. Say! 
PENNY. Paul that's wonderful! 
ED. The red fire is the flag, huh? 
PAUL. Sure! And the Czar, and the Cossacks! 
DONALD. And the freeing of the slaves? 
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PAUL. No, no Donald-the Russian Revolution (Hart and Kaufman. 13). 
Nevertheless, the "American Dream" of unlimited plenty seemed possible in most 
people's minds. The "American work ethic" was the leading value of society; it was close to 
becoming a religion (Lowe 10). In 1922 Sinclair Lewis created George F. Babbitt, a fictional 
character, who was a businessman and whose name became synonymous with cultural and 
spiritual poverty. Even so, most Americans aspired to Babbitt's material wealth, and achieving 
financial success became the guiding light for society (Baughman, intro. VII). 
Mr. Kirby, president of Kirby and Company in You Can't Take it With You, represents 
this "American work ethic" in a conversation with Grandpa Vanderhof: 
GRANDPA ...... Why do you keep on doing it? 
KIRBY. Why do I keep on-why that is my business. A man can't give up his 
business. 
GRANDPA. Why not? You've got all the money you need. You can't take it with 
you. 
KIRBY. That's a very easy thing to say, Mr. Vanderhof. But I have spent my 
entire life building up my business. 
GRANDPA. And what's it got you? ..... 
KIRBY. What do you expect me to do? Live the way you do? Do nothing? 
GRANDPA. Well, I have a lot of fun. Time enough for everything-read, talk, 
visit the zoo ...... What's the matter with that? 
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KIRBY. The matter with that? Suppose we all did it? A fine world we'd have, 
everybody going to zoos. Don't be ridiculous, Mr. Vanderhof. Who would do 
the work? 
GRANDPA. There's always people who like to work-you can't stop them ..... 
There're always people to go down to Wall Street, too-because they like it. 
But from what I've seen of you I don't think you're one of them. I think 
you're missing something. 
KIRBY. I am not aware of missing anything? 
GRANDPA. I wasn't either, till I quit ..... What I'm trying to say Mr. Kirby, is 
that I've had thirty-five years that nobody can take away from me, no matter 
what they do to the world. See? 
KIRBY. Yes, I do see. And it's a very dangerous philosophy, Mr. Vanderhof. It's 
----it's un-American. (Hart and Kaufman 74-75) 
As a result of this cultural outlook, government adopted a laissez-faire approach to 
business. The 1920s were a period of little growth in federal or state regulation in contrast to the 
preceding and succeeding decades. President Warren G. Harding had little interest in regulation 
and then Vice President Calvin Coolidge felt much the same way. Harding, Coolidge, and the 
influential Secretary of Treasury Andrew W Mellon, founder of ALCOA and Gulf Oil, strongly 
advocated that low taxes and encouragement of business would promote growth and prosperity. 
The antitrust laws were still in place, but the so called "rule of reason" had rendered them of 
little use (Baughman, 90). The Wall Street Journal wrote "Never before, here or anywhere else, 
has a government been so completely fused with business" (Baughman, VIII). 
Henry Ford was perhaps the most famous businessman and undoubtedly, the most 
famous automaker of the era. Conventional wisdom of auto producers was to manufacture large 
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and expensive cars to suit the desires of upper-income bracket customer, because the average 
person could not afford them. However, Ford wanted to manufacture a small car to sell to the 
masses at a low price of less than $1000. Both his associates and his competitors thought it was a 
bad idea, an invitation to bankruptcy. Regardless, Ford produced the Model T, and the lowest 
priced model was sold for $260. The Model T became the best known car in the world and 
seventeen million were sold. During the twenties, Ford and his company flourished. Journalists 
speculated on the size of his fortune, and he was often called the "last billionaire" (Baughman, 
93-94, 109-110). Ford was rich enough to pay $2,609,000 for one year's tax (Meltzer, 19). 
John D. Rockefeller, Jr. was also a very prominent businessman of the twenties. At the 
beginning of the century his father, John D. Rockefeller Senior, had made a fortune after creating 
the Standard Oil monopoly in the refinery business, becoming America's first billionaire. 
Standard Oil not only owned the refineries, but eventually took over the marketing of kerosene 
and the other by-products of petroleum such as lubricants for machinery, paraffin for candles and 
cosmetics, and petroleum jelly for medicinal use. After Junior graduated from Brown College, he 
joined the business, but clearly found Standard Oil's operating practices distasteful. He resigned 
from the vice-presidency and instead, focussed on philanthropic initiatives for the company. He 
built Riverside Church in New York, supported the work of physicians, sociologists, and 
physicists, and donated many of the nation's national parks to the federal government (Coffey, 
73, 75, 85, 101, 103). Even so, he did atl this and was rich enough to pay $6, 278,000 for one 
year's tax in the twenties (Meltzer, 19). 
Tony, son of Mr. Kirby of Kirby and Company, in You Can't Take it With You is not 
unlike John D. Rockerfeller, Jr. who wanted to do something he liked rather than taking over his 
father's business. Tony tells his father he is not going to follow in his footsteps: 
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TONY. I'm never going back to that office. I've always hated it, and I'm not 
going on with it. ..... You don't understand me. You never had the time. 
Well, I'm not going to make your mistake. I'm clearing out. 
KIRBY. Clearing out? What do you mean? 
TONY. I mean I'm not going to be pushed into the business just because I'm your 
son. (Hart and Kaufman, 76-77) 
The American consumer made it possible for fortunes like the Ford's, Rockefeller's, and 
the fictional Kirby's to be made. Mass production of consumer goods reached fantastic heights. 
Overnight, Americans moved from privy, icebox, and buggy into a new era of bathroom, electric 
refrigerator, and automobile. Advertising roused the public to buy washing machines, vacuum 
cleaners, telephones, and many things people didn't need. "The Press and politicians trumpeted 
the news that America was aboard an express train hurtling toward permanent prosperity" 
(Meltzer,19). 
Times: 
On May 7, 1929, an advertiser placed this full-page proclamation in the New York 
You business executives sitting at your desks, you have been making a fairy tale 
come true. Within ten years you have done more toward the sum total of human 
happiness than ever has been done before in all the centuries of historical time. 
As business profits soared, a speculative fever took hold as many new investors gambled 
on the stock market, hoping to get rich quickly. However, not everyone had the extra funds to 
play the stock market. A 1929 national survey of family incomes showed that 21.5 million, or 75 
percent of the country's 27.5 million families, were not doing so well. They earned about $60 a 
week, under $3000 a year. Among them, six million families made about $20 a week, under 
$1000 a year. Families with incomes of below $60 a week could save nothing at all. However, 
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salesmen said it didn't matter they could buy on the installment plan. '"A dollar down and a 
dollar forever"' (Meltzer, 16). 
Now, people purchased radios and rather than creating their own fun through parlor 
games, as in the past, listened to radio programs and watched movies (Meltzer, 16). The first 
radios for home were marketed in 1920, and five million were sold annually by 1929. Most of the 
recording stars had previously made their reputations on stage, including Al Jolson, Bessie Smith 
and Eddie Cantor. However, by the end of the decade, the most popular recording entertainers had 
built their reputations through radio exposure. Billy Jones and Ernie Hare of The Happiness Boys, 
Moran and Mack of The Two Black Crows, and Charles Correll and Freeman Gosden of Amos 
'n' Andy had been obscure vaudeville performers before radio made them famous comedians. 
Seventy percent of the airtime was given to music. It was the Jazz age; Louis Armstrong, 
Jelly Roll Morton, and Duke Ellington were the first. Jazz had a powerful influence on the 
nation's music and ultimately, the world's music. Also, a considerable portion of the time was 
given to the classics and opera. There were many orchestras whose names were connected to the 
sponsors such as the Ipana Troubadours named for the toothpaste, the A & P Gypsies named for 
the grocery chain that Penny mentions in the play, and the Silvertown Orchestra, that featured 
the anonymous Silver Masked Tenor who wore a mask when he sang, for Goodrich Tires. 
The early 1920's were also the Golden Age of silent films. As a pianist played to enhance 
the mood set by the action, the film flickered on the screen. Full orchestras played live music for 
the patrons at large metropolitan theatres. In the mid 1920s radio engineers at Western Electric 
and telephone engineers at Bell Labs created a system for making sound pictures. Sam and Harry 
Warner, founders of Warner Brothers Studio, worked out a deal with Western Electric and made 
the first sound movie, Don Juan, in 1926. The public's imagination wasn't totally captured, but 
the following year Warner Brothers filmed The Jazz Singer starring Al Jolson, and the movie 
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was a blockbuster. Likewise, Walt Disney was a pioneer in movie cartoons and in 1928 made his 
first sound cartoon, "Steamboat Willie," and Fox Studios released the first talking western, In 
Old Arizona (Baughman, Vll l, 307, 311, 412; Vault Disney 1). 
While the nation appeared to be prosperous, personal debt piled higher and higher. "The 
gap between rich and poor was wide, and growing wider. The 27,.500 wealthiest families had as 
much money as the 12 million poorest families. The nation's top and bottom were worlds apart." 
The government cut the income tax of the very rich even as the biggest capital investors were 
carried to new peaks of wealth. By 1929 the five percent of the highest income Americans were 
receiving about one-third of all personal income (Meltzer, 16,19). 
On a late October day in 1929, Stock Market prices severely declined. Wall Street 
brokers felt jittery and anxious. The next morning prices plunged, falling faster and faster, and 
by 11 o'clock, it was an avalanche seizing the market. Wild rumors and panic swept big and little 
speculators. Day after day losses were tremendous, fueled by the panic. Thirty billion dollars, 
tantamount to America's cost of World War I, had blown away by mid-November. Overnight, 
many Americans had lost their life savings. President Hoover tried to reassure the nation by 
saying that everything was "on a sound and prosperous basis," and adding that any lack of 
confidence in the future was "foolish." 
The reality was that the Great Depression had begun. Economists think that several 
factors contributed to the economic disaster. After World War I industry built more and bigger 
plants, which resulted in more supply than needed by consumers. Business kept profits high and 
created monopolies that controlled prices and kept them high. Labor unions were weak or 
nonexistent, resulting in low wages and the inability of labor to buy back its share of what had 
been produced. Likewise, with improved technology, more goods were manufactured by fewer 
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workers. More and more people were out of work in industry after industry. With less money 
being paid out in wages, there was less money to buy goods coming off production lines. 
Additionally, during World War I farmers had produced more than ever before to feed 
and clothe the armed forces and the European people. When the war ended, Europe's farmers 
went back to work, but American farmers did not reduce their high levels of production. This 
created surpluses, and with supply greater than demand, farmers were forced to accept lower 
prices. As a result, farmers had too little income to purchase what the factories were 
manufacturing. 
Furthermore, a great deal of people went deep into debt during the twenties when credit 
was so easy to obtain, buying on the installment plan and venturing into new businesses. People 
poured their profits, often made with borrowed money, into the stock market, gambling on the 
hope that they could sell at even higher prices. Soon stock prices rose to values high above the 
real value of the businesses, ballooning to inflated worth and suddenly bursting. Fearing prices 
would drop even further, frenzied stockholders rushed to sell. Their fears became a reality. 
Our complicated economic system was a free-for-all; there were no government 
regulations at the time. This created an economy that could be thrown wildly off balance. 
Consequently, when the panic hit Wall Street, the stock market became a breaking dam that 
released devastating floodwaters. Several million people lost their jobs within two months. 
Businesses closed their doors. Factories slowed down production, laid off employees, and cut 
orders to suppliers. Salespeople were released from the stores. Recently built office buildings, 
apartment houses and hotels were left vacant. Construction ceased. Unemployment agencies 
were opened in cities to help people search for work. Any job would do for professionals, 
nonprofessionals, or a boy of seventeen alike. Bank after bank failed--over six thousand by the 
fall of 1932 or about one out of every four in the country (Meltzer 24). Nine million people who 
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believed their savings were stored safely deep within steel vaults lost everything. The shock left 
them devastated, feeling that there was nothing they could believe in anymore (Meltzer 21-24). 
At the heart of the play, You Can't Take it With You is a theme grounded on these 
circumstances. Mr. Kirby believes that it is "un-American" not to work hard, sacrifice, and make 
lots of money. The Sycamores believe that doing the things that you love is the way to live life. 
These opposing viewpoints create the conflict in the play and underscore the play's theme--live 
the life you have imagined, uncompromisingly. Grandpa summarizes this outlook in a 
conversation with Mr. Kirby in Act III: 
GRANDPA: You know, Mr. Kirby, Tony is going through just what you and I did 
when we were his age. I think if you listen hard enough, you can hear yourself 
saying the same things to your father twenty-five years ago. We all did it. And 
we were right. How many of us would be willing to settle when we're young for 
what we eventually get? It's only a handful of the lucky ones that can look back 
and say that they even came close. So ... before they clean out that closet, Mr. 
Kirby, I think I'd get a few good hours on that saxophone. (Mr. Kirby wanted to 
be a saxophone player when he was eighteen.) (Hart and Kaufman, 77) 
Before the stock market crash, Americans had believed that if they worked hard, 
sacrificed and invested wisely, they could achieve financial success, but the Great Depression 
had proven otherwise. Why then should people pursue the "American Dream" if it is 
unattainable? This was the lingering question on the minds of many Americans and the premise 
for the play's theme. 
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Political 
*Paul is making fireworks that are reminiscent of the Russian 
Revolution. 
*Paul reads Trotsky, and Ed takes quotes from the book to print 
and put in Essie's candy boxes. 
*Henderson works for the Internal Revenue Department and wants 
to talk to Grandpa about his income tax. 
*Grandpa doesn't believe in income tax. 
*Kolenkhov says Russia's Second Five-Year plan is a failure. 
*The government wants Grandpa's twenty-four years' of back 
income tax. 
*The United States government will put Grandpa in jail if he 
doesn't pay all of his income tax. 
*Ed made a mask of Mrs. Roosevelt. 
*The United States Marshall Office wants to see Grandpa Tuesday 
morning at ten o'clock. 
*Kolenkhov thinks Donald should have been in Russia when the 
Revolution came. 
*Kolenkhov says love is all there is left in the world, but soon 
Stalin will take that away too. 
*Donald thinks Penny works for the WPA when she dresses in her 
artist's smock. 
*Kolenkhov says in Russia everybody is followed. 
*Kolenkhov says you can't relax in Russia, "the Czar relaxed and 
Act 111, pg. 64 
Act 111, pg. 72 
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what happened to him?" 
*The Kirbys and Sycamores spent the night in jail on charges of 
manufacturing fireworks without a permit. 
*Grand Duchess says it is true what they say about Rasputin. 
In You Can t Take it With You, Grandpa represents the mistrust that many Americans of 
this time period had towards the government. He doesn't pay his taxes and questions Henderson, 
the IRS man who is trying to collect his back taxes, about the government's role in taxation: 
HENDERSON ..... Now, Mr. Vanderhof, you know there's quite a penalty for 
not filing an income tax return. 
GRANDPA. Look, Mr. Henderson, let me ask you something. 
HENDERSON. Well? 
GRANDPA. Suppose I pay this money-mind you, I don't say I'm going to pay 
it-but just for the sake of argument-what's the Government going to do 
with it? 
HENDERSON. How do you mean? 
GRANDPA. Well, what to I get for my money? If I go into Macy's and 
buy something, there it is-I see it. What's the Government give me? 
HENDERSON. Why the Government gives you everything. It protects you. 
GRANDPA. What from? 
HENDERSON. Well-invasion. Foreigners that might come over here and take 
everything you've got. 
GRANDPA. Oh, I don't think they're going to do that. 
HENDERSON. If you didn't pay an income tax, they would. How do you think 
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the Government keeps up the Army and Navy? All those battleships ... 
GRANDPA. Last time we used battleships was in the Spanish-American War, 
and what did we get out of it? Cuba-and we gave that back. I wouldn't mind 
paying if it were something sensible. 
HENDERSON. Sensible? Well, what about Congress, and the Supreme Court, 
and the President? We've got to pay them, don't we? 
GRANDPA. Not with my money-no, sir. (Hart and Kaufman. 20-21) 
Many Americans in the twenties shared Grandpa's sentiments because the government 
wasn't concerned about the inequitable tax structure or the welfare of the working class. 
Information on unemployment was difficult to obtain. The reality was that laid off workers 
averaged fourteen percent, and the number of unemployed reached 5.8 million during the second 
half of the decade (Meltzer 19). Across the country people were in trouble. Allegheny coal 
miners, New England textile producers, Southern tenants and croppers, and Northern 
manufacturers were suffering hard times. Everywhere farmers were struggling; farm produce 
prices had slipped badly after World War I and hadn't improved. 
Superimposed on the play's backdrop of American history is early twentieth-century 
Russian history. The characters Kolenkhov and Olga in You Can't Take it With You are Russian 
immigrants to America and their dialogue includes many allusions to the Russian Revolution. 
The Russian winter of 1916-1917 was unusually severe with temperatures plunging as low as 
forty degrees below zero. The mood of many Russians that February matched the bitter weather. 
People in the countrysides needed metal pots, clothing, boots, and tools to run their farms. 
People in the cities needed grain and other farm produce. Workers labored long hours for low 
wages, then returned in the darkness to their cold apartments, wondering if there would be food 
for the next day. 
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Frustration exploded into anger directed at the rulers who seemed unable to do anything 
about these problems. Additionally, many people were furious that Russian leadership had 
involved the country in World War I since 1914. Not only had millions of people lost husbands, 
fathers, brothers, and sons in the war, the conflict had further drained the country of food, 
clothing, fuel and resources. 
Czar Nicholas II ruled this vast land, as other members of the Romanovs had since 1825. 
The czar, the Russian word for Caesar, acted as both ruler and proprietor of the country. He and 
his appointees controlled the government, economy, military, and religious institutions. The 
government was the nation's largest employer, owning most of the factories and farms and 
controlling trade and money. 
In Petrograd, formerly called St. Petersburg before World War I, tensions flared as lines 
grew longer outside markets and bakeries. Thousands of protestors marched in the streets with 
signs that read "Give us bread!" "Down with Autocracy!" and "We want Peace!" Larger 
numbers of striking workers joined students and other protestors. The poor economy angered 
millions of people, including soldiers in the Russian army. At all levels of society, people were 
enraged by the decisions made by the czar and his advisors. The czar and his German-born wife 
became increasing unpopular. 
One of the most infamous figures of this era, Grigory Y efimovich Rasputin, was 
intimately connected to the Czar and especially, to his wife, Empress Alexandra. This 
relationship brought harsh criticism from government officials and the Russian people. Rasputin 
was born in 1872 to a peasant family. Although he hadn't been ordained by the church and was 
not educated, he wore a priest's clothing, a long, black garment reaching to his feet. Wandering 
from town to town, he presented himself as a spiritual leader and healer. People sought his 
guidance and offered him food and lodging. Arriving in St. Petersburg in1905, Rasputin charmed 
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his way into society. A noble woman in St. Petersburg became so impressed with him that she 
invited him to stay at her mansion and introduced him to her friends. Some people criticized his 
drunkenness, sexual escapades, crude table manners, and frequently dirty appearance, but his 
supporters ignored or disbelieved the complaints. 
The royal couple looked for guidance from mystics, clairvoyants, seers, and various types 
of holy men. Alexandria believed Rasputin was sent by God to help her incurably ill son, Alexis. 
She was certain Rasputin had healing powers, because somehow he was able to ease Alexis' 
pain, help him sleep, or even stop his bleeding. The empress became fanatically loyal to the man 
she called "our friend." With Rasputin's growing influence, he guided affairs of state and 
military strategy. Some people bribed him to influence the czar; others spied on him, keeping 
detailed reports on his drinking, womanizing, and disorderly conduct at taverns, parties, and 
private homes. Newspapers published accusations and sensational stories about him, but the 
empress refused to listen, calling him "my beloved, unforgettable teacher, redeemer, and mentor" 
(Sherrow 8-9, 50). 
In You Can' t Take it With You, a live-in family friend of the Sycamores, De Pinna, 
asked the Grand Duchess, visitor to the Sycamores, about Rasputin: 
DE PINNA. Tell me, Grand Duchess, is it true what they say about Rasputin? 
GRAND DUCHESS. Everyone wants to know about Rasputin .... Yes, my dear 
sir, it is true. And how. 
DE PINNA.You don't say? (Hart and Kaufman 72) 
As these lines infer, Rasputin's reputation was dishonorable. For the humor of the play, 
the emphasis is on his sexual conquests. Rasputin was a boor, a drunk, a womanizer and a 
charlatan, yet he had managed to fool the wife of the Czar of Russia. This intensified the 
animosity and mistrust toward Alexandra and threatened the monarchy. Furthermore, many 
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middle-class Russians criticized the inequities of a system, where so few people held wealth and 
power while poverty oppressed too many. Millions of the poorest Russians were living in the 
countryside on the eve of the Revolution. Among them were the Cossacks who settled in the 
southern plains of Russia (Sherrow13, 51,). In the You Can't Take it With You. Paul Sycamore 
mentions the Cossacks as he tells his family about the Fourth of July fireworks he is creating: 
PAUL. Well, I'm going to do the Revolution! A full hour display. 
DONALD. Say! 
PENNY. Paul, that's wonderful! 
ED. The red fire is the flag, huh? 
PAUL. Sure! And the Czar, and the Cossacks! (Hart and Kaufman 13) 
The Cossacks' name comes from kazak, which means "free warrior.'' Czars allowed the 
Cossacks to live and farm on their fertile lands in exchange for serving in the imperial army. The 
men distinguished themselves as horsemen and warriors. They were specially assigned to serve 
as guards for the royal estates and imperial family and were often mobilized to quiet disputes in 
cities and rural areas. The play parallels the conditions of the Cossacks in Russia with the 
Russian royalty in America. They escaped the Revolution by immigrating to the United States, 
living with the affluent in New York City and working as their manicurists, elevator men, and 
waitresses. While humorously written into the play, historians explain the Russian people's 
loyalty to their monarch, such as the Cossack's, was shallow and their desire to change their way 
of life exceeded their allegiances to the czar. 
Within just three days of the uprising in Petrograd, the February Revolution of 1917 
toppled a powerful, three-hundred-year-old monarchy, What started as a rebellion grew into a 
mass movement. In the months that followed, political groups struggled for the power once held 
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by the Czars. The Bolsheviks, later called Communists, endeavored not just to enact specific 
economic and political reforms, but to revolutionize the whole structure of the nation. 
The Bolshevik revolution started that autumn and continued for several years. 
Afterwards, Leon Trotsky, a Bolshevik leader in the revolution, said, "You will not find another 
such sharp tum in history, especially if you remember that it involves a nation of 150 million 
people" Sherrow12, 14, 20). In You Can't Take it With. You, Paul is reading Ed's book on 
Trotsky: 
PAUL. "God is the State; the State is God." 
GRANDPA. Who says that? 
PAUL. Trotsky. 
GRANDPA. Well, that's all right-I thought you said it. 
ED. It's nice for printing, you know. Good and short. (He reaches into the type 
case.) G--0--D-space-I-S-space-T-H-E-space_ 
(Hart and Kaufman 15) 
Later in the play, men from the Department of Justice raid the Sycamore home because 
they believe that Ed is a Communist and threatens national security: 
THE MAN. Come here, you! (He takes some slips of paper out of his pocket.) 
Ever see these before? 
ED. They're my-circulars. 
THE MAN. You print this stuff, huh? 
ED. Yes, sir. 
THE MAN. And you put' em into boxes of candy to get 'em into people's homes. 
ESSIE. The Love Dreams! 
ED. But I didn't mean anything----
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THE MAN. You didn't, huh? (He reads the circulars.) "Dynamite the Capitol!" 
"Dynamite the White House!" "Dynamite the Supreme Court!" "God is the 
State; the State is God!" 
ED. But I didn't mean that. I just like to print. Don't I, Grandpa? 
With the leadership of Trotsky, a mighty new Bolshevik government seized sweeping 
power over the Russian people. In August 1917 the czar and his royal family were sent to a 
country house in Siberia under guard by the provisional government. They lived quietly without 
incident, while the czar sawed logs for fires, tended the grounds, planted vegetables, and 
shoveled snow. Indoors, he read poetry to his wife, and taught his children. The guards were 
impressed with Nicholas' courteous behavior. 
The Bolshevik guards arrived in November and the outdoor activities were ended. The 
family had no income except for the funds some nuns secretly gave them. The czar wore patched 
and damed trousers, and his shoes were repaired many times. The provisional government had 
intended to let the czar and his family go to England in exile. However, the Bolsheviks moved 
the family to Ekaterinburg in 1918. They lived on the upper, main floor of a house, where the 
children shared a bedroom and the parents lived in another bedroom, simply furnished with two 
beds, an armoire, a sofa, and two tables. A washroom and toilet were at the end of the hall. 
Drinking water was rationed, and the family ate from a common bowl without plates or utensils. 
Medicine for Alexis was unavailable. 
Constantly under guard, the family was trapped behind windows painted white. They 
were forbidden to open them or close doors, including the bathroom. They could not contact 
outsiders, and guards roamed their rooms. Historian Robert Massie writes: 
The family settled into a monotonous routine. They rose at nine o'clock and at ten 
had black bread and tea. Every morning and eve they said prayers and read from 
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the gospel together. Lunch was at one, dinner between four and five, tea at seven, 
supper at nine. Usually, Nicholas read aloud to the family from the book of Job. 
Those who wished were permitted to walk outside twice a day, thirty minutes in 
the morning, thirty minutes in the afternoon. 
In July anti Bolshevik troops, including some from Czechoslovakia, were advancing on 
Ekaterinburg. The Bolsheviks feared that they might free the former czar and his family. On July 
16th, the family prayed together, had tea and a special treat of fresh eggs and milk. They read the 
Bible before going to bed. Awakened at midnight, they were told to dress and were taken to a 
small basement room. Then, they were told to stand and sit together against a wall where they 
would be photographed. Instead, an official said, " Your relations have tried to save you. They 
have failed, and we must now shoot you." After shooting and bayoneting the family, the 
executioners carried their bodies to an abandoned iron mine, where they were stripped of their 
jewelry and clothing and dismembered (Sherrow 78-80). 
In You Can't Take it With You, Kolenkhov, the Russian dance teacher, makes a 
reference to this incident in history when he tells Grandpa art is only achieved through 
perspiration: 
KOLENKHOV. "The Czar relaxed, and what happened to him?" 
(Hart and Kaufman 46) 
The royal family was not the only victim of the Bolsheviks; many Russians feared for 
their lives. In each town the head of the Communist Party had the power to arrest people. They 
were accused of various crimes against the Bolshevik state in the "courts of revolutionary 
justice" and sentenced with no right of appeal. Usually, people were sentenced to death by 
hanging or a firing squad. Many aristocrats fled to safe havens and eventually immigrated to the 
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United States (Sherrow 73, 80). Much of the humor in You Can't Take it With You is derived 
from the idea of Russian royalty working in American service occupations: 
GRANDPA. Quite a lot of your folks living over here now, aren't there? 
GRAND DUCHESS. Oh, yes-many. My uncle, the Grand Duke Sergei-he is 
an elevator man at Macy's. A very nice man. Then there is my cousin, Prince 
Alexis. He will not speak to the rest of us because he works at Hattie Carnegie. 
He is in ladies' underwear. 
KOLENKHOV. When he was at Coney Island he was willing to talk to you. 
GRAND DUCHESS. Ah, Kolenkhov, our time is coming. My sister, Natasha, is 
studying to be a manicurist, Uncle Sergei they have promised to make 
floorwalker, and next month I get transferred to the Fifth Avenue Childs'. From 
there it is only a step to Schraffts' and then we will see what Prince Alexis says! 
GRANDPA. I think you've got him. 
GRAND DUCHESS. You are telling me? (She laughs in a triumphant Russian 
laugh in which KOLENKHOV joins.) (Hart and Kaufman 71) 
It is comedy in the play, but the reality was that the Bolsheviks brought terrorism, 
conflict, famine, and repressive laws enforced by broad police power. They had guaranteed 
peace, bread, social equality, land for peasants, better wages and working conditions. However, 
when the revolution ended, once again, the Russian people lived under a totalitarian system, only 
with different leaders (Sherrow 12). 
One such leader was Stalin. In the play Kolenkhov remarks to Grandpa: 
KOLENKOV." ... you cannot relax with Stalin in Russia." 
(Hart and Kaufman 46) 
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Stalin was a merciless leader who controlled an entire nation through fear and dictatorship. 
Unlike most Russian Marxists who were educated people from prosperous homes, Stalin was 
born Iosif Vissarionovich Dzhugashvili, son of a cobbler and washerwoman. Stalin's father had 
little affection for his son, often beat him, and eventually left the family. When Stalin was eleven 
years old, his father was kil1ed in a drunken brawl. 
Stalin attended a church school until he was fourteen. He was rebellious, stubborn, and 
hated the school's strict teachers. Often, he suffered harsh punishments after fighting with 
teachers and fellow students. However, he was a good student, and at age seventeen, graduated 
the top of his class. Even so, Stalin's future was not bright; a peasant's son could not attend a 
Russian University. The only way he could improve his life was to become a priest. His mother 
had saved every penny possible and paid his tuition to a seminary. Again, Stalin was a 
headstrong student. He ignored the rules and read a book written by Karl Marx that was banned 
by the seminary, predicting a worldwide revolution of workers against their bosses and 
government, and led an underground Marxist group. He was expelled from the seminary in his 
fifth year. 
Stalin had joined the Social Democratic party and spent the next sixteen years of his life 
in prison, hiding, or organizing labor strikes in which many were killed by police. However, he 
had somehow always managed to slip away. In 1905 he teamed up with Lenin who was happy to 
have the tough, ambitious Josef Stalin join him. In 1912 Lenin gave him an assignment; he was 
to write an article to be published in Pravda, the party's newspaper, on the promising future of 
minority groups under Bolshevik rule. For the first time, Iosif Dzhugashvili signed his name 
under the article "Stalin," meaning man of steel. 
After the three-year civil war and the Bolshevik victory in 1920, Stalin became the 
general secretary of the Central Committee. He organized the party and appointed its officials, 
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increasing his own power steadily. He eliminated his rivals by sending them to insignificant jobs 
in distant cities. In 1922 Lenin's health began to fail and by then he was having doubts about 
Stalin. Lenin knew Stalin wanted to bring the party under his personal control. Lenin wrote Party 
officials to warn them and stated in his will that Stalin was not fit to lead the Bolsheviks--now 
Communist Party. Before officials could take action, Lenin died. During the next five years, 
Stalin gained uncontested control of the highest ruling council. Trotsky attempted to organize a 
public demonstration against Stalin, but it was a failure. 
By 1929 Stalin had become the most powerful person in the Soviet government. As his 
power grew, he became paranoid, suspecting the presence of rivals and enemies everywhere. 
Great Britain, France, and the United States were especially threatening because of their 
superiority in industrial production. He believed these wealthier nations were planning to 
overthrow the Communist state. To meet this threat, Stalin ordered Party officials to develop a 
massive Five Year Plan for turning the Soviet Union into a industrial power (Streissguth 45-57). 
Kolenkhov refers to this plan in the play: 
KOLENKHOV. Grandpa, what do you think? I have a letter from Russia! The 
Second-Five-Year plan is a failure!" (Hart and Kaufman 25) 
Indeed, it was a failure. In the twenties Stalin reached into every comer of the Soviet economy, 
seizing land, animals, and grain from the peasants to support the project. In protest, the peasants 
burned their fields and slaughtered their animals, resulting in a terrible famine in which millions 
died in the Ukraine and central Russia. In the thirties, Stalin continued pushing industrialization 
forward at a furious pace, but the workers hours were long, their pay was fixed and the 
government set impossibly high production goals. Stalin set up a vast network of police spies 
that ruled the workers through fear. Anyone accused of poor effort or sabotage was tried, found 
guilty and shot (Streisssguth 57-60). The communist dictator killed eight to ten million people, 
( 
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including 35,000 of his own military officers in an event later called the "great purge." Stalin's 
actions weakened the Soviet Union at an important time in its history (Galens and Spampinato 
308). 
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Social 
*Because Penny likes companionship, she has two kittens. 
*Grandpa attends Columbia's Commencement exercises. Act 1, 
*Kolenkhov is one of Rheba's pets. 
*Kolenkhov receives letters from Russia. 
*Essie practices her dances for Kolenkhov. 
*Tony and Alice go to the Monte Carlo Ballet. 
*Grandpa meets a policeman friend on the comer at twelve-thirty 
every night. 
*Tony and Alice work in the same office. 
*Kolenkhov calls Essie "Pavlowa." 
*Kolenkhov calls Rheba "My little Rhebishka!" 
*Kolenkhov says Essie "stinks" as a dancer. 
*There is a fellow following Ed. 
*Mr. Kirby is a member of the Racquet Club, the Harvard Club, 
the Union Club, and the *National Geographic Society. 
*Penny met Gay on the top of a bus and brought her home to read 
a script. 
*When Kolenkhov introduces the Grand Duchess, Penny, Essie, 
and De Pinna curtsy. 
*Grand Duchess is a very good cook. 
*Grandpa has time enough for everything, reading, talking, visiting 
the zoo, practicing darts, and even noticing when spring comes 
around. 
Act 111, pg. 76 
Act 111, pg. 76 
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*Mr. Kirby has a saxophone in the back of his closet. 
*Tony brought his family to dinner a night early on purpose. 
Mr. Kirby is a "joiner" as Donald remarks. He is a member of the Harvard Club for 
Harvard University's alumni. It is located in the Times Square district between Fifth and Sixth 
A venues and is designed after the early American buildings of the college. This block is crowded 
with landmarks, including the Bar Association of the City of New York and the New York Yacht 
Club. 
Mr. Kirby is also a member of the Union Club, an association for New York aristocrats, 
located in Manhattan in the northeast corner of Park A venue and Sixty-ninth Street. It occupies 
an old and fashionable building. Additionally, he is a member of the Racquet Club also located 
in Manhattan at 370 Park Avenue. The building was erected in 1918 and designed in the Italian 
Renaissance style by McKim, Mead, and White. It houses a clubroom and athletic facilities, and 
in the thirties was one of the most fashionable sports associations in the city (Guilds' Committee 
177, 220,238, 240). 
Lastly, Donald says Mr. Kirby is a member of the National Geographic Society, which 
the playwrights added as the punch line because of its incongruent nature with the other 
memberships. The National Geographic Society, founded in 1888, is the world's largest 
nonprofit scientific and educational organization. Since its founding, it has distributed more than 
6,000 research grants to further the society's mission," the increase and diffusion of geographic 
knowledge." The society is best known for its flagship magazine, National Geographic (Join the 
Adventure 1). 
Kolenkhov's main interest is the ballet. When Alice and Tony go to the Monte Carlo 
Ballet for a date, he raves as they are leaving, acting as though the company is of inferior quality 
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compared to his standards. The humor of the situation is that the Monte Carlo Ballet is known in 
Monaco, as well as in the most famous theatres and venues abroad, as a ballet company of the 
highest professional standards. The first performance of Monte Carlo Ballet was in Monaco in 
1911 when it became the first official company of the Principality of Monaco (Monaco 1). 
Essie is Kolenkhov's ballet student. Even though he says, "confidentially she stinks" as a 
dancer, he calls her Pavlowa after Anna Matveyevna Pavlova, the famous Russian ballerina. In 
1892 at the age of eleven, she entered the Imperial Ballet School in St. Petersburg, and in 1899 at 
the Maryinsky Theatre, she made her debut. Nevertheless, she gained fame only after tours to 
Scandinavia, Berlin, and Vienna in 1907 and 1908. Pavlova danced in Paris in 1909 with 
Nijinsky in the Diaghilev's Ballet Russe and made her American debut in 1910. Afterwards, she 
toured extensively with her own company until her death. She excelled in Giselle, Chopiniana, 
and especially in The Dying Swan, choreographed for her by Michel Fokin. Her repertoire 
included twenty-three ballets and 80 divertissements. Pavlova's flawless classical technique and 
ethereal quality brought her international acclaim. She is considered the greatest ballerina of her 
time (Pavlova 1). 
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Religious 
*Essie thinks Tony and Alice will get manied in a church because 
of Tony's family. 
*De Pinna likes the idea of a church wedding for Tony and Alice. 
*Mrs. Kirby's great solace is spiritualism. 
*Grandpa always says Grace before dinner. 
Mrs. Kirby finds comfort in practicing Spiritualism. Spiritualism is a belief that man's 
spirit survives physical death and enters a Spirit world that surrounds and permeates our material 
life. Spiritualists claim that communication between the worlds of earthly and spirit beings can 
be proven under the right conditions. They emphasize this communication is only possible 
through mediums, individuals with mediumistic abilities, and when the spirit are willing to do so. 
The misapprehension of Spiritualists calling up the dead is contrary to the Spiritualists' belief 
that the spirit people call us when they are willing ("What is Spiritualism?" 1). 
Modern Spiritualism is generally considered to date from the Hydesville, New York State 
events occurring on March 31, 1848. After hearing noisy rappings in their house, two sisters, 
Margaretta and Catherine Fox established intelligent communication with a spirit entity. This 
aroused publicity and numerous investigations, resulting in reemergence of the belief and 
formation of home circles interested in further communication ("History of the Union" 1, 3). 
In the 1930's the media gave recognition to the Spiritualism movement, including the 
BBC's broadcast on Spiritualism by Ernest Olson, the publication of the Psychic News founded 
by J. Arthur Findlay and edited by Maurice Barbanell, and Findlays's trilogy, On the Edee of the 
Etheric, The Rock of Truth, and The Unfolding Universe (SNU publications). 
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Previous Action 
ACT 1. SCENE l 
PAGE 
5 Penny has written eleven plays during the last eight years, including a war play, a labor 
11 play, a religious play, and a sex play. 
6 Essie has been dancing for eight years. 
8 Paul and De Pinna had a fight, but made up. 
8 Paul and De Pinna have made a lot of fireworks. 
8 It has been a long time since De Pinna has had a girlfriend. 
8 Alice has only been home for dinner one night in a week. 
9 Donald always brings flies when he visits Rheba. 
11 Ed has made De Pinna a thousand calling cards that he hasn't used. 
11 Ed prints "descriptive matter" to put into candy boxes. 
12 Donald is on relief. 
12 Penny and Paul met at Palisades Park. 
12 Grandpa goes to Columbia Commencement exercises all the time. 
13 The speeches at Columbia's commencement were funnier this year. 
14 Last week, a letter came for Grandpa, but he never received it. 
15 There were a couple of earlier letters that were also from the U.S. government that 
Grandpa never received. 
16 Alice bought her second new dress this week during her lunch hour. 
17 Alice hasn't been home for dinner for three weeks because she has been dating the boss's 
son, Mr. Anthony Kirby, Jr., vice-president of Kirby and Company. 
18 Paul only called on Penny once before they were married. 
18 Ed came to Essie's for dinner once and just stayed. 
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19 Grandpa has never paid an income tax. 
20 Grandpa has been receiving a yearly income from his property since 1901. 
20 Ed's income for last year was twenty-eight dollars and fifty cents. 
22 Tony recently graduated from Yale and more recently from Cambridge. 
23 Mr. Kirby testified before the Securities Commission. 
BETWEEN ACT 1. SCENE 1 AND ACT J 1. SCENE 11 
27 Alice and Tony attended the Monte Carlo Ballet. 
27 Paul and De Pinna worked in the basement making fireworks. 
ACT 1. SCENE 11 
31 Penny writes plays because eight years ago a typewriter was delivered to her by mistake. 
31 Grandpa quit his business thirty-five years ago because he wasn't having fun. 
31 For thirty-five years Grandpa has collected snakes, and gone to circuses and 
commencements. 
32 Grandpa has a standing date at twelve-thirty every night with the policeman on the 
comer. 
BEfWEEN ACT 1 & ACT 11 
37 Penny met an actress on top of a bus. 
ACT 11 
36 Gay has been on stage all of her life. 
41 Penny stopped painting eight years ago. 
41 De Pinna delivered ice to the Sycamore's eight years ago and stayed. 
41 There was a milkman that stayed with the Sycamores for five years before he died ahead 
of De Pinna. 
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52 Mr. Kirby raises orchids for a hobby. 
55 Mr. Kirby's doctor does not permit him to eat candy. 
59 Mrs. Kirby thinks her honeymoon was dull because Hot Springs was not very gay that 
season, and there wasn't anything to do at night. 
59 Mrs. Kirby says Mr. Kirby talks about Wall Street even during sex. 
BEfWEEN ACT 11&ACT111 
64 The Kirbys and theVanderhof-Sycamores spent the night in jail and were given 
suspended sentences for manufacturing fireworks without a permit. 
65 De Pinna sustained head and eye injuries in the fireworks explosion. 
ACT 111 
66 When the milkman died the Sycamores didn't know his name so they gave him 
Grandpa's. 
66 Paul was going to be an architect. 
66 Penny and Paul have had a happy marriage. 
71 The Grand Duchess was cousin to the Czar of Russia. 
71 The Grand Duchess is also cousin to the King of Sweden, who sent her a money order 
once in a while, but stopped because he wasn't doing so well. 
75 Mr. Kirby has spent his entire life building up his business. 
75 Grandpa hasn't taken bicarbonate of soda in thirty-five years. 
75 Grandpa used to arrive at the office at nine o' clock sharp no matter how he felt. 
75 Grandpa used to lay awake nights worrying and got all worked up about whether 
Cleveland or Blaine was going to be elected President. 
76 Tony came across letters his father wrote that said he wanted to be a trapeze artist, a 
saxophone player, and that he ran away because his father wanted him to go into the 
business. 
76 Mr. Kirby's father knocked his "silly notions" out of him. 
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77 Tony's father has never had the time to understand him. 
78 The Czar always said to the Grand Duchess, "Olga do not be stingy with the blintzes." 
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Analysis of Dialogue 
The humor throughout You Can't Take it With You is situational comedy. Rather than 
having a narrative plot and following a change in the status of a character's fortune against a 
series of different settings, the play's concern is to set right an ordinary, normal routine that has 
been violated in one setting. The play exploits a situation from a number of different angles with 
a plethora of farce character and farce incident. With a steady stream of constant stimuli to the 
ear and eye of the beholder, these stimuli seem to smoothly flow into one another. They are 
planned to startle and shock the audience repeatedly into rising attention. If delivered alone, the 
ever-present wisecrack, whose point is usually made clear with the last word, is an example of 
such stimulus. 
Audiences never fail to laugh at the great one-liners such as Penny's line, "You know, 
with forty monks and one girl, something ought to happen" or when Grandpa sums up his sense 
of the government's value, "Well, I might pay about seventy-five dollars, but that's all it's 
worth." Kolenkhov delivers some of the funniest lines in the play, "Life is chasing around inside 
me, like a squirrel" and "Confidentially, she stinks." Some of the shortest lines stimulate the 
biggest laughs as with Penny's word game, where Mrs. Kirby associations are revealingly 
suggestive: "Bathroom-Mr. Kirby, Honeymoon-Dull, and Sex-Wall Street." 
Although, You Can't Take it With You is the richest of the Kaufman-Hart plays for a 
broad, satirical canvas, it doesn't deal with social consciousness and introspection, but rather 
reflects a time for escape. Any deep examination of values is overshadowed with farce 
exuberance. For example, as soon as Mr. Kirby and Grandpa meet in the final act and establish 
the opposing views for the plot, the Russian Grand Duchess enters to recharge the comic energy. 
Neither satire nor any weighty contemplation of issues is allowed to get into the way of this 
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comedy. There is a preoccupation with mayhem that eclipses any metaphorical values possessed 
by the play. 
Hart and Kaufman use several constructions to achieve the comic dialogue: one involves 
the use of opposing concepts; another a concluding "punch" word or phrase; and another focuses 
on the style or language of the speech. 
For example, this is a brief dialogue sequence from the play: 
PENNY. (talking of her current play) I've just got Cynthia entering the 
monastery. 
RHEBA. Monastery? How's she get there? She was at the El Morocco, wasn't 
she? 
PENNY. Yes, I sort of got myself into a monastery and I can't get out. 
ESSIE. Oh, well, it'll come to you, Mother. Remember how you got out of that 
brothel? (Hart and Kaufman 9) 
The contrasts between "monastery" and "El Morocco," and "monastery" and "brothel" are 
extreme and surprise the audience into an automatic response. Throughout the play there are 
many contrasts and they're delivered in close proximity. Kolenkhov and Olga's description of 
her relatives is another example: 
OLGA ...... My uncle, the Grand Duke Sergei-he is elevator man at Macy's . 
. . . . Then there is my cousin, Prince Alexis. He will not speak to the rest of us. 
because he works at Hattie Carnegie. He is in ladies underwear. 
KOLENKHOV. When he was selling hot dogs at Coney Island he was willing to 
talk to you (Hart and Kaufman 71). 
Likewise, Donald rushes out to get food for the unexpected guests, the high-society Kirbys, and 
brings back pickled pigs' feet. 
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Another comic technique used in the play is the essentially incongruous meeting of 
characters. For example, Gay Wellington, the drunken actress, is attracted to both Donald and 
Mr. Kirby, and Rheba's giggles girlishly at Kolen.khov's charming comments. These character 
relationships are extreme and exaggerated and gain an amused response from combining such 
disparate characters in a common situation. Similarly, the Kirby marriage is discordant. Mr. 
Kirby has a serious and pragmatic approach to life, and Mrs. Kirby's "great solace" is 
Spiritualism. With the contrast of Spiritualism as the basis of Mrs. Kirby's underlying principals 
and the building of his business as Mr. Kirby's, the comic device of incongruent characters is 
employed. 
Mrs. Kirby's experience at the jail is another example. Penny describes it to Grandpa: 
PENNY. Oh, it was even worse with Mrs. Kirby. When the matron stripped her. 
There was a burlesque dancer there and she kept singing a strip song while Mrs. 
Kirby undressed. 
GRANDPA. I'll bet Bar Harbor is going to seem pretty dull to the Kirby's this 
summer. (Hart and Kaufman 66-67) 
The mention of Bar Harbor is funny because Mrs. Kirby in jail is disparate with the upper-class 
Mrs. Kirby in Bar Harbor. Mrs. Kirby in Bar Harbor harmonizes with her characterization; jail is 
discordant. 
There is also a theatrically oriented character pattern that emerges in You Can't Take it 
With You. The characters are comic because of their external behavior patterns. Kaufman and 
Hart use characters such as De Pinna and Kolenkhov to earn immediate laughs. The vignette use 
of character is woven into the action to reflect and further it rather than to complicate the plot. 
The characters are comic because of their observable idiosyncrasies rather than their ideological 
dialogue. 
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Certainly, the main characters of You Can't Take it With You must be played with the 
lightest touch. Otherwise "the mild insanity that prevades ... them" as the stage directions read 
might easily seem like a genuine, psychological eccentricity. This might make the impression 
that Grandpa is both protecting and shielding the others from the world, which is hardly the 
playwrights' intent. The leading roles are not straight heroes or heroines, but are character roles, 
relying heavily on externals for quick impression. These characters do not require precision of 
delineation or probing of personality as the more realistic characters demand. This is a 
formulistic and working equation Hart and Kaufman were known to use in their comedies. 
In addition to these dramatic and theatrical elements, Hart and Kaufman use additional 
devices of dialogue or construction. They are the use of famous names, the use of animals, seen 
or unseen, and the use of "loud" curtain and "quiet" scene. The first two are obvious in You 
Can't Take it With You and each is capable of immediately startling or shocking the audience. 
The third category is a rhythmic device that allows for relaxation of the pitch using the "quiet" 
scene often after a noisy one, ending the second act. It is a dramaturgical principal that the 
second act be the strongest of the three because it is difficult to revive a play in the third act if the 
audience's attention was lost in the second act. The first act usually has a momentum of its own. 
In comedies an energetic first act curtain is "topped" by a second act curtain closing on a 
powerful ending of action or high pitch tension and is followed by the opening of a third act with 
a quiet, conversational scene. However, this quickly gains momentum, firmly building to the end 
of the play. You Can't Take it With You emulates this structure with the second act ending with 
a large explosion of fireworks as FBI agents raid the Sycamore's house and take everyone to jail. 
The third act opens quietly the next day with Rheba setting the table as Donald reads the 
newspaper report of last night's arrest. 
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You Can't Talce it with You has a dominantly visual nature; the dialogue offers only the 
illusion of comment. As soon as ideas such as individuality and conformity are established, they 
are then expressed in mostly external behavior patterns. This play belongs to the tradition of low 
comedy where the laughs are from immediate pleasure rather than any cerebral retention of the 
causes of the humor. Low comedy finds its life, like the wisecrack, in a moment of time, and in 
theatrical action rather than between the pages of a book (Mason 184-188). 
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Character Analysis 
All of the characters in You Can' t Take it With You live life, as Hodge prescribes, in 
their own "special world." However, unlike most plays, not all the main characters have "attitude 
changes" in You Can' t Take it With You because in doing so the idea of the play, no amount of 
financial or social success will compensate for sacrificing personal fulfillment, would be 
compromised. For this reason, two of the five main characters remain unchanged. 
Martin Vanderhof 
Seventy-five-year old Grandpa Vanderhof, as Kaufman and Hart describe him in the 
stage directions is a "wiry little man whom the years have treated kindly." One day thirty-five 
years ago he gave up his career on Wall Street because, as he tells Kolenkhov, it struck him that 
he "wasn't having any fun" so he "just relaxed" and has ''been a happy man ever since." Now he 
has "time enough for everything" and as he tells Mr. Kirby, he no longer has "six hours of things 
I have to do before I get one hour to do what I like." Grandpa collects stamps, throws darts, and 
attends commencement exercises at Columbia University. He encourages his family to emulate 
his example and do only what will bring them happiness. He hasn't paid his taxes in twenty-two 
years because he doesn't feel the government does anything useful with the money. He is the 
philosophical center of the play, symbolic of Ii ving life for personal fulfillment rather than for 
seeking material wealth. This attitude remains unchanged at the end of the play. As he says while 
saying grace before dinner every night, "Remember, all we ask is to just go along and be happy 
in our own sort of way." Grandpa has an uncompromising desire to enjoy life and has the 
strength of character needed to live accordingly. He has strong opinions and is not afraid to tell 
others his beliefs even when they disagree. He has the traditional American values of love for 
family and rugged individualism. He is easy going, and his dress and manner reflect it. When at 
home, he wears comfortable clothing and sits in a comfortable chair, reading the paper or 
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working on his stamp collection. Grandpa has a sense of humor that is evident when he jokes 
about De Pinna and the IRS man. He is calm, relaxed and unhurried. 
Penelope Vanderhof Sycamore 
Penny Sycamore, Grandpa Vanderhof s daughter, is the first character on stage in You 
Can't Take it With You. She is described in the stage directions by Kaufman and Hart as an 
endearing "round little women" in her fifties, who loves nothing more than writing plays. An 
eccentric, like other members of the family, Penny was an enthusiastic painter, but gave up the 
hobby and began writing plays, when a typewriter was delivered to the house by mistake eight 
years earlier. She causes some embarrassment when the Kirbys come for dinner because she is 
charmingly blunt. First, she calls Mrs. Kirby's beloved spiritualism a "fake" and then insists on 
playing a word association game with the words, "sex," "bathroom" and "lust." Penny's 
straightforward speech and joy for living are in distinct contrast to Mrs. Kirby's seemingly 
reticent and dissatisfactory acceptance of social conventions. Penny's attitude remains 
unchanged at the end of the play. Penny is her father's daughter. She too has an 
uncompromising desire to enjoy life and has the strength of character to live accordingly. She is 
unconcerned with the degree of success she achieves with her activities, but thoroughly 
immerses herself in the joy of doing what interests her. She loves her family and wants them to 
be happy. She jokes and likes to have fun as is illustrated with the Kirby's visit. She says playing 
games will be fun, and she jokes about orchids when Mr. Kirby says he raises them. She is 
feminine, wearing dresses from the time period made of flowing, soft fabrics with busy patterns. 
Penny is busy, energetic and so engrossed in her work that she often doesn't hear the first words 
spoken to her. 
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Mr.Kirby 
Mr. Kirby, Tony's father is middle-aged and a successful Wall Street businessman. He is 
a traditional authority figure, symbolic of the conventional worldview that the Vanderhof-
Sycamores reject. Telling his wife that "lust is not a human emotion," he is conservative and 
repressed, suffering from perpetual indigestion." He has the very expensive hobby of raising 
orchids that require "the most scrupulous care." He is initially shocked at the unconventional 
lifestyle of the Vanderhof's and tells Grandpa that the idea of only doing what makes you happy 
is "a very dangerous philosophy ... it's un-American." His greatest desire is to continue the 
great American success story of his father. His polar attitudes are first, I must work hard and 
sacrifice my personal fulfillment to achieve the American Dream, and finally, I should look at 
life with a fresh perspective, maybe rm missing something. Wearing expensive suits and 
tuxedos, he is stiff, controlled and determined to live up to the expectations of his father, even if 
it means compromising his personal relationships with his family. He has exerted great strength 
in his life to achieve the financial success he has obtained, and it is only at the end of the play 
when he relents, just a little, to glimpse at what he has missed. 
Tony Kirby 
Vice President of his father's business, Kirby & Co., Tiny Kirby is described in the stage 
directions as a "very nice man" who recently attended Yale and Cambridge. He is in love with 
Alice Sycamore and wants to marry her. He tells Grandpa "the fun's over and-I'm facing the 
world" now that he is finished with college. However, in his association with the Vanderhof-
Sycamores, he learns that if he makes the right choices, his fun may be just starting. He 
purposely brings his parents to Alice's home on the wrong night because" I wanted you to see a 
real family-as they really were. A family that loved and understood each other." Now, he is 
determined to live a life of his dreams rather than working for his father's business. He embraces 
( 
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the philosophy of seeking happiness over wealth. Tony's polar attitudes are first, I must do as my 
grandfather and father did and give up my dreams to achieve success, and finally, I'm going to 
live my life in my own way. Tony's greatest desire is to marry Alice and live a happy life with 
her. He has uncompromising strength in attaining his goal even though it means breaking with 
the tradition of his father and grandfather. Personal happiness is more important to Tony than 
embracing the American Dream of material wealth. Tony dresses in nice business suits. He is 
confident, unpretentious, and well mannered. 
Alice Sycamore 
According to the stage directions, Alice, Penny's twenty-two year old daughter, has "escaped 
the ting of mild insanity" that imbues her family. Still her "devotion and love for them is plainly 
apparent" She is the only member of the family that has a regular job, working as a secretary at 
a Wall Street company where she has fallen in love with the boss's son, Anthony Kirby, Junior. 
Although she loves Tony, she is afraid his conservative parents will never approve of her 
eccentric family. The audience feels empathy for Alice because she is a "normal" and likeable 
character (Galens and Spampinato 302-306). Alice' s polar attitudes are first, I can't love my 
family and Tony too, and finally, Tony's father will accept my family and me. Alice's greatest 
desire is to marry Tony and have the two families live in harmony. Alice thinks that there is a 
possibility things could work out between the two families, but gives up when things go awry. 
She will not sacrifice her family to be a part of Tony's family. Alice wears dresses that she has 
bought recently to wear when she dates Tony. She looks "beautiful" as Rheba comments, and the 
dresses are "nice and summery" as Penny compliments. Alice is usually loving, cheerful and 
determined, but when things become complicated, she is tense, nervous, and runs away from the 
situation. 
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Ideas of the Play 
You Can t Take it With You has several themes that arise from the major conflict of the 
play--Alice Sycamore can not marry Tony Kirby because their families are too different. This 
conflict is illustrated in a conversation Alice, Grandpa, and Mr. Kirby have: 
GRANDPA ...... You think the two families wouldn't get along. Well, maybe 
they wouldn't-but who says they're right and we're wrong? 
ALICE. I didn't say that Grandpa. I only feel-
GRANDPA. Well, what /feel is that Tony's too nice a boy to wake up twenty 
years from now with nothing in his life but stocks and bonds. 
KIRBY. How's that? 
GRANDPA. Yes. Mixed up and unhappy, the way you are. 
KIRBY. I beg your pardon, Mr. Vanderhof. I am a very happy man. 
GRANDPA. I don't think so ..... . 
KIRBY. I don't do anything I don't want to do. 
GRANDPA. Yes, you do. You said last night that at the end of a week in Wall 
Street you're pretty near crazy. Why do you keep on doing it? 
KIRBY. Why do I keep on-why, that my business. A man can't give up his 
business. 
GRANDPA. Why not? You've got all the money you need. You can't take it 
with you. (Hart and Kaufman 74-75) 
Appropriately, Grandpa's ending line is the title of the play. It states the playwrights' 
philosophy and the meaning of the play. The discussion represents each family's perception of 
the American Dream and questions its validity. Is it as Mr. Kirby suggests, attaining financial 
( 
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success and a position of social and economic power? Or is it Grandpa Vanderhof's version, 
earning just enough money so one can survive in order to do exactly what one wishes? Initially, 
Mr. Kirby thinks that Grandpa's philosophy is "un-American," but the Vanderhof'sjoy for life 
and love for one another encourages the audience to consider their personal fulfillment as well as 
their financial success. 
Also, the Vanderhof-Sycamore way of life questions the conventional definition of 
success and failure. Although Essie and Penny might be considered "failures" because they 
respectively lack talent in dancing and painting/playwrighting, the play portrays them as 
successful because they are clearly happy with what they do. At first Tony Kirby thinks he must 
forget about the dreams he had in college and accept his position as vice-president of Kirby and 
Co. in order to be "successful," but his involvement with Alice's family makes him realize that it 
is a mistake to give up his dreams as his father did when he was a young man. According to this 
play, failure to follow one's dreams is the only failure. The audience is inspired to define 
"success" in terms of happiness rather than in terms of only money or status. 
Additionally, the positive characterization of eccentric and singular behavior in You 
Can 't Take it With You reflects the American belief in individualism. All the Vanderhoff 
Sycamores could be categorized as "rugged individualists." They follow the dictates of their 
hearts and ignore those in the majority that disapprove. Throughout American and world 
literature, individuals who rebel against the regimented conventions of society are celebrated. 
Furthermore, the play demonstrates an openness for welcoming others who are different. 
Not only are the Vanderhof-Sycamores "different" from the conventional world around them, 
they are also willing to accept others who are different. Their inclusiveness is reflected through 
humorous exaggeration as shown in their willingness to allow anyone move into their house or 
sit down at their dinner table. Likewise, the acceptance of African-American and Russian 
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characters as part of the family was considered quite liberal and open to the value system of most 
1930 audiences, even though the characters were depicted in a stereotypical manner which might 
offend today's sensibilities. The play's happy ending also shows that differences may only be 
superficial. Mr. Kirby and Grandpa's family sit down to dinner together and enjoy each other's 
company. After all, Mr. Kirby once had dreams of being a trapeze artist; he might be more like 
Grandpa than anyone imagined. 
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Previous Reviews 
On its opening night in December 1936, You Can't Take it With You became an 
immediate commercial success. For over six decades since then, it has been successfully staged 
by theatres of all sizes, and the play's popularity has never waned. Still even while applauding 
the talent with which Hart and Kaufman created their cleaver comedy, critics have generally 
classified the play as an escapist farce, entertaining yet lacking any significant content (Galens 
and Spampinato 309). In 1936 when the play won the Pulitzer Prize, some disputed the selection, 
saying judges played it safe, choosing a popular work instead of a more controversial drama with 
greater depth and artistic value. 
Brooks Atkinson's New York Times review described You Can't Take it With You as, "a 
spontaneous piece of hilarity" composed with "a dash of affection to season the humor" by 
writers with "a knack for extravagances of word and episode and an eye for hilarious 
incongruities" (Galens and Spampinato 309). Most other reviews of the first production were 
equally complementary, though some expressed surprise that the play was less satirical than 
earlier Kaufman plays. Yet perhaps because its humor was gentle and its message agreeable, You 
Can 't Take it With You engaged audiences all across the nation and made it possible for touring 
companies to successfully share the Broadway production's success. The tough economic 
conditions of the Great Depression made the strong ticket sales all the more remarkable and 
emphatically spoke to the play's appeal as escapist entertainment. 
In a 1997 essay Erika Kreger discussed the play as a welcome escape in the context of the 
Great Depression and a work that embraced American values. She wrote, "In the 1930's, 
Americans needed to laugh. The United States was suffering through the harsh economic times 
of the Great Depression and people went to theaters and movie houses to forget their troubles." 
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She went on to say: 
... it celebrates individualism, reiterating ideas Americans have embraced since 
the country's inception. Without exaggerating the philosophical importance of 
Kaufman and Hart's lovable bunch of screwballs, it is safe to say that You Can't 
Take it With You repackages, in the congenial form of Grandpa Vanderhof's 
worldview, the individualistic and anti-materialist ideals of American thinkers 
such as Ralph Waldo Emerson and Henry David Thoreau." 
Overall, critics comments regarding You Can ' t Take it With You have been 
extraordinarily consistent. In 1939 Frank Hurburt O'Hara praised Hart and Kaufman in his 
collection of essays, Today in American Drama, for creating a play that despite being 
"hilariously preposterous" still manages to be "more persuasive to audiences than most farces." 
Almost thirty years later, in a 1967 Theatre Annual article, Richard Mason still admired the 
warmth and imagination of the play,"neither satire nor any weighty preoccupation with issues is 
allowed to get in the way of the comedy ... any metaphorical values possessed by the play are 
quite overshadowed by its farce exuberance." 
In his 1981 book, The American Theatre, Ethan Mordden wrote You Can't Take it With 
You is pleasantly escapist, "one hit whose popularity is easy to understand." He said it was the 
first opening in a decade, when many "plays dealt with disoriented characters-alienated either 
by epic environmental pressures they don't understand or because they understand and dislike 
their environment," that gave audiences an amusing reversal, "the screwballs have their world in 
order; it's everyone else who's disoriented." Furthermore, most critics would attribute the play's 
enduring appeal, including Mordden, to the fact that although "very much of its time" Hart and 
Kaufman's comedy is "not dependent on timely allusions" we can still easily comprehend 
Grandpa's philosophy of "do what you want before it's too late." 
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Most of the criticism in the 1990's has been focused on Frank Capra's 1938 film version 
of You Can' t Take it With You rather than on Hart and Kaufman's original play. This reflects 
the acceleration of popular culture and film studies where the interest is in Hollywood comedies 
of the thirties instead of the Broadway stage of the same era. However, many late-twentieth 
century scholars might agree that the lack of recent interest in Hart and Kaufman comedies 
favors Mason's judgement they "are there to be thoroughly enjoyed on the stage, but it is fatal to 
think about them" (Galens and Spampinato 305-306, 309-310). 
( 
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Playwrights 
George S. Kaufman and Moss Hart were masters of comedic playwriting. Each made 
valuable contributions to the American theatre on his own, but they are best known for the 
magnificent and inspiring comedies that were written collaboratively in the1930s. 
George S. Kaufman was born in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, on November 16, 1889, the 
progeny of early Jewish German immigrants. In 1907 he graduated from high school and briefly 
attended law school. Uninterested in legal studies, he quit school and worked at a series of odd 
jobs, ranging from salesman to stenographer. He left Pittsburgh for New York at the age of 
twenty and began writing for the New York Evening Mail. For a while Kaufman worked as a 
columnist for the Washington Times, but his job ended when the editor objected to a harsh satire 
he had written. Returning to New York, Kaufman soon became a theatre news reporter for the 
New York Times. Eventually, he was promoted to drama editor, never to leave the position, even 
after becoming a successful playwright. 
Although he rarely smiled and sometimes appeared melancholy, he was famous for his 
extraordinary sense of humor, especially his one-liners. His friends considered him to be "the 
first wit of his time" as his peer Alexander Woollcott characterized him in Brooks Atkinson's 
Broadway. In 1917 Kaufman began using his talent for playwriting. He would ultimately become 
known as the "Great Collaborator," after a long career during which he jointly wrote more than 
forty plays. A genius at writing dialogue, Kaufman had little interest in writing plot and left this 
work to his many writing partners. 
Dulcy was Kaufman's first big hit. It was a collaboration with Marc Connelly and 
produced in 1921. Both Connelly and Kaufman were part of a group called the Algonquin Round 
Table, an influential and now famous intellectual group. These literary friends lunched and 
exchanged witticisms weekly at the Algonquin Hotel. Tallulah Bankhead, Dorothy Parker, 
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Robert Benchley were part of the group along with several of Kaufman's collaborators, including 
( Woollcott, Edna Ferber, and Ring Lardner. Nevertheless, it wasn't until Kaufman was forty that 
he teamed up with Moss Hart, the person with whom he would find his greatest success. 
Moss Hart was born on October 24, 1904 and grew up in the Bronx of New York in 
relative poverty. His parents were English-born Jewish immigrants. Influenced by an aunt who 
loved the theatre, Hart was stage struck at a young age. He worked as an office boy for a theatre 
manager when he was a teenager; this manager produced Hart's first dramatic work. The show, 
Beloved Bandit, opened in 1923 and immediately flopped; Hart's boss fired him after losing 
$45,000 on the production. One critic wrote a review of the play in the form of an obituary. 
Nineteen-year-old Hart took a job in the Catskills directing social activities at resorts where he 
organized amateur theatricals and gained somewhat of a reputation. During this time he wrote six 
plays, but they were all rejected by producers. 
Finally, producer Sam H. Harris agreed to stage Hart's comedy, Once in a Lifetime in 
1929 on the condition that he revised the play with then famous Kaufman. Hart, twenty-six-years 
old, idolized Kaufman and was ecstatic at the idea of working with him. Although the initial 
collaboration was difficult, Once in a Lifetime was an absolute success when it opened in 
September, 1930. The play was a satire about the movie industry and introduced elements that 
would be used again in future Hart and Kaufman productions, including numerous characters, 
chaotic activity, and witty dialogue. Hart and Kaufman would collaborate on seven more plays in 
the next ten years. Yon Can t Take it With You was their third effort and the most successful. It 
was their longest running work, earning among its honors the Pulitzer Prize. However, some 
critics consider their next play, The Mao Who Came to Dinner, a play about a house filled with 
fascinating eccentrics, to be their best play. 
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In 1940 Hart and Kaufman stopped collaborating, but both continued with successful 
theatrical careers. Kaufman continued collaboration with other writers on numerous popular 
plays in the forties and fifties, but most critics find that these works are not equal to the quality of 
the earlier efforts. George S. Kaufman died on June 2, 1961. Hart went on to write six more 
plays of his own and four screen plays, including Gentleman's Agreement in 1947 and A Star is 
Born in 1954. In 1957 he won a Tony Award, at that time known as the Antionette (Tony) Perry 
Award, for directing the original production of Alan Jay Lerner's My Fair Lady. Moss Hart died 
on December 20, 1961. He had completed his autobiography, Act One, not long before and had 
received praise for the book's candor and insight (Galens and Spampinato 299-300). 
PERFORMERS: 
You Can t Take it With You 
Leaming Objectives 
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1. The student implements script and character analysis skills when developing a role. 
2. The student understands and participates in the rehearsal process. 
3. The student develops a character using internal techniques, including objectives, subtext, and 
character biography. 
4. The student develops a character using external techniques, including props, costumes and 
makeup. 
5. The student understands and implements rehearsal and backstage etiquette during the 
production of the play. 
6. The student demonstrates an understanding of low comedy and farce as acting styles. 
7. The student utilizes memorization techniques for performance. 
8. The student understands and executes basic stage movement. 
9. The student creates a believable character and actions through the use of sensory recall. 
10. The student analyzes the physical, emotional and social dimensions of her/his character that 
are culturally and historically true to the text. 
11. The student works cooperatively as a member of the cast. 
12. The student practices and demonstrates good projection and diction. 
13. The student attends rehearsals punctually and regularly. 
14. The student performs for an audience. 
15. The student explores, examines and develops communication skills. 
16. The student designs theatrical makeup for his role through analysis of his character and his 
specific needs as an actor. 
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17. The student prepares, applies and removes theatrical makeup. 
18. The student develops vocal variety and flexibility for characterization through the use of 
accents and dialects. 
19. The student uses and understands theatre terminology. 
20. The student identifies the themes of the play. 
TECHNICAL THEATRE: 
21. The student understands the importance of advertising the production. 
22. The student creates advertising for the play including posters, bulletin boards, newspaper 
articles, intercom announcements, and ticket and t-shirt designs. 
23. The student collects props for the production. 
24. The student organizes and creates prop tables. 
25. The student studies, identifies, and implements the responsibilities, safety regulations and 
duties of a technical crew. 
26. The student utilizes the basic techniques of operating theatrical equipment. 
27. The student collaborates effectively with others to create an artistic technical production. 
28. The student constructs a set and props for the production. 
29. The student uses the techniques of safely joining, bracing, and hanging the scenic units. 
30. The student uses the techniques of safely preparing and painting the scenic units. 
31. The student safely constructs scenic stock units, such as flats and platforms. 
32. The student defines and uses appropriate technical theatre vocabulary. The student 
creates sound production for the play, safely and effectively working through the stages 
of set-up, technical rehearsals, performance and postproduction. 
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33. The student creates stage lighting for the production by safely hanging, focusing, 
installing gels, and running lights and effectively working through the stages of technical 
rehearsals, dress rehearsals, performance, and postproduction. 
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Production Journal 
February 4, 2002: This was the first week of Theatre Production class. On Monday it snowed and 
kept half of the cast from attending school that day. After brief introductions I talked about each 
of the characters and about the time period in America and Russia. 
February 5: On Tuesday the full cast was there and we did introductions with each actor giving a 
few thoughts on their character. We played One Minute Life Story and One Minute Ideal Life 
Story as get to know each other activities. I feel pleased with my casting and think we have great 
possibilities with this production. One of the cast members, Breanna Eshghi decided not to take 
the class, leaving the need for a replacement for the character Mrs. Kirby. Kaarin Zoe Lee who is 
playing Olga Katrina volunteered to take the role. I told her I would think about it. It is feasible 
because neither of the characters is on stage at the same time, and there is enough time between 
entrances for costume changes. 
February 6: On Wednesday we finished Stories and began reading the script and continued on 
Thursday. 
February 7: On Friday we planned t-shirt designs, and the lead characters dressed in costumes 
and did their hairstyles suitable for the time period. They were photographed for the yearbook. I 
am pleased with our start even though we are already a day behind because of the snow. 
February 11: I told Kaarin she could play both the roles of Mrs. Kirby and Olga Katrina. She is 
capable and said she is willing to put in the time and effort required to create two distinct, 
believable characterizations. Another concern I have about the casting concerns a student, Ben 
Lee, whom is ADD and is on medication, which makes him sometimes rather incoherent. It is 
difficult for him to understand and execute direction. Nevertheless, he has a strong desire to do 
well and a positive attitude. We will see how it goes and make adjustments if necessary. 
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March: We spent several weeks blocking the play. During this time our biggest challenge was 
not being able to work on our stage because another set for our variety show was being built on 
it. Therefore, we worked in the cafeteria, setting up black boxes daily to delineate our ground 
plan. It was difficult to motivate students to help do their part in getting things set up and then 
taking the black boxes back into the room afterwards. This also cut into our rehearsal time. 
Additionally, the space we were using was smaller than our stage, but the students learned the 
general area of their movement that was eventually transferred to our stage. 
Also, students were given deadlines for the objectives and actions for each of the Acts. Students 
were taught that this work is of paramount importance to the play, giving life to their 
characterizations and the dramatic action of the play. A bout half the class met the deadlines and 
half did not. Some students had excuses for not doing the work such as "I have my own method" 
and others are unwillingly to do the hard work that good acting requires. 
I talked with the technical director about pyrotechnics for the play. He said we can't use them 
because to do so, someone has to be licensed and no one has a license in the technical crew. This 
is a big disappointment. If I had time, I would investigate how someone could become licensed. 
April 1: Another problem is that one of our leads, Maria Corcorran who plays Alice, is a 
champion skier and completes nationally. Originally, she thought the competitions would fall 
during our spring break, but as it turned out she is going to be gone a week before spring break 
and four days after spring break. We tried to work around her parts, but soon decided to have 
actors who have the smaller roles stand in for her. Even though this is a hindrance to the 
advancement of the play, we are doing our best with the situation, and the cast members are 
learning their blocking. 
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April 3: We had to take off a day from rehearsing to have all cast members dress in costume and 
style their hair for the time period, in order to have pictures taken for the bulletin board we 
design for advertisement of the play. 
April 5: Students were sent off for Spring Break with the direction of having their lines down 
completely when the return. We would be Off Book on the Monday they return. 
April 15: We have returned from Spring Break, and many of the students cannot rehearse the 
play without their books, especially Act 111. Act 1 is much better than the other Acts. I remind 
them on a daily basis that the sooner they are off book, the sooner we can work on the most 
important aspects of the play such as character development, dramatic action, and timing. 
April 17: Maria has returned. She has quickly learned the blocking. 
April 24: I'm concerned about some of my actors not knowing their lines, especially Bonnie Lee 
who plays Penny in the play. The cast was told to make sure they knew their lines well when 
they returned from Spring Break on April 15. Several of them don't know them. Again today, I 
told the class they needed to know their lines in order to progress with characterization, 
movement and the rhythm of the play. I asked Bonnie Lee who plays Penny to stay after class. I 
said to her that the leads set the example for the rest of the cast, and when they don't know their 
lines, it is bad for the play. She said she had been really busy because of her responsibilities as a 
student leader at the school, but knew it wasn't an excuse. 
April 15-26: We are giving the WASL tests for two weeks which takes away our daily 
rehearsals, but gives us longer periods to rehearse during the five out of ten days we do meet. 
Students were suppose to be completely off book when we returned from Spring Break. Many 
students still don't know their lines, including three of the main characters, Bonnie Lee who 
plays Penny, Jesse who plays Tony, and Peter who plays Kolenkhov. I keep telling the cast we 
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can't work on characterization or interpretation until they have their lines down, but day after 
day they struggle with their lines. 
May 1: Bonnie Lee, Penny, wasn't in class today first period. We had to have someone sit in for 
her and read her lines. At the beginning of second period, I heard her give the intercom 
announcements. This made me really angry, given our talk a few days ago. I happened to walk to 
the office as she was leaving with peers and she smiled and said, "Hi, Ms. Maylett!" It took me 
a minute to answer because I couldn't believe she wouldn't feel a little reticent about seeing me. 
Tomorrow in class, I'll find our why she can make it to school for the announcements, but not 
for class. 
May 2: I asked Bonnie about her absence yesterday. She replied it was excused and would have 
the excused slip tomorrow. I swear; I can't believe parents will write excuses when their children 
decide to sleep in rather than keeping their commitments. 
Well, Bonnie Lee is the least of my worries. I just read an alarming e-mail from Z. He writes he 
has read my thesis again, and there are a "bunch of things missing, out of order, etc." He says 
that the department has halted several other thesis projects because the theses haven't been 
completed before rehearsals began. OH MY GOD! I have worked too hard on this to be stopped 
now. Every spare moment of my life since September has been spent working on my thesis. I've 
done my best to figure out what I needed to do. It seems to me that needed revisions shouldn't be 
considered as incomplete work, but rather a way to improve what is already done. There is no 
way I can stop my rehearsals because the play is part of the class that I'm required to teach. I 
would just have to continue directing the play and start over next year with a new play which 
would mean doing an entirely new thesis. I'm afraid to call Z, but I better do it right away! 
I just hung up the phone from talking with Z. He said that my thesis is in the mail with all the 
revisions noted, and I need to have all the work completed and back to him by next Thursday. I 
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should receive the thesis on Saturday or Monday, hopefully, Saturday. This will only give me a 
few days to work on it because it will have to be sent in the over-night mail by Wednesday in 
order to be back to him by Thursday. I don't think I'll be able to finish it unless I take several 
days off from school. 
May 3: Today, during rehearsals Jesse Paree, Tony, was using his book on stage. We have been 
off book for three weeks. Jesse is notorious for not following through on his work. I asked him if 
he were ever going to memorize his lines. He said yes he was, and I said have them down by 
MONDAY! He has been in the class for three years and never really does the work, but 
somehow always manages to do the best characterizations out of the casts. His father is an actor 
and there is a natural talent. Nevertheless, I had a talk with him last year when he auditioned. I 
said that with this part and because he would be senior, he would be a model for the rest of the 
cast. He agreed and said he would work harder to be a good example. I've seen a slight 
improvement, but not enough to even have his lines memorized on time. 
May 4: My thesis arrived Saturday afternoon. There is no way I can complete the needed 
corrections by Sunday night. I will have to take a few days off from school in order to have it 
completed and mailed back on time. 
May 6-8: I am frantically working to perfect my thesis by Wednesday. 
May 8: I barely finished my work on my thesis by 5:30. Actually, I felt I could have done more, 
but time didn't pennit me to continue. I drove to the post office that has closed at 6 p.m. for the 
nine years I have lived in Bellevue. You can imagine my shock to see the doors locked up and 
the sign with the new closing time at 5 p.m. Initially, I had a panic attack because I told Zit 
would be sent in the overnight mail on Wednesday. As I was frantically looking around the post 
office lobby, I saw a posted sign reading "For later mailings SeaTac Post Office is open until 
midnight." I got in my car and traveled the 40 minutes to SeaTac and took my thesis in to mail. 
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They were busy and so I waited in line for about 15 minutes. When I got to the counter, I said I 
needed the package to arrive the next day. The woman on the other side of the counter said she 
could not guarantee it. Again, I had another panic attack, but relinquished the package with high 
hopes, but realizing I would have to call Z and tell him it might arrive on Friday rather than 
Thursday. 
May 9: With trepidation I called Z Thursday morning. He was getting ready to leave for his 
Rugby tournament. I explained what had happened, and he seemed understanding. 
May 10: Jesse still doesn't have his lines down. I questioned him, and he gave the excuse he has 
taken 3 AP tests this week. He promises to have them down by Monday. 
May 14: Philip Boren, who plays Ed, needs instruction on the xylophone. I asked Steve 
Polenshuck, whom I'm told is Newport's best xylophone player, if he would help Philip during 
tutorial. He said he would. 
May 15: AP testing continues. Today, I had two students out of class, Jesse Paree and Jon Eliav. 
We have been working on Act 11. Jon plays Mr. DePinna and so his absence didn't hurt us too 
much. However, Jesse plays Tony and so we had to have a stand in which made the rehearsal 
less effective. 
Neither Steve nor Philip showed up to tutorial. I'm worried Philip won't be able to play the 
xylophone well enough to be convincing with his part. 
After school today, I will shop for the rubber cement, red and yellow cellophane that will be 
decorate our photo display of the actors in the play. We will use the cellophane to create a border 
that looks like flames from the fireworks. 
Today, Terry LaRussa Banton, who is also a drama teacher, made comments to me about casting 
Ben Lee in the play. I didn't bring the subject up, but she starting by saying something about 
how challenging it must be to have him in the cast. Then she went on to say how theatre is live 
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and with a student like Ben, you never know what could happen because he is on medication for 
the ADD and has Touretts Syndrone. She said what if he starts yelling things out during the 
play? I was taken back by her comments. I answered by saying he had been in my Beginning 
Theatre class, and I had never had any problems with him. He had done excellent work, and I 
hoped for the best in the play. 
I was well aware of Ben's challenges when I cast him, but I feel it is important for high school 
teachers to teach, encourage and nurture students from all levels of ability. Ben bas taken his part 
seriously and has completed all his work on time, including memorization, biography, poster, 
objectives and actions, unlike many of my "normal" students. I have confidence that Ben will do 
well in our performances of the play. 
May 23: Ben Lee said he might have a desk that we could use for the set. I called Ms. Lee and 
learned they have a desk and a chaise we could borrow. I'm especially excited about the chaise 
because I have looked at several second hand stores and haven't found anything. I also 
borrowed a small couch from one of our staff rooms, but it looks very modem and because of its 
sides it is difficult to see Stephanie's blocking. Nevertheless, it always is a worry when I am 
responsible for the safe keeping of furniture lent to us for use in our productions. 
May 24: Talked with Scott Simpson, a student in my Beginning Theatre class about being an 
extra in the play and coming to technical dress rehearsals. He was excited about the opportunity 
to play a G-man. 
Stephanie's sister Sarah drives a truck. Stephanie said she would arrange with Sarah to go to 
Ben's house after school to pick up the desk and chaise. Neither one them were there after 
school, but I went to Ben's house and looked at the furniture. Ms. Lee had two chaises. One 
opened from the wrong side for our set. The other one was the perfect size, but looked much 
more modem. We would have to cover it with a couch throw. The desk would work for the time 
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period. I told Mrs. Lee I would make arrangements to come by on Monday before our first 
tech/dress rehearsal with a truck for the furniture. From the Lee's home, I drove to Renton to 
pick up our costumes. 
May 26: I called Russell Roger's mom and arranged for Russell to pick the furniture and Ben 
Lee up on Monday before rehearsal. I called Bonnie Lee and told her she no longer needed to 
bring her desk because I thought Mrs. Lee's would work better with our set. I drove into Display 
and Costume in Seattle to purchase makeup and props. 
I have decided to change my ground plan contrary to Hodge's advice. We have practiced with 
the table that is slightly to the right of center at a diagonal. Having it on a diagonal has always 
seemed awkward to me, but I have persevered, thinking I would adjust. It hasn't happened. I am 
going to place it parallel to the proscenium line. 
May 27: I went to Target and purchased more makeup and props. Our first tech/dress rehearsal 
was terrible. Peter, who plays Kolenkhov, and Brandon, who plays Donald, weren't at the 
mandatory rehearsal. Bonnie Lee missed many of her lines in the first act. This confused the rest 
of the cast and threw off the rhythm and fluency of the play. The technical crew did not have the 
sound effects ready, or the lighting completed. This is a frustrating situation for me because my 
colleague is responsible for directing his technical theatre class on the technical aspects for this 
play. However, he is lax in his approach with the students, resulting in indifferent and incomplete 
work. When the class begins building, I spend many of my planning periods working with his 
students on the set. I also explain what I would like to see happen with the lighting and sound 
effects and prepare sound and lighting notebooks for them. The students are receptive, but things 
aren't accomplished. Their teacher insists that he should be listed in the program as the technical 
director, yet he doesn't attend any of the technical rehearsals. I work with the students during the 
technical rehearsals and do my best to deal with the situation in a positive way. I do appreciate 
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the class building the set; I just feel things could be done so much better if there were more 
initiative on the part of the technical director. 
May 28: Today was senior skip and resulted in three of my four seniors missing class. Therefore, 
our class rehearsal had limited benefits. 
I talked with the technical director about not having any sound effects and the lighting problems. 
Later in the day, I was told by a technical theatre student that the lighting fixture I borrowed 
from Seattle Lighting would not work. I asked if he had double-checked the wiring and he said 
yes. Again, I talked to the technical director, and he said he trusted the student and the light was 
probably defective. This is a huge disappointment because it hangs center stage, and I drove to 
West Seattle to get it. 
At our evening rehearsal, everyone was there, but we still had no sound effects and the lighting 
wasn't done. The actors did well with their part of the rehearsal. 
May 29: The set wasn't painted until today and it is still not finished. I will have to stop at the 
paint store tonight after rehearsal to purchase another can a paint to touch up the roller wall 
mistakes. The drop behind the bay window started smoking because of the lighting that was 
directed to that area. 
Actors lost focus and starting playing around during Act III. They were moving around behind 
the bay window and handing things to the actors through the window. They have been told 
never to cross behind that window. 
The custodian informed me that Brianne, my assistant director told him telling that "he is justa 
fuckin custodian" and to "fuck off' when he asked her to move her car from a handicapped 
parking space. I pulled her aside and told her she was supposed to be a leader and this had been 
her opportunity to be the example. I gave her a choice to give a sincere apology to the custodian 
or to be written up and work through it with the administration. She chose to apologize. 
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May 30: Overall, we had a good opening night. Even though many of the actors waited too long 
to complete their memorization, most of the characterizations were entertaining. It is unfortunate 
that they didn't give themselves more time because we could have really perfected their 
characterizations and taken the play to a higher level. The audience was responsive and seemed 
to really enjoy the performance. Russell, who plays Mr. Kirby, was so concerned about 
remembering his last-minute lines that his blocking wasn't ever strongly established. His 
performance tonight was weakened because he paced back and forth without clear motivation 
Ben Lee's enunciation is unclear, but his medication causes his speech to be slurred. Otherwise, 
he is doing a good job. 
May 31: The cast's energy was a little lower than opening night. Russell was suppose to come in 
early to work on blocking a little, but didn't. As a result Act 111 was worse than opening night 
because he improvised changes for the worst. Two pictures fell off the wall during the 
performance, and we still didn't have a fog machine. It was terrible because Z was in the 
audience. Phillip, who played Ed, played Louie Louie on the xylophone. While the audience 
laughed, it injured the willing suspension of disbelief that the time is the 1938. I talked briefly 
with Z after the play, and his comment was "you have a lot to write about." He left promptly 
because he had to drive all the way back to Ellensburg. 
June 1: Russell and I worked on his blocking before he got into costume. This was our best 
performance night. Overall, the actors did well with their characterizations and blocking. Even 
Russell improved on his blocking. The rhythm and fluency of the play were effective and the 
playwright's intentions were clearly illustrated. However, two things took away from the success 
of the performance. Stephanie, who plays Gay and is a senior, decided to add a part for her 
character in Act 111. Between the dialogue, she came stumbling down the steps carrying 
Groucho and mumbling "kitty, kitty." A few minutes after her stunt, Russell threw a mannequin 
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bust he had gotten from the prop room across the living room entry. Their grades will reflect 
their actions. 
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PRODUCTION CRITIQUE: Pg. 2 
DIRECTION 
(1) Casting of the Production- Excellent I Very Good I Good I Fair I Poor I NA 
On the whole, the casting for the production was good, with nice performances delivered by the actors playing 
Penny Sycamore, Rheba, Tony Kirby, Alice Sycamore, Mr. De Pinna, and (especially) Grandpa. Physically and 
talent-wise, the actor playing Paul Sycamore seemed (in comparison to the rest of the cast) very weak ("non-
fatherly") and lost onstage. (Swap w/De Pinna?) Kolenkov's youth was also a problem. Groucho was tops! 
(2) Clearly delineated units of action - Excellent I Very Good I Good I Fair I Poor I NA 
The units of action were delineated fairly well, with the exception of the end of Act II, which had a very weak 
ending. (The government man's lack of diction caused us to lose the entire end of the act, which also had timing 
issues in the stage action, and would have benefited greatly from a blackout, instead of a slow board fade. 
(3) Use of motivated blocking- Excellent I Very Good I Good I Fair I Poor I NA 
The blocking of the story's characters was well motivated and sound in its execution. (Best motivated cross was 
Gay Wellington's after seeing the snake.) My main suggestion for improvement would be to rework the set 
floorplan, which greatly restricted the movement patterns onstage, particularly the downstage, where the actors 
were limited to side-to-side crosses and often were forced to soeak into the wine:s .. 
( 4) Visually interesting composition- Excellent I Very Good I Good I Fair I Poor I NA 
Stage pictures were effective. The actors also did a good job of physically "taking stage," before they spoke in 
the larger crowd scenes, which enabled the audience to shift focus to them. End of the scene, final "tableaus" 
seemed a bit too crowded. Some scenes had far too many long dialogue sections with all the characters sitting. 
(5) Use of picturization in storytelling-Excellent I Very Good I Good I Fair I Poor I NA 
Worked well. I especially liked how each of the characters in the family seemed to have their own personal area 
or space in the living room. 
(6) Clear/believable characterization- Excellent I Very Good I Good I Fair I Poor I NA 
Grandpa was terrific! His white shoe polish hair aside, his characterization and ability to control the play was a 
HUGE plus for the show. Aside from Grandpa, the most relaxed, believable characters onstage were those of 
Mr. De Pinna and Mr. Kirby. Although sometimes out-of-control, Esse did a nice job as the ballerina "want-to-
be." Penny Sycamore was also particularly strong in Act I. Although one would expect the Sycamores and 
their live-in "guests" to be slightly on the unbelievable side, Kolenkov (good work with the Russian dialect!) 
need to be reigned in more to keep from stealing the show, and to fit in better with the time period chosen for the 
production. The battle between the Kirbys and Mr. Kirby's transition into accepting the Sycamore family in Act 
III were some other moments that seemed weaker than the rest of the play in their believability. 
(7) Adequate use of body and voice- Excellent I Very Good I Good I Fair I Poor I NA 
With the exception of the government man at the end of Act II and moments where actors ended up facing into 
the wings, the voice work and diction were excellent! The actors' use of their bodies was also quite good, with 
the exception of Gay Wellington's drunken staggering and the "WWF" stage combat sequence. 
(8) Miscellaneous comments-
Overall, you did a very nice job with the direction of this comedy. 
Production would be even better if you lost the cheap laughs (belch gags), and looked for more humor between 
the lines and in the timing of their delivery (i.e.- Mrs. Kirby' s discovery of the snake sequence). 
Choice of "Louie, Louie" music was very inappropriate for your time period, and curtain call was a bit too 
long and drawn out. 
PRODUCTION CRITIQUE: Pg. 3 
TECHNICAL PRODUCTION & FRONT-OF-HOUSE ELEMENTS 
(1) Scenery/Scenic Units- Excellent I Very Good I Good I Fair I Poor I NA 
The setting was a brightly colored box set. Although the set contained the required entrances, exits and 
furniture, it was too large for keeping the actors in close contact and made for some long crosses. The crooked 
roller-walling was initially bothersome, but the wrinkled eye over the SR rear of the set was particularly 
distracting, and needed to be masked by a border over the set wall. Adequate bracing for the walls was not 
provided, as evidenced by their shaking and pictures falling off. (Never use real glass in picture frames!) Props 
were aoorooriate. but could have been more. 
(2) Costumes & Makeup- Excellent I Very Good I Good I Fair I Poor I NA 
Overall, the best technical element of the show, the costumes were well-chosen and appropriate for the show, 
with the exception ofKolenkov, who seemed to be 1980s. I might also suggest having Paul Sycamore lose his 
coat and !!O down to smmenders and how tie for his "at home" look. Old ;we makeun needed to he hetter. 
(3) Lighting- Excellent I Very Good I Good I Fair I Poor I NA 
The lighting for this production was far too dark and ineffective for the show. Aside from the focus problems 
(hot spots at the table, USL arch and writing table), we rarely were able to determine the time of day apart from 
1,2. (Even in this scene, the beautiful chandelier failed to add illumination to the dark hole upstage of the table .) 
The eye was poorly lit (directionally and color-wise), and the explosion flashes in Act II didn't live up the script 
expectations. <Warnings to the audience to take their seats also need to be more subtle than blackouts- safety!> 
(4) Sound- Excellent I Very Good I Good I Fair I Poor I NA 
Pre-show/intermission music was nice and appropriate to setting the mood and time of the play. (Was the SR 
speaker out?) Some sound cues (bottle rockets, car arrivals, explosions) needed to have more directional sound 
to indicate where the sound was coming from. Using only the F.O.H. speaker(s) pulled our attention up and 
away from the stage. Needed to use music (and shut off stage mike) to mask scene change between I, 1 and I,2. 
(5) Un.ity of Production Elements- Excellent I Very Good I Good I I Unity was fairly good. Fair I Poor I NA 
(6) Visual expression of metaphors-
! None evidenced. 
(7) Creative problem solving-
Excellent I Very Good I Good I 
Excellent I Very Good I Good I 
Creative nroblem solvin!! was somewhat evident in the sta!!in!! of the nlav. 
(8) Publicity, Box Office & F.O.H. - Excellent I Very Good I Good I 
Fair I Poor I NA 
Fair I Poor I NA 
Fair I Poor I NA 
Program looked good (nice drawings of the cast), but bios are not very "classy." The box office was efficient. 
Your theatre needs better lighting in the entryway to help the patrons get safely into the theatre. With the long 
show and its two intermissions, I'll bet you could have made some good money with concessions, too. 
WITHIN THE CONFINES OF THIS PARTICULAR PERFORMANCE VENUE AND 
PRODUCTION RESOURCES, WAS THIS PRODUCTION SATISFACTORY? 
YES NO D 
EVALUATOR: Mark C. Zetterberg DATE: 
Please note: 
This signature has been redacted due to security reasons. 
6-4-02 
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Self Evaluation 
Overall, I felt the production was successful in telling the story, entertaining the audience, 
and emphasizing the theme of living a joyful life instead of being fettered by society's 
expectations. Nevertheless, I had expected that many aspects of the production would have been 
stronger. When several of the actors procrastinated on their memorization, including Jesse who 
played Tony, Bonnie who played Penny, and especially Russell who played Mr. Kirby and Peter 
who played Kolenkhov, the progress of the play was seriously stifled. 
The cast members had memorization deadlines and were aware of the importance of 
memorizing their parts early in order to move ahead with characterization, movement, blocking, 
and timing. Regardless of my encouragement and prodding, several were too late in learning 
their lines. It was especially apparent to me when in the last week before our technical-dress 
rehearsals, Peter was mumbling his lines with no motivation or energy, and we were stumbling 
through the third act because Russell didn't know his lines. 
As a result, we went into the performance week struggling with just completing the 
script. Russell's blocking hadn't been clearly established in his mind or characterization, and 
Peter had barely begun to realize what he needed to do with his characterization of Kolenkhov. 
Bonnie and Tony had only learned their lines a week earlier. Therefore, there wasn't time for 
refinement, resulting in characterizations that could have been much stronger. Peter needed to 
tone down his character so that he didn't upstage the others, and Russell's blocking was weak for 
the first two nights, lessening the strength of the third act. This also kept us from spending more 
time on the timing, rhythm, and weaker actors who needed more direction, but knew their lines. 
Consequently, Ben Lee, who is on medication for ADD and played the government 
agent, needed more practice and direction, especially with his enunciation. The role was a 
challenge for Ben, and initially, it was difficult for him to even deliver his lines without stopping 
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because he didn't like the sound of them, or he was frustrated when other actors dropped lines. 
Also, Ben had a tendency to tum his back to audience or speak into the wings when he gave his 
lines so I talked with him about delivering them forward. Even though he improved somewhat, 
he continued to tum away from the audience at times. Therefore, I changed the blocking of Ed 
and Essie and had them speaking to him from farther down stage. After dealing with these 
aspects, I went on with other things and never got back to help Ben with his enunciation. 
Additionally, from the beginning Stephanie over played the role of Gay. As a director, I 
have always encouraged my actors to experiment and later, help them refine their 
characterizations. As we progressed, I gave her some direction with her movement, but never 
had her tone it down enough. Thus, her performance was artificial and over done, and on our 
Saturday night performance, she added extra lines and action for herself during the third act, 
altering the playwrights' work. Similarly, Philip, who played Ed, decided to play "Louie, Louie" 
on the xylophone for our Friday night performance and Russell, decided to throw a mannequin 
bust across the entry way up left on our Saturday night performance, exploiting the audience's 
willing suspension of disbelief. 
On the other hand, there were several strong performances from actors who met 
memorization deadlines and went on to develop their characters' with motivated movement , 
voice, and action. Of these, Martin, who played Grandpa, was the strongest. His characterization 
was convincing because he has talent and worked diligently on perfecting his role, vocally, 
physically, and intellectually. Likewise, Jocelyn, who played Essie and Maria, who played Alice, 
were believable and entertaining because they had followed through on the necessary 
preparation. 
The biggest disappointment of the play to me was the technical work, especially because 
Professor Zetterberg is my thesis chair. A technical drama class taught by a colleague does the 
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technical work for the play. I present the teacher and his students with the set design, lighting 
and sound books, and he and his students bring it to fruition. During the process, I spend several 
of my planning periods working with his students, directing them on building parts of the set, 
painting the set, hanging draperies, fixing mistakes, and hanging lighting fixtures, switches and 
pictures. 
When I planned to do the play, I was excited about the fireworks and explosions and 
looked forward to using pyrotechnics during the performances. However, when I discussed the 
plans with my colleague, he said it couldn't be done because no one in the class had a 
pyrotechnic license. Instead, we substituted sound effects for the pyrotechnics, and the technical 
crew planned to locate them and have them ready for the technical rehearsals. However, the first 
two nights of technical rehearsals, there were no sound effects. On last rehearsal, they had 
located some on the internet. However, they weren't the dramatic and exciting sounds I had 
imagined. 
Likewise, the lighting wasn't ready for the first technical rehearsal, but progressed a little 
every night. It was suppose to be in door lighting at various times of the day, but the end result 
was an unevenly lit stage. Also, I had borrowed a lighting fixture from a west Seattle lighting 
company that hung center stage, but it was not lighted. The technical crew said it was defective, 
and I didn't have the time to drive to west Seattle again before we opened. Also, we had two wall 
lamps that hung on the upstage center wall. During the romantic scene with Tony and Alice, they 
were to be lit. However, on Saturday night they weren't lit because an actor had turned them off 
on the set during the previous night's performance later in that scene, and then they couldn't be 
turned on from the booth the following night. Even so, a lighting check could have prevented the 
situation. Additionally, the set construction was not finished until performance week, and the set 
painting wasn't finished until the day that the play opened. The roller wall was done quickly and 
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unevenly, and some of the pictures fell off the wall during our Friday night performance because 
they weren't braced. 
Even with all the challenges, now that I look back on the production, I am proud of my 
students and my work. I still love You Can' t Take it With You and believe that Hart and 
Kaufman were ingenious playwrights. 
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DIRECTOR'S NOTE 
The themes of You Can't Take it With You are especially meaningful for our community 
after the September 11, 2001 events. The lives of Todd Beamer and Danny Pearl are exemplars for 
living a life of honesty by being true to who you want to be and what you want to do. Their lives 
reinforce the play 's theme: it is important to do the things that matter because life is fragile. It 
could be dramatically altered or irrevocably changed at any moment. On the surface You Can't 
Take it With You seems to be a comedy about the Depression era and has little relevance to 
America's challenges in the twenty-first century. However~ the play continues to make American 
audiences laugh because the Sycamore characters, even at their craziest, are believable. They remind 
us to follow out dreams and live our lives with passion. 
While the themes are timeless, two of the characterizations are not typical of African 
Americans in the twenty-first century. Rheba is the Sycamores' maid, and her boy,friend, Donald is 
on welfare. African Americans in the thirties often worked in households as domestic help. 
Additionally, even though many people were on welfare during the thirties, the rate of 
unemployment for African Americans was three times greater than that of Caucasians, possibly a 
result of the discrimination during that time period. The play is a reminder of the great strides our 
nation made during the sixties as a result of the Civil Rights Movement. 
Join us tonight, in looking back to 1938, during the Great Depression, through the eyes of 
h;vo families who approach life as philosophical opposites. 
SYNOPSIS OF SCENES 
All scenes take place in thehomeofMartin Vanderhof(Grandpa), New York. 
Act 1 . . __ .. 
Scene l: --c. Meet the_:Sycamores! Aw ednesday evening: I --1.::.. ~. 
Scene 2: Tony and Alice have a romantic evening 
-Ten minute intermission-
Act 2 
Scene I: Meet the Kirbys. One week later. 
-Ten minute intermission-
Act 3 
Scene 1: The next day. 
"Two households, both unlike in dignity, 
In fair New York where we lay our scene, 
From ancient fudge break to new opportunity, 
Where eccentric blood makes boring hands un-mean, 
From forth the accidental dinner at the Sycamores' shows, 
Alice realizes her mistaken life; 
Tony's misadventured piteous overthrows 
Does with his love question his parents' strife. 
The dancing sister has dreams of love, 
And the continuance of explosions seem to be in rage, 
But Tony's devotion, nought could remove, 
Is now the two hours' hilarity of our stage; 
The which if you with patient ears attend, 
What laughter here shall miss, our comedy shall strive to mend." 
.:--~.' .. . . ··. - ~ 
-Prologue from William Shakespeare's Romeo & Juliet, revised by Bonnie Lee 
THE CAST 
IN ORDER OF APPEARANCE 
Penny Sycamore 
Essie Channicae1:::··· ······· ··· ·· ··· ····· ···· ·· ··· ·····J·······1··B0Snkn.ilel Lee 
Rheb · ·· · · · · · · ·· ·· · · · · ·· · · · ·· ·· ··· · · ·· ·· ·· oce yn 1 man 
Paul ~· ·~~~~~~·· · ··· ····· · ············ ·· · ·· ·· · ··· ·····Chandra Rampersad y e................... Al J h Mr. DePinn ········ ·· · ·· ··· ·· · ··· · ·· ·· ·· ex o n on a....... J Ed Charmicha I ······ ·· · ·· · ··· ······ · · · · ··· · · ·· · · ············· ····· on Eliav 
Donald ....... .. .. e .................. ······ .. ·······.··········· .... Philip Boren 
Grandpa ···· ···· ··· · ····· ·· ·· ···· ··· ··················:·Brandon Lewis 
Ar s ............................................... Martm Hall-Lanphear 
ice ycamore............. . Man· C Henderso · · · · · · ·· ·· · · ·· ·· ·· ·· · · ··· · ·· · a orcorran 
Tony Kir:bn ........................................................ James Broetz 
y....................... J p Boris Kolen.kb · · · · · ··· · ·· ·· ······ · ·· ··· · · ·· ······ esse arce 
Gay Wellingto ov ...... ···················· ............... Peter. Kowalczyk 
Mr. Anthon ~~···································Stepharu Thompson 
Mrs. Antho% ~{······················· · ···· · ····· .... Rus~ell Rogers 
Government ~en y ..... · ............................... Kaann Zoe Lee 
······································ Ben Lee James Broetz ··&'S"···tt·s· ' 
Grand Duchess Olga Katrina .................... ~ ... K~n ~~~ 
THE CREW 
Director.............. 0 . Assistant Directo;··· ··································· ··· ····· iana Maylett 
Technical Di recto ............... ········· .................... Breanne Zahren 
Lighting techni · r. ··· ·· ······· · · ·· · ·· · ·· ·· ··· ·· ·· ·· · ·· ······ ... Dave Richards Clan........ ....... Garth L' d I f Sound Operators ·······················:····· m e e 
Backsta e Mana ··· · ···· · ······· ..... ..... Logan Dixon & Rob Drass 
B g ger........ ..... ...... Evy w·11· acksta e Crew ·········:··:··········· n I tams Set D !5 •...... ............. Evyn Wtlhams & Sungwoo Kim 
estgner .................. ·····. .... D1·an M I Programs ·········:·.. ............. a ay ett 
Securi ...................... ............ Bonrue .Lee & Kamin Zoe Lee 
ty............... DaVId Hall B · 
· ·························· , nan Morrow, 
Set Construction Brent Oswald, Austin Zarieki 
···· ·· ·············· ·· .... Al Attalah, Jameson Bonse 
Logan Dixon, Rob Dra!; 
Davi~ Hall, Lisa Kelley: 
. Sung Kim, Garth Lindelef, 
Bnan Morrow, Brent Oswald, 
Katey Roe, Evyn Williams 
Make Rachele Wirrick, Austin Zarield 
up. ........ ... ....... B 
···· ·· ······· ······· ········· ··· ··· ······ reanne Zahren 
i~ease ~nsume food and drinks outside the theatre area' 
e per1onnance. Thank you! · Also, please no flash photography during 
THE CAST 
IN ALPHABETICAL ORDER BY ACTOR NAME 
Ol)EN ........................................ ED CARMICHAEL PHILIP B ' ....... : ........................ ................ ;······;~··~·····H~ is the only fr shman and is excited. 
Philip is p~oud to be m one of Newp.;:[t ~pf fus. acting career took place at Studio East m 
to work with people older J~an he. ~sth~ir plays, but now is hoping for more. He 
Kirkland. H~ .has appearSee . r ~Ar~n's Theatre and is keeping his fingers crossed. recently auditioned for att e 
_,, ...... HENDERSON AND JAMES BROFTZ. ....... -........ ............................................................................................... .. GOVERNMENT M N 
e art of a a sailor. This year he is part of You James was _in T~e Tempest a:1d playe~: of Hender~o~ the tax collector and a . 
Can't Take zt With You, play~g thl:P. the clarinet during the love scene. He will also 
government agent, an? wRdlb. e E ;;ng a member of the merry band of men. be featured next year m o zn noo . as 
ALICE SYCAMOR CORCORRAN ................ .......................................... . MARIA · ........................... ................. · d ki · in 
. . . . th acting she also en1oys soccer an s racing . Maria is aJuruOr this year. Along w1 M . . M*A*S*H and next year she will d . ts A a freshman ana was m , 
very tight sp~ e~ sm . .H s d Sh . , uld like to thank you for reading her be assistant directing Robin °0 · e wo 
biography, oh ... and for coming to the show. 
MR. DE PfNNA J 0 N ELIA V. ...................... -:-·--·:·---·· .. ··-··-····~~-~··;;eP~~-~~-;~~;: .. ·H~-h~~·~;peared in 12 
Jon is excited to take his final bow . .din Pirates of Penumce and Twelve Angry 
productions on the Newport stage~nclu tn g of the universe. He also believes that a 
furors. His intelligence surp~sses e vas ~ss ould be soy milk. 1bink about it... when 
good drink to serve at a Mexican :est~ur~ w · 1k" means "I am milk" in Spanish And 
people would drink it, they'd rea~z'bo:'tt soyf: him, Argentina. Here's some advic~: 
everyone would get a good_laug .ddle of ~lten lava, let 'em go, because, mc:n, they re 
if you ever drop your keys m ~pu h d es cry So when liie seems as possible as a 
gone. 'J_bis is ~hat i_t sounds l : :v;~i~~ and ~ ho~eybee (think about the . 
romantic relationship betwee_n d Ii t of every person in the world ... 1t would 
restrictions!), remember£· ~1a~if ~ey ~s~ya e:ds Adieu. Adieu. Adieu. be a long list. Farewell nen s, us . 
PHEAR ........................ GRANDPA MARTIN HALL-LAN . .. -;;;:~~;;;;;~ ··;·j;~:;[j"be serious this year. 
First off, as a r~quest from his m?~~~~ith theatr~ f~r most of his 18 yea~s. He ~as 
Martin is a senior, and has been mJo #12 in Twelve Angry furors. One of his favorite 
last seen on the Newport stage as ~ror 1 d the art of Banjo in The Man Who Came to 
parts was in_ last ~ear's play, where e!r~ty to tiay the part of Grandpa this year, and 
Dinner. He is thrilled to have the o~p "th ch a great group of people. Over the past 
is grateful to have been able to wf r w1 Ju erforrned at Studio East, in Kirkland. He 
many years, he has ta~en rn_any cdasfrs~s and f p everything they do. He dedicates his 
would like to thank his family an ien s or 
performance to the life of Todd Evans. 
ALEX JOHNSON .................................................................................................. ....................... PAUL SYCAMORE 
Alex is excited to be back on stage this spring. Recently he was Ton Ton on Once on this 
Island. Before that he was a Brother in Joseph and the Technicolored Coat, both plays 
performed through Bellevue Youth Theatre. Last spring he perform din The Man Who 
Came to Dinner in Advanced Theatre Production. Alex is a junior and plans to continue 
his acting experience. What is brown and sticky? A stick. HaHaHa! 
PETER KOWALCZYK ................................................................................................... BORIS KOLENKHOV 
Peter is a junior. In retrospect, he thinks it would have been wiser to not eat four bean 
burritos and a frappucino before the show. He apologizes in advance. Hi mom and 
dad, thanks. Paul too. Maybe Kasia. He's gotta go, now. 
BEN LEE ............................................... _ .......................................................................................... GOVERNMENT MAN 
"Stay right where you are everybody, don't move!" This is the moment you American 
citizens have been waiting for. The chance to watch me perform as the G-Man or you 
can say, the government official. So "Line up you people, line up all of you," and pay 
your bills to the front of the Little Theatre. Oh yeah, and I almost forgot, silly me, my 
name is Benjamin Lee, Ben for short. I took Beginning Theatre last year as a junior. 
CwTently as a senior, it's been my first year in a school play, and I have been into 
acting for quite a while, good enough to be part of this play. Fortunately enough, I am 
the G-Man, so "Keep still!" and watch, as I demand the cast to obey the orders of the government. 
BONNIE LEE ............ -.................................... -................. - .......................................................... PENNY SYCA·MORE 
This is senior Bonnie's sixth Newport production, ending quit~ a fruitful high school 
theatre career. Her most memorable and personal favorite role was all the Korean 
women in M*A *S*H. Remember, dog tastes good. Besides acting, Bonnie's other 
passion is being a journalism nerd, and she intends to study broadcast journalism at the 
University of Southern California next year. Bonnie also enjoys watching Ferris 
Bueller's Day Off, wearing thong sandals, pretending to be in the fifties, eating, and 
trying to be like Britney Spears. She thanks her family and friends for being so 
supportive in everything she does! 
KAARIN ZOE LEE. ....................................................................................... ....................................... MRS. KIRBY AND 
GRAND DUTCHESS OLGA KATRINA 
Kaarin is a junior at Newport. She probably wouldn't have considered auditioning for 
(much less landing two roles in) this production if it weren't for her friend, Ashlyn, who 
also tried out and wanted the support of a loving friend (thanks Ukiyo!). You may 
recognize Kaarin from the fall play Twelve Angry Jurors as the arrogant Juror #4 and 
from the One Act Festival as the melodramatic Queen Gertrude and the timid Prologue. 
Her other interests including songwriting and playing the guitar. Watch for Kaarin 
next year in Robin Hood as the evil Lady Merle. 
BRANDON LEWIS .................. _ .. _ ......................................................................................................................... DONALD 
Brandon is a junior, currently playing Donald. He is playing a soldier in next year's play 
Robin Hood. Brandon also plays football and is on Varsity for Newport. When 
Brandon isn't acting or playing sports, he's working at Factoria Cinemas or hanging out with his friends. 
JESSE PARCE ..................................................................................................................................................... TONY KIRBY 
This is Jesse's third production directed by Ms. Maylett. Jesse will probably be 
attending the University of Washington next year, that is, if he graduates and wears a 
parka. If not, y u'U pTobably be able to see him next year, in his comeback super-
senior appearanc in Robin Hood. Hey, high school ain 't so bad. I mean, if I spend 
enough time in high school, I'll be the really old senior who never graduates, like 
Screech. Or who b comes the night Janitor. Sweet. All men die, not every man truly 
lives. 
CHANDRA RAMPERSAD ................................................................................................................................... RHEBA 
Although known for the amazing burrito ma.king goddess Chandra is, she enjoys the 
simple pleasures of acting, singing, and playing the French Hom. Attending Newport, 
she is only in the 10th grade and has already played a "lady in the evening," in Man of 
La Mancha; a spiteful, killing water god in Once on this Island; a drunken jester in The 
Tempest; and a hermit crab in ... The Herbit Crab (naturally). One day, this starving artist 
hopes to become a famous eugenicist/lady bug. 
RUSSELL ROGERS ............................................................................................. .. ....... .. .. .................................... MR. KIRBY 
Russell is a sophomore. This is his first production with Ms. Maylett. His character Mr. 
Kirby, is based on Rockefeller.He likes wearing blue jackets and has curly hair. He 
loves Safeway Chinese food and long walks through the local dairy farm. His favorite 
class at Newport is Advanced Placement nnderwater basket weaving. Russell creates 
extravagant ice sculptures out of wood. It's magic. Russell wants his family and friends 
to enjoy the show. Have fun and don't let the stage door hit you on the way out. 
JOCELYN SKJLLMAN ....................................... _ ... -..................... .. -................................ ESSlE CARMICHAEL 
This is sophomore Jocelyn's first Advanced Theatre Production at Newport. Her acting 
career started at the age of five with these words: "Mommy; I want to be in a movie." 
Mind you, she wasn't. However she can be seen on various home video tapes, one 
being her first appearance ... a young girl with a cold ... Suburb Sneezing. Jocelyn has 
appeared in Guys and Dolls as the lead Adelaide, Ms. On-Time in Snow White in the Black 
Forest, her first One Acts performance this March in the Fifteen-Minute Hamlet and The 
Dumb Play, and Theatre Sports. Oh ... and yes ... her most well known character, the 
donkey in Don Quixote. She is honored to be acting with the Advanced Theatre 
Production this year and keep your eyes out for her in the future. Oh, and she'd like to 
thank the little people ... 
STEPHANI THOMPSON .................................................................... - ...... .............. GA Y WELLINGTON 
Stephani is a senior this year. She has performed in numerous Newport plays in the 
past. Stephani believes in the almighty power of minute rice and Jon Stamos. One 
turning point in Stephani's life was when little children once called her 'Tomigatchi.' She 
is also starring in a one-woman show, A Day in the Life of Me written by her boyfriend, 
Brandon Ivie. Stephani also wants to thank everyone for coming. She says, "Thank 
everyone for coming." 
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Diana Maylett /53 6/4/02 10:45 AM 
REPLY 
(~'~ubject: Theatre Production 
Jender: Wayne Iverson /53 
Item 1 
TO: Diana Maylett /53 
Item 2 
Thanks for the tickets! 
My daughter and I thoroughly enjoyed the playl 
We played "forget-me-not" all weekend! 
Wayne 
Dated: 6/3/02 at 2:31 PM 
Contents: 2 
1 
Diana Maylett /53 6/3/02 10:28 AM 
( 
REPLY 
ubject: Theatre Production 
dender: Cristine Smith /53 
Item 1 
TO: Diana Maylett /53 
Item 2 
Diana, 
Dated: 6/3/02 at 9:33 AM 
Contents: 2 
It was a pleasure. As a high school student I was involve in many 
plays as a crew member and found those times to be where I experience 
the most growth and creativity as any during my high school years. I 
could see that for your.talented cast thattoo was probably the case, 
afterall you can't produce that level of quality unless everyone's heart 
is in the play! 
Good job, 
eris 
1 
Diana Maylett /53 7/10/02 7:18 PM 
i 
REPLY 
ubject: You Can't Take it With You 
sender: Blythe Young /51 
Item 1 
TO: Diana Maylett /53 
Item 2 
Dated: 6/3/02 at 7:17 AM 
Contents: 2 
I would like to tell you how much I enjoyed your production of You 
can't Take It With You last Saturday. I had last seen the play done at 
the school where I used to teach and it was a student/faculty production 
which the drama teacher there does once a year. I invited a friend who 
had been in that production and we enjoyed not only your production but 
trying to remember who had played all the parts in the previous play. 
we really appreciated the quality of your production and the obvious 
work that the students had put into it, right down to the curtain calls. 
Thank you again for the tickets and an evening of fine theater. 
1 
Diana Maylett /53 6/3/02 10:39 AM 
REPLY 
r- lubject: Theatre Production 
dender: John VanderWhitte /53 
Item 1 
TO: Diana Maylett /53 
Item 2 
Diana, 
Dated: 6/3/02 at 6:51 AM 
Contents: 2 
I had a wonderful time and you and the students did an outstanding job. 
I loved how they portrayed all the intracies of the characters---it was 
really fun to watch. 
thanks, John 
1 
Diana Maylett /53 6/3/02 10:32 AM 
REPLY 
/ - - ubject: You Can ' t Take it With You 
.:>ender: Kimberly Johnson /53 
Item 1 
TO: Diana Maylett /53 
Item 2 
Dated: 6/3/02 at 10:00 AM 
Contents: 2 
Well done Diana. It was really fun to see the students in such different roles 
than I typically see them. You all did a wonderful job. Thanks again for the 
tickets =) 
kim 
1 
Diana Maylett /53 7/10/02 7:19 PM 
MESSAGE 
'·ubject: Congratulations 
Sender: Elsa Robb /53 
Item 1 
TO: Diana Maylett /53 
Item 2 
Dear Diana, 
Dated: 5/31/02 at 7:29 AM 
Contents: 2 
congratulations on the play! It was great. My husbdans and I truly enjoyed it. 
Please pass on our best wishes for tonight and tomorrow to an awesome group of 
actors :) 
Elsa 
1 
Tickets for You Can't Take it With You go on sale this 
Thursday in the Upper Commons. Come to the play and 
see Martin Hall-Lanphear as Grandpa, head of the zany 
Sycamore household. See Jesse Paree and Maria 
Corcorran as Tony and Alice, the star-crossed young 
lovers.Tickets are $5 with ASB for the performances on 
May 30, 31 and June 1. 
Tickets for You Can't Take it With You go on sale 
TODAY in the Upper Commons. Come to the play and 
see Russell Rogers and Kaarin Zoe Lee as Mr. and Mrs. 
Kirby, the snobbish and sophiscated couple. See 
Stephani Thompson as Gay Wellington, the has-been 
actress, who offends Mrs. Kirby by flirting with her 
husband. Tickets are $5 with ASB for the performances 
on May 30, 31 and June 1. 
There is another showing of You Can't Take it With 
You tonight! Tickets will still be sold during both lunches 
in the Upper Commons. Come see Bonnie Lee as Mrs. 
Sycamore mistake Mr. Henderson, played by James 
Broetz, for Alice's boyfriend (and find out just how badly 
mistaken she turns out to be!) Then see Rheba and 
Donald (Chandra Rampersad and Brandon Lewis) help 
the Grand Duchess Olga Katrina (played by Kaarin Zoe 
Lee) make blintzes in the Sycamore kitchen. Tickets are 
$5 with ASB for the performances tonight and tomorrow 
night at 7:30 in the Little Theatre. 
YOU CAN'T TAKE IT WITH YOU 
Self Evaluation 
\~I (\JJ 
1. Were you on tim~ for class daily? jes I . l- I }f!f7Jv{ / / 
onLe., o-' tw1{.e./ +- was. 1J-- minute rcde. 
-
Martin Hall-L 
2. Discuss your ability to work consistently on your character over the course of the 
semest~r. Specifically, did you meet deadlines on memorization, biography, objectives ~ 
and actions? 1 WM\:,(,~ ve i COY\5 l1~.f\ t Qr-'\ wrf l~tH~ow , 1f fa l ~ r:f;-- 1_,.;>D--\a:;. ~.ft-- \.~ yol.N" ~";;")c.bV"\ l'S" \ "'- &~1,,-.;<>.J;t7 ~ 
~ 4 t ( ~ y..)- c:<- ~Y- l=! ~ ~ cP f'-r;- VY1 c:.MO fl~~ >'\ 
~l '~ ~ 1+- ~ (je.~ ~ +c:. d--~ ~L-..._ ~1 ~)f ~ C<: fl1 t bt ~ ~ ~>' fAIC<$ <?Yi 17 'vi-e. l:?vr .J:. uJ -/You 'o7..e.. L-V) ~Cb' ,._:L· ~ ~~ ~ 5l2-~ o~ ~dl.s 
v'\!t.f ~~~l"ZP\Stfln-'1~ ~ ~e. IM£... {zsv- <A__e_ ~~ { :S. 
3. Did you give a 100%? Rate yourself, 1 to 100, as to the effort you put in daily on 
insuring this play would be a quality production. Describe what you did daily that , 
earned you your rating. :;r: ~r~..s +-v--r ~ 'J ,ve.... I oor. &.·->-r,~ 
fi ~5 fiuJ- rtee-J tf-~ cYf- O>Jf~ ~1 Oc.. 5~ /1 /ce_ 
~£-~ t-f- {svrf- l1 ke,ty. ~ \9<- Lr;o'/6 eVe77 ~V)i ~d- s-
~>"5 A- k.-e~ J... vvo-..> lo\. fY'I ~ ·k tt5P~ ~~~ 
~ o...(~5° (t:>1.::>r&r> ~·~- A-~ w ltf-- c...... ~.a - .A ~M1-v~ ~l ~ VV7'f ~r ti> o~-
4~What pr ps ~u contribute to the play that helpe enhanc~_.our PJ3!°formancfef-e? 
11tlL Ji/) r'~ 1 pt(_,,~ (IC-vl.~ fC1. s/ 
\,vv'()(J}-K- ~5.. ./ '/ / 
5. Describe the time and effort did you spen/ on the poster or program you made for 
advertising the play?.:;::-- S ~+ A ~i t ~ fl'~ 
(J/\. ClA.f ~sfcr= ~ c;t.()o ~ 1f VZA""/ ~o...+rk 
v/ h1 3-.D f'r.-7J~ ~ 
6. ~o~~any times did you sell tickets for the play at the table under the drama board? 
7. Did you have time to develop your character physically, facially and vocally, and 
polish your performance or were you struggling with lines at the very end? Describe: 
Yc5 Y <5 )/e.-5 y' 0 ~ ()62--5 · ;~ / / / I 
~u.,t- t1t {/ 1 oe-5 akJ~ //11 / Tu- c~2,,,.f 
SF- (µ;yk-J_ on. ~ Vi7wf- ~ r:,vovlef '\ 
frJ f! ~~fr/Irr~ f4£t?f ~(~ ~ 
fvr l\,U/l/' flt· ~ 
Please note: 
This signature has been redacted for privacy concerns. 
12. What can be done in the future to improve the quality of the Advanced Theatre 
Productions? )~ \A.o\."-1 ~0 ~ ~ ~f-/L 
OV\/\~l-o'Ty ~ \o..D-r ~Ls . 
- Mo..y~ ~~- niD~/1 ~~_s 
- lAJ(f'{ Jc_ 0J  ow t~ 
13. Did you do anything that distracted from the play during the performance? 
N'D 
14. Based on the above, give yourself an appropriate, honest grade: _!j __ _ 
YOU CAN'T TAKE IT WITH YOU I.~ 
Self Evaluation /'j T) 
1. Were you on time for class daily? 
w-) 
2. Discuss your ability to work consistently on your character over the course of the 
semester. Specifically, did you meet deadlines on memorization, biography, objectives 
and actions? lJJX 
'U'"j, l VW-t dsa~UV!.e.f Col/1~\s+ evt0j M"l tw ASS1.3i1f1AU!Vfr, 
0-tiicl I Wied wiy i?Ut fD ~011st1u1fi~ u!OV~ OV! rlilj C~QVd.tfDJi7.JLft011\ _ 
3. Did you give a 100%? Rate yourself, 1to100, as to the effort you put in daily- on 
insuring this play would be a quality production. Describe what you did daily that 
earned you your rating. I i \'lln\L ' h<Af ~Vt~ol(}.lj t Wll.f OM £~ I aa.ve 
C[".7 - 100% \ VJ6S oJwo.~r tflijiltlg tu vnate c.fW rl<lj (}.Ind hlj ~01+ bt+f<t¥ 
()J±V\n~V\ it- wa\ C\9ri~t~11\t\j rJ.. WMk- '. 11 p11lgyeU. 0 ilj I WDlU.tJ 1-Vlj cut v< 
4'\'\inll °' \!l<l o.l + l ~ }q I I~{ I O.nc,( I t\I\, YI re. +1 1 (.L~ 4'W c.IAa.~ fer d.ffi nrreltP 
~0~ ~t~-tv OV{,~ ti~ .tfi~e o\- --l\M_ ~YW.~lf Y, wV! 1ct1 ~ +hi \I\ 1t- Jlll~ws tlAL J . e~ \ r \ \NM "Q~\'.J 'n . ' -\\f\-e d to v e o. l\j \G!tlo w my 1 ;1"0..C °"Vt~ t -th'"~ ~lLt w i>. \ \N. \~\V..I ~ 
4. What prop~ did you contribute to the play that helped enhance our performance? 'fY'3.. 
M~ iQ.\'Y\1\l~S d..ve~~eY ,~I richues 1 artrf- a ~ll-vbO--t< CIAV\., 1 e\t\J. ut VY\~ co~ruvw_\ 
5. Describe the time and effort did you spent on the poster or program you made for 
advertising the play? j ~Vtl\Jc0iJ\~ bfit:Vlt ?._ Si'l"O.tgh:f \tlol.J \,:f \}JO(~il'lj ~ r\ 1~ 
~-oi\tV ~(~3 1\) \JY\U.U \\-- \.oQ\:'- oJ:\Y/, t;\i~~ \ti ·ftcQ , 6\.l1 C \ oe'd&ct 
SQ\~ veG\ s ~Y~) tD (A.-tlYO-\:t 1W Q~t ot ~e1' pttti\fe CLu.<J,\(;\f\Le YWJv,l\}JeJr S. 
6. How many times did you sell tickets for the play at the table under the drama board? 
'l..\l~) 
7. Did you have time to develop your character physically, facially and vocally, and 
polish your performance or were you struggling with lines at the very end? Describe: 
I \'IO.d ~Y\i\t, TO 0-n oJJ- of 4-N-\f ~ i vi1~ \;QUlU.~ I ~y t~ VY\Ltl\r\ 
\L-N...\J\I '4\'\~ UN.} -
1 
\')oWeJJO', rt W~~1i 't ftr fe.Lt , I 1'11 'Y\'L. \ 51-i \I. ~cl 
'rY\O'vt Ql\~f ... viti\f\l-e ~ Vt!Al~ Q;\ m'IlLe o. cY\~~cJtv ·?J\Ch G\J }o/l'ce_ 1 <AhJ 
\ \'V\\,\\r ().~i%" \A<l~ \ wo.s~ 1 ~ (),lWtlitf Sllttrn ed w1m OJ.A of W'j '\f D(C\\ '\1)Wf 
OJAd-- fut\Ovl QY-~fess-\~11\S ; blM 1 Wied rnj 'otJt io 'fii1CL?f hJH e>- lum~12 oJ\tl 
W\ttve1\'t n_J u'0°'-~ct<Lr · , 
8. Specifically describe what you think were your strengths in your performance: 
\ 1'11 V\ll. Yi~ 6.t'( rn8 t~s \}Jtre °' l w~ .'Pti n 3 iYl ~ ol v-ed w Im t{/)U. 
·vvn~t WOJ ~oin.J ov'! OY1 ~~t. .. l -\ViW -tu ?J wlit~ \!1av-e o.. nucffLM'-
'.\:10 W\tUJ.~ weA{ V\etp~tVl 1 h~ ti\ Stt\~e I otV\d I wns rLou.ffcf vVl"i'tU 
--\V\U + ~ln +- of n13 ~u wv ffill'f'1. G€ . 
9. Specifically describe what you think were your weaknesses in your performance: 
t 1r111111L -tt\M St}~ 1)\- m~ ~~~s ·,\11 mj fYf\)rm()Xl c..~ \\ ~ iYl l'Vlj 
\.\\J\l cWl~ ())/\.&- -fuUCL.\ Q'tvfl'~SSf QV!~. i j V.~t &on- tU.-l '\lit.Ot \ !UR 
€.1'\)e.nt\J\.ct& ~\f\OV.~\'\. o-\- (}..\f\ ().Ltr-ew -tD ltiuJli!fS del1~y Ul'\9.X Wi tlt, tliu 
·~\,~\l~ l)..d (J)V\V\0\'0-tllW\S ~ ~ ~\'1~utcl 1(.JQ. d.tltooed W(t!fl, 
AYld 1 wuu.l~ LU.so u1u to lA/D1~ ~111 _ O.J'flc!f, ot rrv;~ mo~+ .n M t ta / 
WV\ I c \A \ pR.l'.f ortd»(j 0 J I w OJ 0 L\ \1 ~ VY\ oVf y, ~ 8' d- -Ii Ltl/IA. 1f ,m.,,,l.Jtf 
\\0-\l~ 'oS&W . 
10. Critique the whole production, listing specific examples for your evaluation: 
I --mint oJ o. wholl i\Af. ~vvdJJ..l hllV\ wOJ 0-- fuc.~ff. 1t- wos fu.l')Ylj 
{).wJ .e,vi· i)~a \olL fDY ~ a,w!JV1Lce 1 (),vtd.. tvio:t- waJ tkL t,t.Jlrl~ \Q:: ~i(}if Lti~ f\)( -\\Al ~ciw_t1~t'I 1 -\u fv-Jt- Oh Ov"- eAf\\e.r\().\\'\i\" 
shWI- 1 ~1vi~qht <-\,{/\~ ~·~ rLr<J a. gnoii rf-O lo W it!A ~~w..t v 
(Y\l,l~lWi ))L,'1\l}W\., OJAY)._ ~lit [jJJJLe.d Cl IA>t TD +"11. VtU.l'NJV 
~ ~ ~V\) t}..ULl:l~W1. toy mg.. I l -\1)~ . c (·\ti wJd- to ~ 
~ m,"\ chet. vo (fe v, s < n c e tf VtP. wo-J r;JvlQ. () #ti ~ n 1y n t>n fan rvy 
%~~lt1 1YJ fA .4-lfD~ of ~ ·~\I\~ fe-&fle.., kiW.-- -to +vtl ()JAf1. ovevClft\r-l ~I~ I -t. ~v ' d +u o.c,Lc!. ~~IA. TO Y-H Ile J Cllld.~ (~ ftlJ 1-t;a._--h M'\ \o-e< a,u.'e \ -\ \ ~L,iyecJ..-
11 . Did youi do anything extra to hel~ the production be successful?_ De~ribe : -t{~ ~o.=t woJ 
~es l ko,l~e ~ ~ \OY111131} a 1 VJ J'DJ'l/\P- of wrJ o()}n_ . 1Uvnrfure, &~vVl!:d1 t 'lq 6'11\L 
Ov~ ~ WUA-t= l'.Lt>\0V\.. to -tlAL toH-lM'V\L rlrior ·tw i(.e. ~ ·t)ji\_ 'N.tcJ.. ~o)-
12. What can be done in the future to improve the quality of the lcJ~nc~~'eatre '*''\LY L\tlll(Ollt.t) 
Productions? \t VJl9twl io~ e._a-f\e,v (-\ 4W-- ~ VJ-OJ> ~~c}- clX\l'l'f: 
.e Cl\t l ~ur , 0v\rtR \ +h Ml? ~ VlQJJJ.- to stRvt w rnj g<.,Uy· 
~v-o"f>\3 e o.vli tr a-s \,VUL wtc(J,l,\.fe ~lb\- ye.~ \AA-\ r<f ~ +o 
<~ ()\f\G,Y\tl'~l' lt;Rtl Of'. I 
13. Did you do anything that distracted from the play during the performance? 
VLlJ 
14. Based on the above, give yourself an appropriate, honest grade: _ ..J....}1_,__ _ 
YOU CAN'T TAKE IT WITH YOU 
Self Evaluation 
1. Were you on time for class daily? 
"j (., ~ 1 -eY-C epf- fo r ~ U- OJ-C)5 I w u r;J. f- ~ K . 
2. Discuss your ability to work consistently on your character over the course of the 
semester. Specifically, did you meet deadlines on memorization, biography, objectives 
and actions? 
'J:: ~ ~ fL(__ 
b(o~YU.f~ 
d-ecul\(V\!J> olf'ti~ lAoV'-l2-s&--~'& for ()\Q!Y\J2riL-~ 0"1 
0 Y'-J_ i-vvL fOS.kf. ~ WO-) eA.. l ;ff\i? t 01-> fu..~ uA d Y\ 
w Vlu. CJ()~ 
z ( ~-L.. 3 ~1-GLc-f-C.-<ii UJ o.,f'.rJct.A. -r:ov- o i,aJ· { c.i-10'{\5 .. 1 1 ~ i, V' c C<: ( 'i(b f"l.J' { D 
LA.It? c lo.-1-e, 9l.-l- 1 ~J.{ ~'t.... ' 
\( V'4..uJ l....J I. 
Vl...U.. • (JO"" UJCL l/1- "k c.\ . °'- u..p u.J ~ .I. 
3. Did you give a 100%? Rate yourself, 1to100, as to the effort you put in daily on 
insuring this play would be a quality production. Describe what you did daily that 
earned you your rating. 
" 17 1-o I 5 I (\ c. f (A l t)~ &11 r e C) pl Q. vJ ere n. r h.£_ re_ 0\. M ~ 
fivv...e_ L J, t:-l Vl\l a-l w ~? u.i ~ V\ ,r- ~ p cA f a Ir ~ efl:o,J__ 
/fl.10 b'"L 1 
v , ~ c-\ Pa V h 'a-{ fl CL(f . 
4. What props did you contribute to the play that helped enhance our performance? 
'.:,~ ~C"\r4(. tl. fo~ lY\O-C.h l ~) J.-e>--~ I pu-v~ err 'tVVv} C(J'~J.u,.Vl/1-.l.... 0 ~ 
.L ~ l fl e A """° vl.~S e. l \ fA. 0 lo c:1... J. ·t"-c-- ,ty v-c [(__ . 
5. Describe the time and effort did you spent on the poster or program you made for 
advertising the play? fu_ poskt :r:; spl.~<\- e1-boLA-t 3 l0ou-r-5 of'\ u~ 
i ·kt" N.cl (\- \ tr1 .e u-...- \ ~, 
6. How many times did you sell tickets for the play at the table under the drama board? 
0 I L -hV\,£, :r. vu.S. ~ \c\ {_;./ ( (,u ereh' 1- Svtrpo&-e .:·~ fd I ~ ~ c1if-&_r 
-h ~ SOl'V\i.0~ s1 ·91 r.e,.), V\A.CL. u...r -fV r 'if-U_ (..V{O• " d-~,- lllU-J . /,(J~ f- r ill.At.~ R fl/L~ $- Up 
7. Did you have time lo develop your character physically, facially and vocally, and ioj ~<)w ,}t.y.. 
~olish your performance or were you struggling with lines at the very end? Describe: f;, I;~ :~~11 )- ~}_, f\.c:;, \ l (/\_ .Q__ frD (o ( .e~ J lou.-\-- :L _( ~ ~+ tD 4J c:.-) kv I . ( -e 
(J... l/L()..f"J lV-..0...vO..(.fc.t- .tz, 8tr0.'Sf' \-Le vJC.t.S ~-\' o-( 4 
5 lf\.~por ·h 'Vl%- 1.\.0 \-of rcuh.<...r ~ £A vv--CJ.-ltr\ ~ho.. vcLCky1 Jou..f--
G~-L- w Ct-) j:: i.Y'- c1~ <>-f r'rt 0 <l..f-r..u-<. e.n., {h_(,, J · ~d\ .f r/ Vz.c.1. M fo 
de ci·vte J..f T S0CJ0 t d -frij fD Stea( s fzt-0e or 00 f-
8. Specifically describe what you think were your strengths in your performance: 
1 )\cH\ V'"iJ C\lA f ':> / vv~ l \ f'-'-7 ':> / l.rv"-L,J f ro fS o.. 'I' A. {V'\.-O 
/ -· -r 
l v.;,wvVL((_ o--t1 5u. vt.-f' of/\._ '11. ~ 
9. Specifically describe what you think were your weaknesses in your performance: 
~l\/\d c ~c..LirGz-tA-vr J..e-veiop ~fl-t- Wo..g, ve~ w·ectlc 1'"1 ~ 
op/n{h N'} ....-. ~ - ' 1 .u_ . 
vn -'-'' CaCAlc?\. ve bc7cv1 0ei:rrr--t. ho..cA J_,., ·""' '~ 
,- Lt../ '- IU e e.11 
10. Critique the whole production, listing specific examples for your evaluation: 
~ (pl~ Ct"-.\IV-\._ ·-hi~ e- f-w-11 v.J- TU -e ~ ov---A ._vu-) I.A 
~lfl.~ ~Cl OJ, prdd CM' hoV'- tJv-e,,r C.\.t\' ·~ DV'-~(.,d t-0A'~ 
~o...J- .-fr LA.S f-ci't,1, f-ce-"~ rJ\.A_(_ wc.t\ ·fh·l '/ h.&LJ. poteVLlf-(cA. I to 
b ~ SC) ~L h -Alhf\,{t.r OV'-cl A,,... ovNo· I ( ·~ r) ( 
'-"\. v ' ' IL; e f, (/ r r (;(A.t 
11. Did you do anything extra to help the production be successful? Describe: 
\p~'o<A~IA.t- pcnps) /; (r,_C't.<.>-c0~ vLf (?r:L{ Cr C/'.J\.e;\.. c ;.J 0..5 c;vt1Cf 
Cl..v'\ cA. coop r~v.e. ..ill.. ~v-r ,· ~ N.. 'h.Q '".3 CA..[ , 
12. What can be done in the future to improve the quality of the Advanced Theatre 
Productions? 
1-t tv<... ';rV1fC. ~c./,t/~ lt>ee vi se.f vcp (~·1J [,er ·+vvvf- wc1µ,IJ._ ~ 
Vfl (,LJ x_ flt\ ) ~~ S CA ~ 1'f cc·'- J x ~ ~ t' Cl') i l (" O r-J- ~f 12 vC 'J--9 "-Q... 
uJU S h...e__re,, 
13. Did you do anything that distracted from the play during the performance? 
}Jo 
14. Based on the above, give yourself an appropriate, honest grade: _ _ A __ _ 
Bonnie Lee YOU CAN'T TAKE IT WITH YOU 
Self Evaluation 
1. Were you on time for class daily? 
)lo -~ fvi-t s-u.K ~Qt,( Vla-1-i c..d 0 
2. Discuss your ability to work consistently on your character over the course of the 
semester. Specifically, did you meet deadlines on memorization, biography, objectives 
and actions? , . /_ 
'dovlt 1W~ l fv-iliJ ~(}p-e-d I/Ur c;,~CL~ ~n t1l[}avef- ~ ~~_k_ 
~ /-hP. s~~~ I ~ ~-6\..Ll1~S1 l,ut- ( 'J~vt- a_~ +kl~ 
~ v;,cost f J+ !Av.ti/ vt-~ do~ fc sitcn-tfi ""'1--L • 
3. Did you give a 100%? Rate yourself, 1to100, as to the effort you put in daily on 
insuring this play would be a quality production. Describe what you did daily that 
earned you your rating. 
Ovt tu-1. ""'~' ;+ ~ i~ ~ ~~r 80/. 
{c:> be ho-vuis+, ~ I ~a.··,A b fe:N?- } Jwl w+ ~ ~(_ c_k,v-4cf~ro.:h'~ 
(MA,+; I -~va t t0b.. · 
°OLA-t- l sh/ I [,VAS v<f ·f-k~e .el/C. rd J ()\.),~ ~ "c (o.>-e- --to P~LJ Ii ~r~r 
4. What props did you contribute to the play that helped enhance our performance? 
~ C08 +u .. ~s w-(.,V'(.. tLf.J. -f°uvvJ. t>yl ~ LJL-VK) +ha.. r ~.o~ CLI ~) 
~ v~, +'~ pCctlv::f . 
5. Describe the time and effort did you spent on the poster or ~ou made for 
advertising the play? 
? ~f- ,:{_ ygTV cf- -f7 ""'--'- b-1't_ ;+. 
6. How many times did you sell tickets for the play at the table under the drama board? 
~( +Vu Fn~ of r v-fv t;f/..a-v'L LJ-
7. Did you have time to develop your character physically, facially and vocally, and 
polish your performance or were you~a-ggl1ng-wtttr1irres-a file very end~escribe : 
I feJ.::f I e-~d ~~ ~ r~f°'""'~ &;Ltr{iu-
Please note: 
This signature has been redacted for privacy concerns. 
8. Specifically describe what you think were your strengths in your performanc~:­
Ct\6l etc.Tu'~'~ ~ pr-aJe.'-H~ 
~ \> ) VLC,f_,lit-r_ f/,u,vi.-0{,;j / tPO-S 
zveJA f 1 JivG-lf- ry* if- (IA!. u ( ~ 
~, ~(fJ>.e. ~ .s l.-i.V,. ' 
~~~vT H- v..itt5 sfi/ I 
ve..-vd q 11c<tlitj · 
9. Specifically describe what you think were your weaknesses in your performance: 
~%A-fi-°"' ~ 6he-ul/L-J 
\j 4-1i-~ V'{J b/.Ju(J Jci:r 
10. Critique the whole production, listing specific examples for your evaluation : 
1ki::s L,flvt5 flv_ ~ ftY"c?Lu_ cfl 01r'l. w-e.- '(/(__ .evey ~J.~ . 
~ £0~~ ,+ co.st (;V~s 0 ~ure Ft 
, t,~_c.Ti.vr~OVL 
11. Did you do anything extra to help the production be successful? Describe: 
~1t4e.J f~ wii--h UV<£ct., ~~ 
12. What can be done in the future to improve the quality of the Advanced Theatre 
Productions? 
~Jk ka..ul"(J ~ ~ of tnt.e l!_a_ i-i 7 er ~ ~~ ~VK.J2.1--..:I-, ek · 
13. Did you do anything that distracted from the play during the performance? 
Alo-pe.. ... ~ tk J 751 Ji~ : -
14. Based on the above, give yourself an appropriate, honest grade: _.A_.__ _ _ 
YOU CAN'T TAKE IT WITH YOU 
ib/J Self Evaluation 
~~ r . 
1. Were you on time f~r cla~s daily? \\o\A.9.~t\"~, (A \e~ \\ ~~ 
0\ C O\A \9\.,t \JV\' VLVJr( S ~Cl t -t, _ 
2. Discuss your ability to work consistently on your character over the course of the 
semester. Specifically, did you meet deadlines on memorization, biography, ~s 
and actions? ~ \rlGtc\ VV\j \iV\t"::> c{OJJ{\ O\!\ 1-~ -\'\Y'S\:: c\C\ . 
-:r clic\ 111cl , \~ou~V\ 1 -\U.lf\11 iV\ O\Vl~ of--tVtosz pC1~ . 
3. Did you give a 100%? Rate yourself, 1to100, as to the effort you put in daily on 
insuring this play would be a quality production. Describe what you di~ .. d 1aily that 
earned you your rating. -r ~~·\V\\l- °'- qo
1 
wou\~ ({}. ~ WL. 
C,\J~{(J,\:\"\ _. 7 _LlJU°J q /~Ci~ S i\11 C VJC< VCr C \-fv ~Uz Vv\iVllA~ J._ IN C:_ \kL stu~ t. 
4. Wh~t prqps did you ~ontribute to the play that helped enhanc~ our performance? 
\1\J... tV\ \oll 1 ~ VI 0 tVS , ?\;\ o~, ~'A rA\CJ.... co..~ e, \ "'\c._ U/"t.l ~ 1 \-</\.lo LR.. 
c l·o~ q\C\..~'S \\,l\L-t, 
5. Describe tfie time' a'Ati effort did you spent on the poster 9r profjr~i:n you madE( fo~ 
advertising the play? "-:[ ~V--\\'.:l.tc\ Vv\_CJ..\0_- {-\Ju._ \O\.\l \i\\V\ \ooG..V'C\ ~ 
\I\_~ ·,'J\_ \IQ \A.\)\W (S.JIAA~\JJ\S rAV\6- \u_\\u_c\ yl-l\::-to~l\-W.v- tu..c_ 
p'[O ~'V c\W\S . 
6. How many tim-0s did you sell tick~ts fo~ play at the table under the drama board? 
O~ \Jw.L r W \-\/\ ~of\ CA.w\ "{_v..~  ~ l 
7. Did you have time to develop your character physically, facially and vocally, and 
polish your performance or were you struggling with lines at the very end? Describe: 
· N 0 I die\~·~ (eCA.\lj ~ci_\J{ C\Vll\ l1 vu..s \cos v~~ CL 
w\\\J\ ~\J\f\DV\ '2o. \;\ dV\. "): Wu\' fA \o\r- o\'.- \\ vW._ -t" ~lo~ 
'M'I l~o\f"ri..L\.tv. 
10. Critique the whole production, listing specific examples for your evaluation: 
--r .\\Aws~t it LU02> srwt / !- [ovec( Pe:vi'f\y 0\1\d Vu, 
3\~~ l~s i \lo~f.Ac_l!lot a.v-6_ \1\1 "S e\f\-e_~~ 1 -e\/N~ t'vtlvt1) \)J Ct S ~ V ·orl . -r_ -\-Ii\ vu5\i\ \: \W\c.\Q ~OV\ C 01-t ld.. Vt tA. \!'(__ 
c,\OV\.L [A \.ot \u€\-ev. \Viot.l:- C~O\Ytte~V W 1>1.~ \Yfc.Jc. 
11. Did you do anything extra to help the production be successful? Desqribe: t- -
-nu ~et- lJJ~ bct~utHVi vtA,'/ u 0C{~ 0u lw<A.JM~Vi qvtH- + hr~Jtt ·~, 
I "'9) 1~J' w;t{.<.Q ~ lot'\llihf\J1.oo~~ aV?cl Jc\il~ ~ ~u~ s Clt-<c.tll!. .... '1./';) 
12. What can be done in the future to improve the quality of the Advanced Theatre 
Productions? C.\rioOS~ jo\J..Y- o..~i 5~111-t dlfetlolf (}Ji'S-<:l<i/ 
13. Did you do anythi~ that distracted trc:rr, the play during the performance? , 
\AMvV)'N\ J_ o..dc\Jld ~ l\ tt Lt -:::0\/VtQt~cnj O\I\ ~ft<vd6'1i vir5h c 
14. Based on the above, give yourself an appropriate, honest grade: _L./\__;i,___ _ 
YOU CAN'T TAKE IT WITH YOU 
Self Evaluation 
1. Were you on time for class daily? 
~~(/~ 
\(()/ 
/ (1J 
2. Discuss your ability to work consistently on your character over the course of the 
semester. Specifically, did you meet deadlines on memorization, biography, objectives 
and actions? 
'f ~ ;. \I ~J /,#(_~ ~ :r ~ -I~~ f ~ts ~~ 
(J~J~~ I :r c.~+eJ ~ ~re.- ---! ~~ f'eA/)J ~c_...-­
ch.(.["" ~-1e \. 
3. Did you give a 100%? Rate yourself, 1to100, as to the effort you put in daily on 
insuring this play would be a quality production. Describe what you did daily that 
earned you your rating. 
J.~vlJ 5~/ IJ ~ ~ ~ g-5" ~A 7D 
~~ ~ ol~7s I \../7\5~ 7 \re0 ,__,.-J~v~J. &vt-
~~-t \)( -1-~ -J;~ 1 ~~ h~rcl. 
4. What props did you contribute to the play that helped enhance our performance? 
UM . . . {\\)+ MAil y. 
5. Describe the time and effort did you spent on the poster or program you made for 
advertising the play? 
:r c...~ ~ fi>J~ -fM I -/A)v1N I\~~ .1,f)J .... 6v-I 
I~ \ .. AJ ~ ~a S ">-v-v1/ j;,....- -fN "1 111/Y'~-f, 
6. How many times did you sell tickets for the play at the table under the drama board? 
l \..J\ <J2./ - p\\J S • <-Ld ll)V\.<.-J VI n-f .S .f o ...,f ~ f ,,fl/k_, 
7. Did you have time to develop your character physically, facially and vocally, and 
polish your performance or were you struggling with lines at the very end? Describe: 
8. Specifically describe what you think were your strengths in your performance: 
-\-~ '-l'-~ k,/~ c-1 ~J c;,, ~f~ 
~-t\Jf\.i\~'A 'r ~ll k 5~1 J. 
9. Specifically describe what you think were your weaknesses in your performance: 
~ ¥-\ 1 c;..__ .fVV") re_ ~~lL-- c:....-h.i...~vfe_.r-:' 
'I dJ~~ ~ 4k ll.N;~ "J;v~1:J 
10. Critique the whole production, listing specific examples for your evaluation : 
:( .-\:~\L ~ o/,J "'- p('e_,H't y0>,J J, lo 
avvJ \_--\ o.__\t ~~· +i;dk.r ~~ 1~- ~ ~. u 
S-::>~ ~-\(''\)~ ~e_\ [vv-~ ~ t=t lo+ ~\.re,//, 
11. Did you do anything extra to help the production be successful? Describe: 
<1' k\~ "\)-\~( "~~5 ~f ~~r~~ 
12. What can be done in the future to improve the quality of the Advanced Theatre 
Productions? 
13. Did you do anything that distracted from the play during the performance? 
~\)~ 
14. Based on the above, give yourself an appropriate, honest grade: -~{lj~-t __ _ 
·Qv..sse-ll ~~ 
YOU CAN'T TAKE IT WITH YOU 
Self Evaluation 
1. Were you on time for class daily? 
~ ~ :;: ~°'-> -:pre:> M..p ~ f j ~~'fe. av+- 't/-~ 'G o ~ fYk?Cl'J. "'~ .. 
2. Discuss your ability to work consistently on your character over the course of the 
semester. Specifically, did you meet deadlines on memorization, biography, objectives 
and actions? 11 
I l)w),._ A._ ol<-f/.,'c (A_,lf -hmL /VlUVbn·z,)Y1Cf ~°' 
Y't\.lC>-\-1{)1 ~~- ' lVYl-S, Yt-l- i'1 +-Jui. e~ r fe \ +- th4.f-
T c IA, {Y\Q,, tlrvn ~c, ~ , 
3. Did you give a 100%? Rate yourself, 1to100, as to the effort you put in daily on 
insuring this play would be a quality production. Describe what you did daily that 
earned you your rating. 
903T 5~cMeJ-. \\v'\L~  no1 on 5 -~e 
Ollcl.r p~f- 0\-b + \(\ -\-o 1VUj ~~fPlo..YK-~ 
Oh .S~~, 
4. What props did you contribute to the play that helped enhance our performance? 
So.I+ anO- l'effe\ S'~ke() 
5. Describe the time and effort did you spent on the poster or program you made for 
advertising the play? y > erJ- ~ no tA..r cMs./7 V\A "7 Cl.fl~ 
A+ I e """"~ o.. l'l lie> v-- \ If "'---N-; •'\7 ' -\- -\-a )etlu-r. 
6. How many times did you sell tickets for the play at the table under the drama board? 
OY\te_ 
7. Did you have time to develop your character physically, facially and vocally, and 
polish your performance or were you struggling with lines at the very end? Describe: 
Fo;- Acf- I) ~ ww; Cl\9\-e_ +o /YXJ.Jce., {)1.l{ 
c 'n C-'l rc~c.A-e~ (Vv1'" '(\(L O\JQV\ :=r=-Vl /1-c-I- 3 r 
r ,.,a.sn ~ a.b\e__ +-o ot@.-1-e fYlA/ C/t)o_(ltc./er--
ue~lASe of )u.c_ k-- of- f1 1r11R ~ 
8. Specifically describe what you think were your strengths in your performance: 
T fie f ~ 5 'CK?Ctfe_A 0- \eoJ /si-11 c_ 
ChOSN:- l-e,r .. --:C Wot.S bn~{~ UO C a_f )'f, 
10. Critique the whole production, listing specific examples for your evaluation: 
We JJJ a 7ca:l u·ob see \(\_<f t-huJ-~ 
c{J.J('Q n0 VJ- ~vo() +o +hL e ¥O , 
11 . Did you do anything extra to help the production be successful? Describe: 
&o -1- ~ renht +,!ACJ:_ fo frzinsporl- ~.rnil1M~. 
5 b1e>1A.7'h.+ ifJ k:vth of>IJOn '7 to&~~ . 
12. What can be done in the future to improve the quality of the Advanced Theatre 
ProductionsA-{krsc..\rioo\ re,~\ S 
13. Did you do anything~at ~ ~r:;_:he play during the performance? 
14. Based on the above, gl~ yourself an appropriate, honest grade: _ g _ _ _ 
YOU CAN'T TAKE IT WITH YOU 
Self Evaluation 
5. Describe the time and effort did you spent on the poster or program you made for 
advertising the play? _ 
'I, -s-rey'\-t i '")i) a ( ., ~ ..._.f,(111 t <J\I'. • lL.... \u'x::,k, (, . .,... e.t lJ 1.ra \ t. ,,-/I, t 1 '"·~· ( c 
( ow-ff~ lx~h(""'.\ i/)·"> \, ,,,,."\!-- ,, .... ~,"\ ,--.\t,"\s \.•H t\---i J [ \v .... ~tl..,u'vl<• 
6. How many times did you sell tickets for the play at the table under the drama board? 
1-. ~ein.1 t '1,-c:..( "' C~lf'>l"l- I lov-:l ( ,.' /-() ~.~ • ii' Cc!; (.1.-1c\ ' ' J(. £-<.-tc ~I 
lrf>--'~ lr"'\' t tJv-'{ -hl-Z~ -S \ ·\ U cJ.. ....._ ouw-ol, 
7. Did you have time to develop your character physically, facially and vocally, and 
polish your performance or were you struggling with lines at the very end? Describe: 
~1 L ~c...A \J\.l,.,dvz 6 (, l:\\."<. ( ' ·. l '. l!\·'-_(. I 11I' 1 d1ot'c.1 ('/ ~ s e·tX ·~c,(\u,. \ 
[ l•'- u-'c,il\ 1 l · :,~ ,1,.,, D 'JI 1\/t S \ L, \Aul t'rrn"-'Qlr ~/ 1' \."'--< ~\ \('C(.. ~lh ~/ u-e l .12n )\ 'v 0\-"\ 
\"-v (,~ .. se,C_ cvh-,,11 v-.u~-. ~v-c(!). ~~v'Sc---~ f\Vo\.Q_. 
8. Specifically describe what you think w~re_ your_ str~ngths iri your performance: 
_ L o\AA , JI'~ "'j J ".,J !'!'I v~ k~ . 
. fii'tS{t' .t.._2 ) c,;.,. Lt"'~ , ..... .. .A vouJ v-c.:1'1 M ~ 
9. Specifically describe what you think were your weaknesses in your performance: 
~ ::cc: 1 V""· '·) lh11 ~-,/\()-. '"'·'J"" ~C\<.,1, l/\f \ L ovfJ c.. 1i+nQ_ jH+u-~ 1;//Le( 
r L_J..,l-{_c_ .... l)' / J,__. w-li'-(>- J l k \ L Va-1LJI CC,cJo'Y\,d:l~~ J\~1 { Lvi6\-
~ \ { J , b I L_,\A ( "/( ")')'tvv'\ r<., d -h l C-\ \l,.. (\,( U OV\ I_ I_ '.J 1 "'Zr'- '..t_. 
0 ( i d\t\ 1--\. -,(,:y'<:. 1,.-; 1.Af le, 1) tt"r-'--C 
10. Critique the whole production, listing specific examples for your evaluation: 
- h a.;.J 0'·u\,- ~-c.\V!~1 
&e~V') U-- w{ l l.Ao\A 
µlr'vo u____ ';)<, ~' 
-;,~a., , C,vJd ~iflr~vrv'- 1n"u\r\' c::-1 Uu 
\:. . ' ,. ~ GvifVl OY'--( I cw-A ~ (', \· I• vJ V\~ ~' 1-v-
11. Did you do anything extra to help the production be successful? Describe: 
\,,c~·~ \ ~ \c,,;\'i (A.A.vl 1 ~~ L 'SlA~tJY ~ --vie-\ t~ -lL--<. e!i:."(s 
~ louk f'l",,.{ b'l ~I" ·1,.~~ ~ Uv-Vtt\ l ~'-'-'((.(_,{·/- l.:iO)'Y~W .7f ~ 
UtG,i<.L .:...rv.) ()..u:. • Jd ( $1-. tliv._ , ,> (c.v/ .' Q [, 
12. What can be done in t e futur to improve tne qualhy uf the Advanced Theatre 
Productions? 
Hv...\J~. ~ ~~h <'~-"l L-( 6lo... ~ C-/'\ <-·~1 \Jc. W-l'\ "'" I~ 
v-).-<... ~ +_,{,_,~ e-._.""' " Vt-~ " ~"°'•V'.A..'"'\ -{uf.._1 '. - - (C: ·" ''t"'-<..) 1"-"'c-l 
~ \i ?,_t c: (-"5'f\'- w\1c, ~ -{, _ ~""' <--( . • .., 0,.. tCc,,, --t~ t\-v~v:>~ ~h~-- ,0,,, 1-< In'-! 
J { ./:"'-<._ / l,v..,_-t '<' fY'> • ( V-<. ( I CV\"> "''...,, ( !_)/c;."'/, 
13. Did you do anything that distracted from the play during the performance? 
A ~\AfU.- .{ 1\.N. , ..dfL. o 11.-v<vv f<4u'u._ , i_ !· \IV"' ~ l .J 1 ( 1 • .,_._ 1 "s 1.~ 
+:. (. · c.(1 q_i/\..i e. l , ~L~ '~~) VJ~ L ,.1\-0<..1 ,'I.A.. ~ h\N.. ·!\-UIU\..11. '5ycz.t-l.- li\..i 1~ ' (uV-,.-\ --)pl\->. 
14. Based on the above, give yourself an appropriate, honest grade: f \ VllCA "~-t: 
fl"'• fl<. t-~ {cn,......~"o c ""1 
~ lr'\..L. 
·csoLRJ 
YOU CAN'T TAKE IT WITH YOU 
Self Evaluation 
1. Were<fJ~ time for class daily? 
2. Discuss your ability to work consistently on your character over the course of the 
semester. SP,ecifically, dm·d you meet deadlines on memorization, biography, ~bjectives 
and actions?\..~ _ N\_% ~ ~~~ 
~~\ \ ~~ l!\ \o ~~Vu.A )Ldoj-e cl\_ves1 ~ ~"°"'1> \NW'!\,~ M ~\,\( . ' VU'\-eUS-eVV\eSt-ev 
\) ~\re.:)oe': ~ ~ ' ~J_ ~~ V\AJ:::J~ OY\_ ~ 
-
3. Did you give a 100%? Rate yourself, 1to100, as to the effort you put in daily on 
insuring this play would be a quality production. Describe what you did daily that 
earned you your rating. g D '/, l alw Oufj"f'J \J...XJ~ ~"' ~ 
~~~~ -~l VW~ tV\.....LOS~-e..kr-,J 
'tk- V00 ~ clc~ 1-M.l\-- ¥> <vv-~ ~ ~~~ 
~ , 
4. What props d~~o~ contribute to the play that helped enhance our performance? U6-\\-t>i<S,~~~j c>N:><J::>~J ~~ 
5. Describe the time and effort did you spent on the poster or program you made for 
advertising th~. play? I S?:e\J'v~ ~ LY;i_ ~ 'C> ~ ~ ~ ~k:Y\.tl ~ ~ llc-Lo\_-o~ lu,~~- ~~ 
~/ 
6. How many times did you sell tickets for the play at the table u~_:te!~ the drama board? 
O\J\,c~l OV\- (\__ ~~ ~~~ ~ ~ DVJ ~ 
7. Did you have time to develop your character physically, fa~a d voe~~~~ 
polis~yo~:;:r~e~u ~~~~~~~;;:,sc~F.~  
< -R_ 8s~~l ~~ ~OV\SA_ .. \. \-\- ~-l~l 
\; ~ ~ ~e).., ~ - ~\JIAwe._ c.las~ ¥' '1J~ ~.f)(0v'f'NRXI.~, 
9. Specifically describe what you think were your weaknesses in your performance: ~~ ~(b~v-t L'O\i\. \Al d_S clo.M'\. ;')C;~YV\,es M_J_ 
l Jl lv~~ GL)l\,-\YO \AA.t6 VJll.J6 ·~ w--eiL 
\~=\~~ ~~-~ C(_r~~~ 
~ lN'°ClL ~l-C--r ,)~ ~ Ll):)~ ~ .. 
11. Did you do anything extra to help the production be successful? Describe: 
\ kv\,~ ~ ~ ~l~ l; ~~~ l acl-st~-€.. w~ 
~~, 
12. What can be done in the future to improve the quality of the Advanced Theatre 
Productions? 
vJO\f"'- 4i \/'AJ)/f_ ()/') ~cLdev clave;~~ 
Q)}vl~ ;:;I\ { cLS7 ct_ ~ - q)V'Ov\..P vv=>~ ·etc· 
13. Did you do anything that distracted from the play during the performance? 
\JU)-\: ~ ~~vJ \_J ·~ 
14. Based on the above, give yourself an appropriate, honest grade: ·k 
YOU CAN'T TAKE IT WITH YOU 
Self Evaluation 
8. Specifically describe what you think were your strengths in your performance: 
A /I-er -the A ,,,v.__I prvd.oc Ht> n. ~ fti- k ~/I f ~"P J:" wa~ ec_ 5.' i-tJ.1-~ c lD ~·Ht 
Y" ;i,s-e/ t 5 /!led h 't r-etrecJ "'f ?£.. ().( ~ II/ 1-es + ~<· o.I ~ -'' 0 >" au: 
01/Ll f©fle (.).Y're Yt~ 'O. U!f.dn~ JKrd dw9~ fSto.pd_0 ,/s CIYld~ s(_e/le, +ti ~  
-p "--l}f sv•r' fed, dGIA f ":): *~',,., " ~ b~ "'"f ~1-~ /-In WJ.S IJ,,._ I- ()nC~ Tr{ 
wtt_~ on sH;\~.e vx (1..eroottS flt'SS ~/J SO 1+ o.f!. d ~SO..ff~a- c;,"d -:,:- reo./ll 
lt0trned Nx;v f-o ·~~ t!d/'~t'J,PO .. t J1-<Ann)4 /(."¥$ J/76 deltu~ ·J-he~ 
. -~~ 0 ~~ ~ +r6ri~ fhA.+ rrl>.:l>r~~~ wq rh ·1--hR aud!eAC~ ~S Y?\ {?e 5-.~ {jl!te{ (£ 1;!:j ,, ~· 
9. Specifically describe what you think were your weaknesses in your performance: 
. For- t;.>eo..Jtws-s~ :f {D~d fr&bob~ Ile> 6/1 ~..- ff.v.~ t-e 01. l0 h~ le. _bc..tf-
..fhC1. t-1cl b.(l ·+co df frt>rl-~ w :} /{I f{ (1 (,!(!~a,,.. +-"--e A~r-a.l )\kf;-~ ti# } f- a.. ti. ,f- lul 
o~ ft\,ii...e u-p on t; f-£(.~ e. 'l>'c. A-el- _ov~~ <f'l(C!~ -f-~d . ~1 speo...i~ so -P--o..~J- r-c 
1 or. e ( w1.cl 1Md-u--s~ w>--R T (A¥1--S Sc:!1 ~ ~. {.l'"ld ~o vi--.e. f--<t h~,_s :,., ~ tdn r 
"'f""tt k, icud_ eV'O<¥\ h Por C"'J4,0h€ fC> }Aqc;;.r ~. 0 Qt' s+-~-e (J:X)._JJ c,u~ 
r---~ b<~e ft ww..l'VltS"'s-@' l,0 .. ~e__ ,kJLAA~ bl!lt- ~ a I ve~ -~t'..__/ Jt.d 
· lilJ~w0tr +-~e. 
10. Critique the whole production, listing specific examples for your evaluation: 
0l).tc ?L\) , eoerwvi e d (cd (.}/ o.uJt.'lOri-t ~-cb tf"lcl · -~e . plH 
f>lO-S }f 1 /Clf').0W , ~ r "' nevr<e I tc~ Y' L<Xl S VIO f- tJ.. i ""?'4 <I A "' "lJ(:/A' 
50lMYi' ;:s. A q 9 /- c()tdd &~ .) :bv-- -~ ~ t CIN'ne o.fP f""c~ fA.Je/./, -;J:" o~l/1.4--
.).-o no.ut ·)-vrv {'0 ~ "' J'\-0 r R tA-S.OS:~Yr '"""'ri !- S d.e p JK. J~ e#"'&_ r,.-4,_crse~nf.._ 
.!:>1.>,.} ~/,! r- o[A_ 1PeL --r-he f.A')JN>(-e (Cl 5'f /f()..f Ct ·t f -flf!7J1 &01AJ 
ttv'lrOLArl+ 0 J. effbr-1 q ~ 1 f-- ~OS ld/I Ct.5' --F, 
11. Did you do anything extra to help the production be successful? Describe: , ~ 
-:}' ~{e ~ire fo 4 r-u -1-e ttll a~ ~~ ~eo.(_h er-s., ~ o.+' r--;q .fr,')e,.Js· ~ the~ Q; 
·:p- tl~d;/f J::.v'Otu u.ricl -;:;- e()en cewe& ~ of,Ajn cymn . . well -y J~rs~ v..p n. 
f.av -ttrv-e.s w---0 ~';.l<i fV'()f-Jr.e/ ~ w re.p&i r, +J.-.,e citJ.n-aA~ }2tv}- )-.f · ·ki.r-~f oiL-4- 1 12. What can be done th the future to improve the quality of the Ad~anced Theatre -(1 i11[4. cAJell , 
Productions? P"i> r e. Am'-p -10..litS' tA.Ut ld have oe'-e.r\ n1ce. -F ")tYOvvTl---o.1-
~ d~dJ? 4 feel 5 (A:>t>-S a S' S)ra~ fAS -IV~ Ot +J-...R o.J.-J.-e.r c>--c.-/-~rr l~k 
0?oflrt1e t)y -:f es.se Or ('()tJ.r+Si11. 3rfor+- ~$ Al£..v~ ClaJ.1 tr-id Whe.r-. ");'" 
was Aeil}1'A ~+ J ~} ~Ade tAe feel rvtJre. tot'h4r H>. ble 
YOU CAN'T TAKE IT WITH YOU ~IJ i {)cv(,,e.. 
Self Evaluation U ' \ ' 
1. Were you on time for class daily? 
\ 0 \- G ~· ' ~>v::V. '{\/\ ~ I ~ 
2. Discuss your ability to work consistently on your character over the course of the 
semester. Specifically, did you meet deadlines on memorization, biography, objectives 
and actions? -. .'\Nor\'-.~ C<:/\A. \ < ~'I\\ j ~·~ '1 G ~C\ ~c.-\~ ·1.r-uw ~Ur \ \.-"'1 . 
1, , \ .-;." . rr . L rr~,t.u\v..\t ~~'-' ~c.J\- ~ t;f ( 5 l\.v<f\ \'-\c\ o.):( I~ .C,\J\ffe'kt f V'\V...\ M i) '°' v \\<.\._\<>IV\<\ <.) '-" , ~ 1 rJ ~J ~ .'°Lw $:\\]\() ~'I~~~ ~~M;_I ~~<"\)V-W.~{t>J W~t.-U •ifo\\ 
"" c - \L ' -,., ~s o~tJ\ h.1/\. - \ I ~ ·i\ ~'t- ·Re \r..J]\ t . ~ ~t\ -'f\ v~ \ 
v'-o\ u.\N lf ~ "'~ ~ 
3. Did you give a 100%? Rate yourself, 1to100, as to the effort you put in daily on 
insuring this play would be a quality production. Describe what you did daily that 
earned you your rating. 
4. What props did you contribute to the play that helped enhance our performance? 
~UNJ~~t)r 
5. Describe the time and effort did you spent on the poster or program you made tor %-
advertising the play? ·f '\fW/ll eY\ ~ ,\-"'...c J\ ~i~ ~ ...,~ WJ ~ >rz\V\) 01 
1 
~LV\ 
r.(_, ;A , ~,i\\M\ ~ \ ...,, \g· , Y'\V "'-L-~ ~~/~l>J~ \J UN'1Jl'\t ~JI . ~.t- 60 1 (\.v 
er' ~ ") ':) v Vi) 'v\ \A~J ~l'fY\ ti '1 /Jtr- ~.\-
6. How many times did you sell tickets for the play at the table under the drama board? 
\jdr\~ 
7. Did you have time to develop your character physically, facially and vocally, and 
polish your performance or were you struggling with lines at the very end? Describe: 
~ lO ' ~ \;\J~ """'\ i"vd ~ ... "'.\-<AN~V\l.i 'k~ 1)-\,v a\.-v 
u . - I ' , . A ct: \,-.~ ~l,.v 
o . vyvy., V' >l'tJ ~ ~NJ!J ~'f""7 v~~tn ~ V\ °I D V) • ~ v\ - v>v\ . "C_ f\,.}v,J\ l'vJ e,~ >r "' ""~(\¥KU )lj\ ,, 
8. Specificafl.y describe what you think were your strengths in your periormance: 
fl \ L . ~(}'\ 
,,---- V\ ~ {, ~r~ U'-1 ~ · 
I ' v , l 
(__ l~ 4\4/ 
- ~ &~~~~rrvo:J ~ 
9. Specifically describe what you think were your weaknesses in your performance: 
Le.Ji l 0 ~ ~l,,J, J ck, ~\,,{, vwid';"".fl<h c) .\- \1,1, J.~-"', ~ 'W'JV{ ~ 
~~;a-. 
11. Did you do anything extra to help the production be successful? Describe: /t 
~~ ~. \D. v-~ \.J \0i "~ <8 t.\ w-\tW<ftcr: ~ " ""'"/ O~ lf-,,A 
12. What can be done in the future to improve the quality of the Advanced Theatre 
Productions? V~ h~\\'-\~ ~v 'f:f(KiV'llJf":. ~'-'~ <)~~.~~ ·{i\~ ~\y"v ~ ~~~vr-
~~J-\ </I -~ ~ '\ Jff'~ ~ MA ~ 
13. Did you do anything that distracted from the play during the performance? . ~ 
~'i \ ~cw ~,V\tk\ i 7A . i"'<iwi "~ "" <:, ~~"""' 1-ii .e,"'Wii 
14. Based on the above, give yourself an appropriate, honest grade: ~ ~ 
YOU CAN'T TAKE IT WITH YOU 
Self Evaluation 
1. Were you on time for class daily? 
i.v<-l (. ~ , ~ J" ;:;:. .,.. --- > r..wt rc..J- c;....._f- 7 ~ .:s r - C> rr· ~ 
t-v 7: '? (.) ,,_.+" z; _,._..lo c....( ... ""'-- -tu 0 """ "-·~ 
2. Discuss your ability to work consistently on your character over the course of the 
semester. Specifically, did you meet deadlines on memorization, biography, objectives 
and actions? f-' ~ ~· ~>r~ ~(,~ "'2. ><-'-~ V- ~ 
'[3,.-r) ~VIJ.f""a-- ~~ 
~ . (3 "'-' -r- -r=-
I- ~.lc:iv- 1f- IL-.o..u ~ c_kc.......ro....~ 
-...u c.-'La- ... -... ho.j.fl . ........._> •. 
3. Did you give a 100%? Rate yourself, 1 to 100, as to the effort you put in daily on 
insuring this play would be a quality production. Describe what you did daily that 
earned you your rating. 
::C:: '.:::> .e..-1 .e v-L .:C.. ~.,._...___ ,· .+- e.- ""\D . fu,... ']::""~ -r-
4. What props did you contribute to the play that helped enhance our performance? 
j::... ~ l;:> .f"C.,:> .-~ "---1 .'""-. fT ~ ~or~ ' '-\.o.l ;.,-.._~ . 
5. Describe the time and effort did you spent on the poster or program you rnade for 
advertising the play? 
~ ~~r e- lo""'-~ l ""'o ""--
6. How many times did you sell tickets for the play at the table under the drama board? 
\ f-; ~ ':;;:> .._...,_ z:__ ~ - '> ~"" -f" ~c.._ '"'-c.l c.t· J... --~ j. '?· CJ' . 
7. Did you have time to develop your character physically, facially and vocally, and 
polish your performance or were· you struggling with lines at the very end? Describe: 
1:° J...1·c).. ..... d- K ...-Q.....1 ,...._.., _...._ __ ...._'--1-c..- -.._J ~ \.. 
-+i\1 r"-- ~ ~ ~ ~ ::C-. hi ...... ,.,....A o\.A,.f- '-'~ 
8. Specifically describe what you think were your strengths in your performance: 
9. Specifically describe what you think were your weaknesses in your performance: 
.::r: GA..""""' ~ -. """ 7> - ~ 't....-r -to -""~ ? ro ~ ~ ~ 
~""-tc-L. ~~'~ ~(r ~L.-~. 
1 O. Critique the whole production, listing specific examples for your evaluation: 
- No.,- I A. 
L 0 ""'-"'' C.,... t. """-'-'\ ~ - (' $.,. --... .L.....---. • .,., 1 J!.) 
'-' "-._; · ._ rr- --.. ...., ....,,~ • '1V -.Jr 
- 'B--"- \.· J ~ "' ~~ - f....)o\ ,_ ":> ~ '-' t t"- ·. 
11. Did you do anything extra to help the production be successful? Describe: 
-:r::. C-""'-l~ r---) ? , __ c.....e ... ~ ~tr-C_.. c....,)~-1~ 
-- ..>--. -c. .f-v-., e-A. -1v ,( ~ - ~ .-~ r. .....--(; 1-Co\.<.-lc...-"'fl, "-.tt._ .1:. "(I:) .... , tcr-
12. What can be done in the future to improve the quality of the Advanced Theatre "'-- ' 0 +- 0 r 
Productions? ~'1 ... "-\ 
~ v~'> ~-..... ~~1-. ~~·<.w/;. ... 
A-\..,)~'()~ 2..-.. ~i -z......-\, ~~ Vo··~ 
13. Did you do anything that distracted from the play during the performance? 
r-.J o l:. > J..: J .... 1.-d- A.i· :s.-tr"---'r- ~l ~ ... .t't _.f-t..... L{ 
14. Based on the above, give yourself an appropriate, honest grade: _fr~---
YOU CAN'T TAKE IT WITH YOU 
Self Evaluation 
1 . Were you on time for class daily? 
r.e~ 
2. Discuss your ability to work consistently on your character over the course of the 
semester. Specifically, did you meet deadlines on memorization, biography, objectives 
and actions? 
3. Did you give a 100%? Rate yourself, 1 to 100, as to the effort you put in daily on 
insuring this play would be a quality production. Describe what you did daily that 
earned you your rating . 
Joo% J:. 
e.~-~o~ 
'-"-'' ~ ~ ~.~ 
4. What props did you contribute to the play that helped enhance our performance? 
~he• 
5. Describe the time and effort did you spent on the poster or program you made for 
advertising the play? '\>~-\C(';::;.... 3 ~ 
6. How many times did you sell tickets for the play at the table under the drama board? 
~ 
7. Did you have time to develop your character physically, facially and vocally, and 
polish your performance or were you struggliRg with lines at the very end? Describe: 
'feb :l:.- '-'"-Ii ~.roe (!J n 'f. J f. du Mlt J, 
my lot> cf} 5a1vr tby 
9. Specifically describe what you think were your weaknesses in your performance: 
~- "'\~SS~~ '-> ,~ on 
5~ ev~\~. 
10. Critique the whole production, listing specific examples for your evaluation: 
:J:_ ~ly -\~{\\., ~~ I a!:> ~ u-Jl\.6l~ 
on 
~ ~ti t'Wly ~~ cM-:~ ~ ~~Co('. / 
"~y ~~ ('oJ er ll~' oJ"\Q\. 
11. Did you do anything extra to help the production be successful? Describe: 
s~;.~. 
MS~ ~y\~~ you W\Ot.\,) l.j~ :L J>;b 
12. What can be done in the future to improve the quality of the Advanced Theatre 
Productions? \-'~ 0.... a~~~ "'-ss: 'S~"- D~ 1t' " 
13. Did you do anything that distracted from the play during the performance? 
~o A 
14. Based on the above, give yourself an appropriate, honest grade: -~ftr_. _ _ 
YOU CAN'T TAKE IT WITH YOU 
Self Evaluation 
1 . Were you on time for class daily? 
NO 
2. Discuss your ability to work consistently on your character over the course of the 
semester. Specifically, did you meet deadlines on memorization, biography, objectives 
and actions? 
,be1-"cA 1 i Y' r: ~ ; 
ho. r· ~. -to .Mr~or,"zr 
lf\!'-., '\ \ ~· h( L.., b -\" '<J "-\ ~f i ' Mt IN e 45 :fN' -I r.r) J.)~ 
1 u , re oJ~~· rS ~ - .., "' Ai • 
3. Did you give a 100%? Rate yourself, 1 to 100, as to the effort you put in daily on (he,~ 
insuring this play would be a quality production. Describe what you did daily that 
earned you your rating. 
4. What props did you contribute to the play that helped enhance our performance? 
T.-. 'o t C) u V) h _ 1 ; ff\ c.l ~1 D v I 
5. Describe the time and effort did you spent on the poster or program you made for 
advertising the play? 
,~.. l ' ~ ! /? 
V' ·~ f, "f . '\. .-
,_ ., ' ,. 1 . 
"..;.) I f" 0 ... -, f ·~ 
6. How many times did you sell tickets for the play at the table under the drama board? 
N () r-. <:__. i t, e c f>-v (.I? t; d ~ · ~b r'"-~) { 'I!.;\ ~ ~i p· 
7. Did you have time to develop your character physically, facially and vocally, and 
polish your performance or were you struggling with lines at the very end? Describe: 
•. l ff" r-· L> 
k ' \ 
V'-. tf · (f 
17 J, 
·~-
tj i1 ·i 
t'.J. •. y'\ l\ 
l ~ '.] J V ( <· I ~-•' { ·,r 
l v.... " ·-·· . •. l \/ • l 
8. Specifically describe what you think were your strengths in your performance: 
M "f 17 -t rl'·e. rt/ 11 .. ') 
.,,.. Jt f/V(t .<c/ 
9. Specifically describe what you think were your weaknesses in your performance: 
0 f 
~:. 
..,. .. 
; 
/l\1 1 L. n ) 
lo 
10. Critique the whole production, listing specific examples for your evaluation: 
t? (I.• o.. #-' 1<01 . ? 
h ().,'-/ 
I 
11. Did you do anything extra to help the production be successful? Describe: 
NO 
12. What can be done in the future to improve the quality of the Advanced Theatre 
Productions? 
ht .. ' tA '~ ear f,'I/ 
13. Did you do anything that distracted from the play during the performance? 
-\{~ . . ' • J', 
I 
(.1 ~ 1 , 
14. Based on the above, give yourself an appropriate, honest grade: ¥, f' OI '!\ -
~rA. Pl 
YOU CAN'T TAKE IT WITH YOU ~ -Z(_c;z_ 
Self Evaluation t\ ~ 
1. Were you on time for class daily? , j _ n "' (l 
F6r- ft,IJ.. ~.J- f()vl.,+ 1 k;-v-~ VvYt#vi~ 1!'1--1- /ac; ~ 
2. Discuss your ability to work consistently on your characM'r over tfre cj(;{sf 
semester. Specifically, did you meet deadlines on memorization, biography, objectives 
an1 ~~ y~J ! <M 
~.--Y~--e OL~t· ;Ir: ~- j1~ ~+ -/-t~ /j 
,y/,/c/'v::-fa, ,4~ ~/"""' - # b~f- J2 ft._;;,~j_ _v 
~11 ,f v~~~ I 
3. Did you give a 100%? Rate yourself, 1 to 100, as to the effort you put in daily on 
insuring this play would be a quality production. Describe what you did daily that 
earned you your ratin~ . . 
J} /,-L / ,;,,.,_ /f- ~ c /cs~ l-c Jl,_~+ ~ j ,,,.,,I- rife f;tu-~ Ji--~ ~ rt~l-
G~~ L. ~~) '7~-1-y ~'~ ~C-L ~~ J2 ~'-' /,,./-~/ , ~.LJ ~J..._~,,L v-<. v~~/- C H"- C..,t~~'] __;2'_ 
t:f-J, 4._e.-,_J  /~i,,, ",t-:c;L_ ~ ,L,,LA.~~h~ 
4. What props did you cd'ntribute to the play that helped enhance our performance? / " 
!f,,"1-.. ~ I ~:<diZ ~--·· t?<- '-'--Ii ·7-<1; d:s--/~ J° .. 'C..~A 
5. Describe the time and effort did you spent on the poster or.program you made for 
adverti1 ?g tt;le play? J.,,, " " 1 
.. tar/% ~I ff/ ._,._ ~~ bP~ ~ _,-,_.., ~f--.,.. c;;J°"~ f I c£~ .;..,.k •1'...,,..,_, .,....._~ ). P.'4--'-;- 'f't -:J -<Ji ry !r 
f I'd~ fo-r,- j_ e>r 1 ',~ ~,.,,_.,_ /--. /'9t./f ~ -.s:-~" / 6. How many limes ~ell tickets 1;;?.i;e p1a;li~1e under the drama board? 
.-- _,/ 5 // / fl I/ ) f-lYU-1. I //V7 a ef "'-e .. .• .. ,/-1£-tJ A/~ /'/ 
7. Did you have tirKe to develop your character physically, facially and vocally, and 
polis~_ yfr performance or were you struggling wit~ lines at t. he very end? Describe: Yr~,"f~. )/. ;{,' t 1<bo/~71 +:rvi< .. flt/wJ ,,_ 
~ A_fj"-'- I ~ . J ~ r/P c~ 1~ cy ~1-~·-r-~;r /-vv-<!'- ct~ t:t>.-c·I~ ~/ /) I ,,•_ ~/ 
(/,. ,, ~ J,-yy> ./1 I L-t!J<.-o~l ; 
;:~ .. d-~"' L_ { 1.( ,,,J,;.,. yrd. ;( <->-<I, ~ •• / Q 
ftv1. if_ J2-v'M_ . I , ~ -~ /vt.. r'-~···· ~iiovv1Ls , 
9. Specifically describe what you think were your weaknesses in your performance: 
··11 ~nd- :v'l:~j -7 vr~:~-ck~1··-'1A- . i: vr-f ~ lr~----eh)~-- ~'lV·~ J 
10. Critique the whole production, listing specific examples for your evaluation: 
~ Al / / . Lt # . -=:-.-L ~ :::z:~~ ~,~?;r~-~--~t.:;~ 
Pa ~). rl /_,,_J ),, .~.c~~ , _/ 
11. Did you do anything extra to help the production be successful? Describe: 
Ii c ~+s J (Jas+~r ~ wor r__ &Y'- \ v-of>s., 
12. What can b'e done in the future to improve the quality of the Advanced Theatre 
Productions? 
r.eDr1L ca..,Y\ \a~ VYIO~ co~J) b!A-+-
~CG-1- l,A}-C\..6 ~ t- '1J0-WL f 00'-'- f..J..,, 
13. Did you do anything that distracted from the play during the perfo~mance? ~L 
JJo 1 OJvtci. -}ko;e... wl'lft' &ol ~h,eol wU:. 7r 
14. Based on the above, give yourself an appropriate, honest grade: q S 7 
